
the goals that the Academic Plan sets
for Stony Brook are virtually independ-
ent of budgetary considerations.
According to the Plan, the Administra-
tion is committing itself to maintaining
programs of "unique strength' and
enhancing programs "currently on the
threshhold of excellence". At the under-
graduate level, a "rich variety" of
courses must continue to be offered and
the "teaching environment" must be
improved by solving workload prob-
lems. The plan calls for the enhance-
ment of research programs and a
solution to the problem of graduate stu-
-dent support. The graduate level faculty
must be retained and growing equi-
pment and instrument needs must be
met, the plan says.

The plan also states that the univer-
sity is committed to maintaining full
time graduate student enrollment at its
present level.

-"In the event of an actual budget
reduction," the plan states "we will have
extremely difficult decisions to make,"
and plans will have to be undertaken to
discover ways to save money without
crippling important parts of the
curriculum.

By John Buscemi
The Provosts Office, in a report

released on March 30, outlined the prob-
lems that the university will face next
year if the budget situation is actually as
grim as predicted.

According to the report, -entitled
"Academic Plan For 1982-83: Part 1,
"insufficient funds will: L

*make it impossible for the univer-
sity to hire needed faculty members in
several areas, leaving gaps in under-
graduate and graduate programs.

*make it impossible to replace
faculty on leave. t

_

*insure that a special pool of funds
for faculty promotion and retention,
which. has been in the planning stages
for years, is not established.

The report says that a major reason
Ifor the expected shortage of funds is that
many professors who will be eligible for
sabbaticals next year will not be taking
them. Money generated from professors
taking full-year-at-half-pay sabbaticals
is expected to drop from the 1981-82
level of $1.3 million to %. millionm the
1982-83 academic year.

Despite the gloomy funding situation,

*jitates'rar, K 8avi! .8asse

' In the Aent of an actual budget reduction'' says a report issued from the Offico of Provost
Homer Neal, Stony Brook "will have extremely difficult decisions to make."

By Danielle Milland
In light of President Ronald Reagan's

proposed cutbacks to the Guaranteed
Student Loans Program, administra-
tors from many universities are recog-
nizing the need to develop an alternative
method for financing students' educa-
tions. Following this trend. Jack Joyce,
Stony Brook's director of Financial Aid,
and financial administrators from other
universities met in Rochester last week
to discuss a proposal to create a state
student loan authority.

The meeting, the first in a series, cen-
tered on a bill proposed by Senator Ken-
neth LaValle (R-Port Jefferson). The
bill. which is designed to assist postse-
condary students in realizing their full
educational potential by creating a sup-
plemental loan program, would amend
the existing public authorities law by
creating a New York State Higher Edu-
cation Student Loan Authority.

If the student loan authority proposal
was put into effect, it would be vested
with the power to coordinate the issuing
of tax exempt revenue bonds. The
money accrued from these bonds would
establish a pool of funds which would be
allocated to universities for the purpose
of creating a supplementary student
loan program.

The proposed NY State Loan Author-
ity is similar to existing authorities in
Illinois, Massachusetts and Iowa. Mary-
land, Florida and Connecticut are cur-
rently considering such a plan.

The key words in this proposal,
according to Joyce, are "supplemental"
and 'in addition to." The proposed loan
program can only be used in tandem
with already existing student assist-
ance. According to a memorandum put
forth by LaValle, "Students and parents
may be able to borrow monies which

(continued on page 5)Stony Brook Financial Aid DirctorJeckJoyce et with thetfinmncial idmitrsto. at many
univwsities to discu the pioposed tion at a state student Won uho .

Provost Details Effects of Budget Cu
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-International-
Jerusalem - Deputy Secretary of State Walter

Stoessel shuttled back to Israel from Egypt yesterday
seeking to smooth out the last snags in Israel's Sinai
withdrawl.

Tension mounted among opponents of the withdrawl
as Jewish extremists, most believed to be Americans,
threatened to kill themselves if the army tries to evacu-
ate them from the Israeli town of Yamit, in the Sinai.

Israel Radio said the government had declined to
begin the evacuation of Yamit today. Stoessel was to
meet with Begin later yesterday. On arrival here,
Stoessel was told by Deputy Foreign Minister Yehuda
Ben-Meir that Begin had 'some important things" to
tell him. Stoessel said on leaving Cairo that he was
confident of success, and at the airport in Israel he said
he looked forward "to going over again where we now
stand and the progress we have made."

He was expected to remain here through the Wed-
nesday Cabinet meeting and the arrival of Egyptian
Foreign Minister Kamal Hassan Aly. "Decisions will
be made" at Wednesday's meeting, Cabinet Secretary
Dan Meridor told reporters, but he refused to specify
whether that would include a reaffirmation of the
April 25 - this coming Sunday - withdrawal date.

Israeli officials said Saturday the withdrawal was no
longer in doubt because Egypt was correcting its
alleged violations of the 1979 peace treaty. Israel's
complaints of violations have raised doubts among
Cabinet ministers about the wisdom of withdrawing
from Sinai.

"The government did not make any decision until
now not to withdraw from Sinai," Meridor said. The
most serious dispute remaining is over the precise
demarcation of the border. The dispute involves about
1,000 yards of coast on the Gulf of Aqaba and 14 other
points along the peace frontier.

In Yamit, in the section to be ceded to Egypt, about a
dozen ultra-nationalists passed a note out of a bomb
shelter where they have locked themselves saying that
every two hours one of them would commit suicide and
the last one alive would open fire on the troops.

There are some 2,000 anti-withdrawl diehards in
Yamit, but only the Jews in the bunker have threa-
tened violent resistance. They belong to the Kach
movement led by American Rabbi Meir Kahane. Most
of them are believed to be Americans aged 17-25.They
include at least two women.

-No tBoal
Washington - Congressional opponents of Presi-

dent Reagan's proposed military buildup will have an
opportunity to put a major dent in the program today
when the Senate begins consideration of a $180.2 bil-
lion defense authorization bill.

Floor debates over the weapons measure, which
authorizes money for the 1983 fiscal year beginning
Oct 1, is likely to focus on the controversial MXmissile
the B-l bomber and two Nimitz-class nuclear aircraft
carriers.

The Senate Armed Services Committee sliced $3.2
billion from Reagan's budget request, partly by delet-
ing funds for interim basing of the MX and purchase of
the first nine missiles.

An attempt to cancel the whole MX program is
likely on the Senate floor, and senators aiming to
reduce a projected triple-digit deficit have been talk-
ing about seeking another $6 billion to $10 billion in
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was no indication of any "major" Argen-
tine vessel breaching the 200-mile war
zone around the Falklands declared by
Britain last Monday.

Britain's ambassador to the United
States, Nicholas Henderson, told Cable
News Network in Washington that he
believed Haig prolonged his talks in
Buenos Aires because he 'must have run
into considerable intransigence" on the

-part of the Argentines.
The Argentine ambassador to the

United States, Estaban Takacs, in a
separate interview with the network
reiterated that Argentina will not with-
draw while the British fleet is en route.

pride, and less so if that pretension is
backed up by the arrogant use of force,"
a reference to the British armada

Argentine air force C-130 transports
continued to ferry men and war mate-
rial to the Falklands as a British fleet of
some 40 vessels approached from the
north. Official sources estimated about
9,000 Argentine soldiers, supported by
armored vehicles and anti-aircraft
guns, were on the islands seized from
Britain April 2.

The British Defense Ministry in Lon-
don said the bulk of the Argentine navy
had put to sea, but the vessels "are all off
the coast of Argentina." It said there

Buenos Aires, Argentina- Secretary
of State Alexander Haig's attempt to
avert war over the Falkland Islands
stretched into a third day yesterday.
The Argentines were pessimistic, but
Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker
said in Washington there was a "new
dimension" to the talks.

Argentine Foreign Minister Nicanor
Costa Mendez said the only positive fac-
tor "is the fact that the negotiations con-
tinue. What is not so positive is that
there has been no definite progress. We
still believe that negotiation is better
than war and we're putting all our
efforts behind the talks."

Haig attended Mass and played tennis

with US Ambassador Harry Shlau-
deman yesterday morning. He said
before going into the talks that he was
'in close touch" with President Reagan
and that "we're just going to continue on.
More than that I can't say. I think all of
us can be thankful the effort is still
under way."

Before the latest round began, Argen-
tina's president, Gen. Leopoldo Galtieri,
said in response to Pope John Paul II's
plea for peace:

"Argentines are ready to make any
effort to cornstruct a respectful peace,
but not to humiliate ourselves before
any pretension dictated by wounded

acrid smoke. Our ears have heard the screams of the
tortured," Jacob Brinbaum, a member of the Holo-
caust memorial Committee, told survivors and their
children at Congregation Kehillath .Israel in
Massachusetts.

In the Chicago suburb of Palatine, six .Holocast sur-
vivors planned to light candles in a service in memory
of the concentration camp victims.

The Simon Wiesenthal Center at Yeshiva University
of Los Angeles, North America's largest Holocaust
center, honored 20 survivors Sunday for speaking to
thousands of young people in the center's outreach pro-
gram for California

Yuval Metser, acting consul general of Israel in
Boston, told the Massachusetts group: "Six million
Jews, including one million children, perished because
evil triumphed in Europe over sanity and wisdom."

Although the memory is a painful one, Metser said,
the Holocaust must not be forgotten because "anti-
Semrnitism has not been erased from the earth."

* . . E.';

Waterford, Conn. - Northet Utilities was to begin
returning the Millstone II nuclear power plant to full
generating capacity this morning, following its auto-
matic shutdown this weekend, a company official said
yesterday.

The plant shutdown for the second time in lOdayson
Saturday when an air hose broke at 5:15 PM, acco-
rding to Northeast spokesman Tony Castagna

No radioactive releases occurred when the plant
shut down. Castagno said. The hose is connected to a
water level control valve, and when it broke, it caused
the water level in a steam generator to drop, causing
the shutdown, Castagno said. The spokesman was
unable to explained what caused the hose to break and
was unable to say if it had been inspected during
recent shutdowns

An investigation into the incident was continuing, he
said. The plant was last shut down on April 7 due to a
steam leak. The plant has now been shut down four
times in April.

-Strte i L,--

Syracuse. NY - President Reagan's assertion that
the increase of women entering the job market has
pumped up the unemployment rate unfairly was
called "outrageous" by Karen DeCrow, a feminist
attorney here.

At a Friday White House question-d--answer ses-
sion, the president suggested that the recession is not
as deep as indicated by the latest unemployment rate,
because of the increase of people, especially women,
entering the labor market

Ms. DeCrow, president of the National Organization
for Women from 1974-77, asked "Is the president ask-
ing that all women who are working to support their
children go on welfare? Is that the solution to the
problem?"

She ays the high unemployment problem might
just as easily be caused "by so many mnn wrrldn."

During the Depression, women were called on to
quit their jobs. Supposedly, we've proaresed 60 yers
sincethen," she said.

The nation's unempbloyment rate now 9 percent
the highest since World War II.

(Compild from M Asocited PMw)

cuts.
The defense bill provides funds for procurement of

ships, planes, tanks and other military hardware, day-
to-day operations and maintenance of the armed ser-
vices and research and development projects.

Both the Senate and House are striving to clear their
agendas of pending legislation while behind-the-
scenes negotiations continue with the White House on a
new fiscal 1983 budget - in the face of a fast-
approaching May 15 Congressional deadline for
budget guidelines.

Winston-Salem, NC - Social stress may lead to har-
dening of the arteries and a greater risk of heart dis-
ease even among those with eathy diets, a Bowman
Gray School of Medicine researcher said.

Jay Kaplan, assistant professor of comparative med-
icine, said a research team observing male monkeys
constantly changed the makeup of the group to which
the monkeys were assigned, resulting in a constant
reording of the monkeys' social hierarchies and
relationships.

After 22 months, monkeys fed a low-cholesterol, low-
fat diet in the unstable environment were compared
with those in stable social groups. The researchers
found that the monkeys in the unstable setting deve
loped more and worse atherosclerosis, or hardened
arteries, than those in stable groups.

The study indicates that psychosocial influences
probably would lead to hardening of the arteries and
an increased risk of heart disease even if all other risk
factors -poor diet and lack of exercise, for example
-could be eliminated.

However, he said, the accumulation of atherosclero-
sis would occur at a diminished rate among otherwise
healthy subjects.

Kaplan reported the findings Friday at a meeting of
the Federation of American Societies for Experimen-
tal Biology in New Orleans.

Coral Gables, Florida - A dozen students crawled
out windows as police raided an apartment on the
University of Miami campus and broke up what
appeared to be a casino gambling operation, officials
said.

Detectives seized dice, chips, cash and gambling
tables and arrested three men, including a former
member of the university golf team, John Andrew
Finnin, who lived in the apartment with three current
team members, police said. His roommates were not
home.

What police found "did not look like a Thursday
night poker game," said Detective Michael Arwood.
Two green felt-topped tables held money, chips and
playing cards, he said.

- 0*

Brookline, Mass - Nearly 1,000 Jews, including
survivors of Nazi concentration camps, gathered in
Brookline, Mass., on Sunday and their brethren
gathered in synagogues throughout the country to
remember victims of the Holocaust

Memorial services were planned in cities from Lo
Angles to New York to commenwmorate the 39th anni-
versary of the Warsaw ghetto uprising in which thou-
sands of Jews lost their lives Congress has designated
this week "Days of Remembrance of the Victims of the
Holocaust."

"Our eyes have seen it Our noses have smelled the

No Progress Made in Falkland Talks

- Baews Ditest



A spokesman for Kremer said that in odd-numbered
years, the commission will be chaired by Sen. John
Marchi (R-Staten Island, Manhattan). It will go to
SUNY campuses and look at available figures, such as
reported vandalism, hesaid. It istooearly to tell where
Stony Brook ranks among SUNY campuses because
the commission has not yet formulated a research
design and has no representative sample of vandalism
figures, the spokesman said.

Kremer said the study will take from three to five
monthsandwillbecompletedby October. Thecom-
misaon is a 12-member, bipartisan panel which evalu-

the effectiveness of state programs, he said.
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Six Suffolk County police officers
joined top Public Safety officials in
patroling campus Saturday night with
the belief that members of New York
City youth gangs, who are known to
carry guns, would be attending an
Asian Students Association party,
which was eventually cancelled.

Precautions were also taken by a
number of Public Safety officers on duty
at the time, who wore bullet-proof vests
in anticipation of the gang members
presence on campus. In addition, stu-
dent identification cards were checked
after 10 PM at the Stony Brook Union,
where the party was to be held, and non-
students were not allowed to enter the
building.

The decison to call county police-who
were intended to number eight but one
of their four vehicles broke down-onto
campus was prompted by a March 20
incident in which a Manhattan man,
William Lai, believed to be a member of
the Ghost Shadows gang, accidentally
shot a friend in the foot during a Spirit
of Young Koreans party that was
plagued with fights between students
and non-students. Lai and two friends
allegedly went on a robbery and shoot-
ing spree after leaving Stony Brook that
left one man dead.

But both Public Safety Director Gary
Barnes and ASA President TEmrgW
Lim said they saw no gang members
Saturday night, and received no reports
from anyone who did. The cancellation
of the party was necessary because of
insufficient notice that the
party had been he led from a start-

The Suffolk County Police were called in, to patrol canpus on Saturday night... Stat-man photos/Robe" Lieberman

ing time of 10 PM to 6 PM. ASA
members agreed with public safety offi-
cials, Fred Preston, vice it for
Student Affairs and Robert Francis,
vice president for Campus Operations at
a meeting Friday to change the time to
one less likely to generate trouble.
About 200 people frm 14 colleges in the
metropolitan area were expected at the
party, which capped off a basketll and
volleyball tournament earlier in the
day, Lim said.

Barnes said there was no prior infor-
mation specifically detailing how many
gang members might be present. The
precautions were prompted by the
March 20 shooting and by rumors from
ASA members that gang members
would be present Saturday, Barnes
said.

One Public Safety officer who
requested anonymity but who was close
to the decision to call in the county
police, said Public Safety had deter-

mined through intelligence that five
members of the Ghost Shadows and four
from the Flying Dragons were to be at
Stony Brook-with four handguns
between them. The officer said the
source of the information was
confidential.

The stepped-up security may have
also furthered a rift between officers
and their superiors in Public Safety.
The anonymous officer charged that
officers, who are not allowed to respond
to situations in which weapons are
involved because- they are unarmed,
were forced into "a known dangerous
situation" by being assigned to specifi-
cally patrol the Union. He also said offic-
ers believed they would be fired if they
refused. The rift widened substantially
two weeks ago when the officers' union
representatives announced publically
that they cannot protect the campus or
themselves without guns.

Limited Access
Patrol of the campus by county police

officers was termed "not unusual" by
both Barnes and University Spokesman
David Woods. County police are called
in on all weapon-related crimes and
other felonies, and a county detective is
stationed on campus Monday to Friday
from 9AM to 5PM.

Barnes and Woods explained that
further controls on access to campus by
off-campus people are being considered
because of past problems. Woods said
this was "the first step in the process of
developing closer emtrl of campus,"
but that it is now known if involvement
by the county police would be a part of
future plans...en Publi Safty O ffe t Proof vets in anticipation of gong members attending union party.

dorms also pose life-threatening situations for stu-
dents euse of loose and dangling wires, ripped out
fire alarm bells and broken or removed fire exit signs."

The commission will study different institutions
within the 64-campus SUNY Aytem, including uni-
versity centers, medium level and community colleges,
Kremer said. He said it will make recommendations to
the SUNY Central Administration for dealing with
those who vandaize SUNY property, adding that stu-
dents are not required to pay an advanced deposit for
repaim It will also look at how private colleges deal
with vandalis, Kremer said.

By Alan Gobtisk
Aeacting to growini incidents of vandalism on State

Univ ity campuses, the -egislative Commission on
Expenditures Review will begin an audit to determine
the extent odaf age and how schoo aredealingwith
WHnders. emblyman Arthur Kremer (D-Long
Beach) the commyissio chairman, said last week.

y'Tee was nearly $8 million in vandalism-related
damaye and routine repairs in SUNY dormitories
during a three-yer perio fom 1977 to 1910," said
Kremer, who alsochairs the Ways and Means Commit-
te "Vsoa the wage of state money, the vandalized

Suffolk County Police Patrol Camps
PublIc SafetyIPolice Take Precautions to Avert Gang ViolencePublica Saety, Poice T~ake Precautions to Avert Gaang Vi'olence

uS

Committee to Study Vandalism Costs?
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GRAND OPENIN6
$1.00 OFF -

Any Check of $10 or Morel
with this ad thru 4/25/82

We have the famous chefs that specialize in
Szechuan, Hunan and Cantonese Cuisine
All Our Delicous Foods Prepared naturally

WITHOUT M.S.G.
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ph ^,VLunch Specials - from $2.95
Served 7 days a week 11:30 p.m.-4 p.m.

TAKE OUT ORDERS, TOO
_ 585-7878 -
I 183 Middle Country Road

Modell s Plaza - Route 25 Centereach -Fully Qualified Specialist
GENTLE EXPERIENCED

"Emphasis on Non-Extraction Therapy"
"Transparent Braces Available"

Many insurance plans accepted as full
or partial payment.

5 Pebble Street
Stony Brook, New York 11790

(516) 689-9822
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BRAKES
Foreign and Domestic

2 Wheel Brakes- Disc or Drum Front or Rear

* We will install Highest Quality New Broke
Shoe or Pads

* Machine Drums or Rotors
* Replace any nede ake Hardware
* Repack Font I Bearings. on front

brake jobs

(Some front wheel drive cars may incur
additional cost for rotor removal)
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M fa. 26A & North CountrV Road.
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A .oit Professor John Haynes will speak on "The Art of Nwgotiatkin" at the next in a series
of proms r the Arms Control, Disarmament and Peace Studies Resource Center.

(continued fim page 1)

equal but do not exceed the total cost of
attendance less other forms of student
assistance."

There are three other loan programs
in existence now: the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program (GSLP), the Parent
Loan Program, and the Unsubsidized
Loan Program (ALAS). Under Rea-

gan's proposed cutbacks to education,
graduate student eligibility for the
G3SLP would be eliminated.

Joyce illustrated some of the problems
with the existing loan programs. Eligi-
bility for the GSLP was set at an income
of below $30,000. Now individuals with
an income of this size must, along with
-other applicants, take a "need test,"

Joyce said.
The Parent Loan Program also has its

drawbacks, Joyce said. Under this pro-
gram, a parent of an undergraduate
dependent student can borrow up to
$3000 with 14 percent interest. How-
ever, repayment begins 60 days after
receipt of the loan. ALAS is designed
for graduate students, but Joyce said the
problem here is that the 14 percent
interest rate must be payed while the
student is in school. Joyce said "For
Reagan to suggest the replacement of
the Guaranteed. (Student) Loan by
ALAS is simply ridiculous".

LaValle's proposal also has its pros
and cons, Joyce said. He said it's nega-
tive effect concerns the economic feasi-
bility of revenue bonds in light of the
Reagan economy. He also said interest
rates, although lower than any bank
could offer, could be set as high as 15
percent.

On the positive side, Joyce said, col-

leges - not states -would pay any
administrative costs for the proposed
loan program. The effect, he said, is that
the state authorities should not cost tax
payers anything. Despite mixed feel-
ings, Joyce said, "It is worth review for
the long term strategy of establishing

-alternative financing methods."
Congress should be addressing the

issue of financial aid this week, Joyce
said. "Congress seems to be much more
adamant," he said, "but as for Reagan
and his advisors, I don't think they've
changed their tune." Joyce said the
problem lies in the fact that Reagan, his
advisors and certain Congressmen do
not have a thorough understanding of
the programs themselves and the
impact of those programs on students.
"Congressmen need to become aware,"
he said. Joyce said the future can look
brighter if the pressure from students
and other opponents of Reagan's cuts
continues.

top legislative priority. Aides have indi-
cated he will not

Under the proposal, parents could
deduct from their federal income tax up
to half the tuition costs of sending their
children to private elementary and
secondary schools, to a maximum credit
per child of $100 per child in 1983, ris-
ing to $600 in 1985. The credits could be
used by families with adjusted gross
incomes of no more than $75,000 per
year, and it could not be used for schools
that dominate on the basis of race.

About 5 million children now attend
private schools in the United Stat",
including 3.5 million in Catholic schools.
The paochia school enrollment on
Long Island and Queens totals 144,700
students.

President Ronald Reagan's proposed
tax credit bill for families sending their
children to private schools is drawing
controversy. Not the bill itself, but its
chances of passing Congress this late in
the calendar.

"It is late" for Senate action, said
Janet Mullins, legislative director for
Senator Robert Packwood (R-Oregon),
who is sponsoring a tuition tax credit
bill with Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan
(D-N.Y.). "and I don't think there's
anyway to get it through .he House this
year at all, she said.

"Just proposing it is not enough," said
Mullins. Lading proponeIts of the idea
said it would be almost impossible to get
the bill pased unless gan made it a

_Mo lo 10MI A N , to supplient the existing feWera guara unt loan program-

Peace Center Stress-es Disarmamen it
Center Formed
To Study Issues

Of War, Peace
By Matteo Luccio

Living up to its reputation as a trend-
setter in higher education, the univer-
sity has opened a center for the study of
war and peace issues. The organization,
The Arms Control, Disarmament and
Peace Studies Resource Center, has
already begun to attract national atten-
tion.

The Resource Center, located in the
Old Chemistry building, is housed in the
former Center -for Continuing and
Developing Education (CED) gallery.
It is designed to provide a resource base
to stimulate and support scholarship
and research by students, faculty and
community members. Its programs,
according to a fact sheet available from
the center, are intended to create "a
forum for discussion, debate and dia-
logue for all persons who are interested
in these topics without regard to politi-

(continued on page 12)

Speaker Series

To Address

Arms Threat
Negotiation, whether on a personal

level or between two international super
powers, is more than give-and-take
talking.

John Haynes, associate professor of
Social Welfare at StonyBrook, who has
gained a national reputation in the field,
will speak on "The Art of Negotiation"
at the next in a series of programs at
Stony Brook on disarmament.

The program, the fourth of eight this
spring will be given at 7:30 PM Tues-
day, April 27, at the Arms Control, Dis-
armament and Peace Studies Resource
Center in the Old Chemistry Building.

Haynes is on the faculty of Stony
Brook's School of Social Welfare and the
Author of a 1981 book, "Divorce Media-
tion: A Practical Guide for Counselors
and Therapists."

As a prelude to Haynes' address on
disarmament, Stony Brook will be feat-

(continued on page 12)

Administrators Discuss Supplemental Loan Program

Private School Tax Break
Seen Unlikely By Some
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You'l be caazd at all
the opportuhte and
advantages the Army

offers men and women
with BSN degrees:

* Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a lib-
eral vacation policy.

* Real opportunity for advancement find profesonal
growth-every Army Nurse is a commissioed officer.

* No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.

* The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
-* Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching

or additional education.
See if you qualify.

-(212) 522-1551
The Army Nurse Corps.

. .- _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - « . - - - - * - - - - ,

@For more informnatin* te:
SSG Michael Rusaino I
Army Nurse Recruiter
345 Adams St. (7th FL)>, Brooklyn, NY 11201 .

Name__________|_________

|Address______.________ Apt. ___

eCity, State, ZIP________-._______

Phon_________________________________Age---

L - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --a

Statesman

*

COMPLETE OBSTETRICAL
& GYNECOLOGICAL CARE

BOARD CERTIFIED OBS/GYN SPECIAUSTS

PREGNANCIES CONTRACEPTION
TERMINATED

AWAKE OR ASLEEP
Appointments
7 Days a week

and evenim hours

STERILIZATION
ADOLESCENT

I GYNECOLOGY
Stictly

Confidentiono

20% OFFI
On All

I CRAIGI

' ;i~ iGo .i~s ' oA~i ....................................... ,, .,-g__f_-, -' ......-...I........`..O M ........ .'v ' :

WX E5. ~~IW

I~ w - - - -- - . ,

Stats~~~~~~
I S TUDENT DISCOUNT ' I

928-73731 T
EAST ISLAND asS SERVICES P.C.

11 MEDICAL DOME PN JFFIPOW STATGY

I

l
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HELP WANTED
* Delivery Person

* Part Time Inserters/
Folders

Featuring...
* Locking fast forward and rewind
* Volume, balance and tone controls
* Local/distance switch r _
* Stereo/mono button I= _l
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All Hall Parties of |
1 0 pies of more

$3.50 ea
No Coupon Necessary

"Try Our 6 Foot Heros" \
They're Delicious at a Party// 5

- I

W E9lS^ Check - Up

Whether It's Just Lazy
or Won't Work At AR ... -

WE CAN HELP!

I

=EC"
-A . W

LOW COST ABORTION
-GYNECOLOGICAL CARE

Pro-nddatala-
Doctors Office

Prvate and Confsdentisl

Monthu SW y
724l24A5

,Shttown hea
_ .
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DON'T COMPETE IN CONTESTS OR PLAY GAMES . ..
Forget About Over-Paying $3.00 Or More Per Pie And

Then Getting Something Free That You've Already Paid ForlI

NO CONTEST HERE
Just 'The Best" Pizza

AT LOW PRICES ALL THE TIME

4

I

IOPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK( L

lTHREE VILLAGE PLAZA NEXT* f a_
I ROUTE 25A, SETAUKET TO SWEZEYS o m * * ace

Stop In For A Free Estimate

O Typewriters
o Calculators

n Supplies
Machines Boaught & Sold

T'pe"raw
4949B Nesconset Huy.

Port Jefferson Sft.

47437

I

I

----- Custom Speakers Cost Less!-
Car Stereos o Equalizers o Accessories

Guitar Amps o String Tuners o Cords o Straps o Styli
P.A. Amps o Speakers o Microphones o Cables

Record & Tape Headcleaners o Blank Tapes
Repairs On All Stereo & Musical Equipment

SPEAKER SYSTEMS FOR HOME/DORM/AUTO
AT Up To 50% OFF

I 0_ % Discount For SUSB Student and Faculty

746 Middle Country Rd., Selden, N.Y. (5 16 )
t f?~t miles East of NuichniircP j7 I2 - I I a ^ « 1

{2 mile Eastru FTf . I~hei qH A 732.31 1 0

7

Spring
UPS 516
UPS 544
UPS 533
UPS 541
UPS 585

Fall
UPS 515 Data Analysis I
I'PS .543 Models for Policy-Making I
HIS I533 Economic Analysis I
11as .531 Political and Administrative

Decision-Making
IFPS .5I Public Management

Data Analysis 11
Models for Policy-Making 11
Economic Analysis II
Workshop in Public Policy

Program Evaluation

If interested, please call Mrs. Marilyn Enkler
at (516) 246-8280, for further informnation.

iU-SEO 0Pk**)3~

- ~~~%

5n '"THE BEST" PIZZA j

l | $3.50
FREE DELIVERY ffl

H To Your Room On Campus M
X With This Coupon Thru 4/30/82 I

U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The W. Averel Harriman College
for Urban and Policy Sciences,

SUNNY, Stony Brook
= ; =s announces a new

Advanced Credit Program
in which our Master of Science degree, which normally

requires two years in residence and 48 graduate
credit hours, can be earned in one year by students who-

* wil have completed the requirements for a graduate
or professional degree in any department of the State
University of New York at Stony Brook by August 1982:

* complete 30 graduate credit hours in the Harriman
college in fall and spring semesters 1982-83:

* complete a paid summer internship in 1983 in a
government or non-profit organization.

The purpose of this program is to enhance the analytic and
rnmagerial skills of students specializing in a particular
iciidemic or professional discipline, thereby opening new
opportunities for employment in the public and non-profit
sectors.

Course Requirements for Advanced Credit Pro -am

SPEAKER
EMPORIUM-
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By Marilyn Gorfien
For two and one half years, five days

a week and occasionally on Saturdays,
Coach Judy Christ and the women's
softball team practice. Running,
stretching, throwing and offensive and
defensive drills are repeated again and
again. The season officially began
March 30, and will culminate in the
State Championships May 15.

Although the team didn't make the
state finals last year, they did two years
ago and have set hungry eyes on the
glory for this year.

The 15 member team is young, com-
prised of four new freshmen, three
sophomore, two seniors and the rest
are juniors. Last year only second base-
man Ellen Arocho graduated.

A Division mI team, the Patriots have
upcoming games with Manhattanville,
Lehman and, next weekend, an invita-
tional at the State University at
Albany. There, they will compete
against other schools in the state sys-
tem such as Buffalo and Albany itself.
Lehman will also be there.

One of the more important games of
this year's season was last Friday.
Stony Brook played a home game
against Queens College. Queens had
beaten the Patriots the past two years,

past the opponents 15-6.
Scott said, "We're getting a late start.

The players were nervous for the first
few games."

The team may be nervous, but the
talent is still there. Against Queens,
although freshman Teri McNulty is still
recovering from a bad knee injury and
can't pivot, she performed admirably at
second base. To boot, she's also a con-
sistant pitcher.

Sophomore Phyllis Mehalakes gets
better each year. Her fast pitching is
something to be reckoned with. Also,
freshman Cheryl Dininno does a fine
job as catcher. As of today, Detra Sarris
will return to her former position at
shortstop after recovering from a knee
injury. Luch Gianuzzi will take over
second base. Prime hitters this year
include freshman Robin Benick, Gia-
nuzzi and McNulty. Both the infield and
the outfield, according to captain Carol
Tompkins, "look good." Jill Spage is a
top-notch left-fielder, she said. "Jill sets
a good example for the rest of the
team," she added.

"Coach Christ is committed to the
team. She knows what she's doing, and
she gets better every year," Scott said.
Wtih a first-rate coach and a team
based on close friendships, talent nd
fun, Stony Brook can't lose.

* And stFCU &. heRe *T-«-**I in .* E w*-iS®"

so the tension was thick and spirits
were high. That afternoon, Queens
scored six runs in one inning enroute to
an 8-7 victory.

Captain Michelle Scott was optimis-

tic. "We were more consistant than
they were."

So far this season, the Patriots have a
14 record, but the losses have been
close. In the Pace game, they breezed

"1

out of 28 teams.
Playing on the Stony

Brook team since his first
year, Bruce was picked
Most Valuable Player in
his freshman and sopho-
more year and has been
captain since his junior
year. "We're a tight
bunch. The team always
talks things out," Bruce
remarked.

Bruce has been playing
since he was about thir-
teen. "I was never really
interested in playing ten-
nis," Bruce states. "I just
walked out on the tennis
court one day and a pro
saw my serve and just
started giving me
lessons."

Since then, Bruce
played with a team in high
school and with ; his
brother out of school. He
was seeded second in a
Brooklyn Tournament,
where he lived. At 21, he
is moong in Political
Science and intends to be
a lawyer. rv€ been inter-
ested in law since I was
young and have always
read about politics in the
newspaper. I chose
Stony Brook because I
found out that 85 percent
of Stony Brook law stu-
dents get accepted to law
school," Bruce ex-
plaied. l may stiBl play in

player while Robert is the
number two singles
player. Together, they
make up the number one
doubles team. "They are
just excellent players,"
commented Coach Les
Thompson. "Bruce can
hold his own. He's a fine
player, as is Robbie."

Bruce finished as one
of the top four players in
last year's tournament of
the Metropolitan Colle-
giate Tennis Conference,
Stony Brook is in the top
division of the confer-
ence and finished fourth

- By Teresa C. Hoyla
Captain Bruce Sauer

may be leaving the Stony
Brook Men's Tennis
Team this year, but there
will be another Sauer tog
take his place. Bruce's
brother Robert will con-
tinue the Sauer skills on
the tennis team. Bruce is
a senior, graduating this
semester and Robert is a
freshman finishing his
first year.

The Sauer brothers
are the top two players of
the team. Bruce is the
number one singles

tournaments with my
bvrother after school,"
he said.

Both brothers have
been playing together in
tournaments since about
three years ago. "We've
done pretty well to-
gether", Bruce said.
When asked about his
strategy, he explained
that, "I try to be as
aggressive as possible to
get my opponent down
as soon as possible.'

Coach Thompson
dos not try to chang his

players' strategy, just
improve it. "It's a matter
of developing what they
have to a finer degree.
Their basic strategy is
encouraged," Thompson
explained. "Bruce and
Robbie will both do very
well against this season's
competition," he added.

Robert, 19, has been
playing tennis for the past
five years. "My whole
farily was playing tennis
and I just started playing
with them," Robert
remarked. Unlike his
(continued on page 7P)

Spirit, Youth Define Women Softball Tear n

P T? W B@ lp oHpo

The Sauer Brothers
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DICTAPHONE .................... .10 peo Hn **

-HANDWRITTEN TYPING ................. $ .11 pelne

STATISTICAL TYPING ................. < .12 per line

APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING ................... $ 0.0o p r m o n-

ADDITIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES AVAILABLE

featuring

(BARIERK
(SVADYEBKA)

(Tes Wdoies
(The Wedding)

C-)

* MINIMUM FEE OF $5.00
^* DICTAPHONE AVAILABLE FOR USAGE AT 516/56-2252

*** APPOINTMENT REMINDERS ARE SENT, IN WRITING. ONE WEE( PRIOR TO
APPOINTMENT.

Son. April 25t

At the Fise Arts Center
Stlate Ubniersit, Stoy B*oi

40

4

516/585 1632516/585-2252
Tickets - $5 Adults, $4 Students & Sr. Citiz

Available at Good Times Bookshop, Pt. Jeffe
Heywood s Music Shop, Setauket

fine Arts Center,
S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook - 246-5678

FWhfer--:75112

j Low Cost J! - Personalized !

! ASLEEP or AWAKE v

} 667-1400 j
Free Pregnancy Testing

Family Planning Counseling A

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL f
LIC. PHYSICIAN'S OFFICE

j MEDICAID, *
T Visa and Master Card !
] - Accepted ;

!f

!

r

!

/ WOMEN'S
; PAVILION 5
f Deer Park, N.Y 11729 f

Few~ u ears _~

Haw toI
do well in-I

Ecnoy Class
Simple. Fly Capitol Air's Econoffy Class Our

fares are the lowest of any scheduled adrle so
you can use the money you save for lots of
other things. Like a Eurail pass if you fty us to
Brussels, Frankfurt or Zurich. More tine in the
sun if you're headed for Miami, San Juan or
Puerto Plata. Or for even more fun in New York,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago or Boston.

And, if you are flying to Europe this summr,
make your reservaon and buy your ticket
now. With our guaranteed fare polcy you are
protected against any fare increases from now
until departure.

So if you want to do well in Economy Cass,
fly Capitors.

For reservations, caN your Travet Agent or f

Capitol at 883-0750 in New York City, 800-442-
7025 in New York State or 800-223-6365 out-
side New York State.

No one makes Economy Class

( sc

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED
Male and Female volunteers to participate in

research project evaluating hormones and sexual
orientation. Subjects must be between the ages of 21
and 40, free of medical problems, not on any medication
(including birth control pills for females) and available
for at least one hour per day for a one-week period.
Heterosexual, homosexual and transsexual oriented
subjects needed. Blood samples will be taken.
Accepted subjects will be paid.

For additional information contact Dr. Gladue,
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Science, HSC
T-10, SUNY at Stony Brook (246-2551) between 10:00
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. weekdays.

Hi A'UlLETY

Thm' FACULAein

GiLau ry Right Here In a 8toubm

o It's convenient, eaier and les expensive
than Coin-Op'sII

1o Drop off in the morbid
Pick-up same days

TBe Golden % Hour Laundry
K8 B Main StL (Aer- rom f arck

941 4Sa.

SUNY SPECZILA

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193

AN Sn FW adwefVftIst Mom CTMr

Call Days, Eves & Weekends
ROOM Fd 1Mm

248-1134
Rt. 110- Hu - n

421-2690
Fv Towns
295-2022

21 2/261 -9400For Inforwamat Abot

10 b8 U5 CitUs &AOIZ~ t N.Y. stat1 _S'Sy
No appL N oea 7ir1 .wf
108B RfB. 79BAP _1h ' *"-W 1 5 .
fwcro~tr R.IL ttn -- ^ - » .

L-g bdd Syaphnk C€m his

STRAVINSKY
CENTENNIAL
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By James R. B yger
If one could fortell tie future of the

men's lacrosse club, they would have to
predict a bright one.

Lacrosse in both the United States
and in Stony Brook is on the upswing
for many reasons. Specifically at Stony
Brook, the lacrosse program will be
funded by the university for the first
time ever next year. That, coupled with
University President John Marburger's
proposal to move our team up to Div-
ision III next year and eventually to Div-
ision I in the near future means lacrosse
is moving up...and quick.

This year, the Patriots' season is
almost over. They've had their ups and
downs this year, but a continual plus
has been the play of Steve Pollack. He's
a junior psychology major who plays
attack on the lacrosse team and plays it
well. In six games this season so far,
Pollack has 23 goals and nine assists for
32 points. Unfortunately, in a past game
against Dowlng College, Pollack was
held scoreless for the first time this
year. Last year, Pollack set a school
record for goals with 33 in 10 games.
Last year's team also had a good season
wAth a 7-3 record.

Pollack played on the Great Neck
High School lacrosse team, a school
which has yielded many players that
have gone to Division I schools. "I could
have played for one [Division I school],
even though I may not have started,"
Pollack said. "You know a lot of my
friends play for Division I schools.
Maybe when I go to graduate school, I'll
go to a Division I college. Il still have
three years eligibility left so III be able to
play." He also mentioned the possibility
of coaching lacrosse in the future.
Unlike many other sports, lacrosse
doesn't have professional ranks. There
are leagues that one can play in after
college, but the pay is usually meager.
This is why the countries best players

are in Division I colleges as in North
Carolina University. Pollack says he got
offers to play for Division I schools but
that the offers came after he had
already made up his mind to go to Stony
Brook. "I like to play lacrosse, but I
went to college to team," Pollack said.

Lacrosse has given him a great deal
of good memories, though. He
remembers how, in high school, his
team had to beat Manhasset in its last
game to clinch their first league title
ever and how it had already lost to Man-
hasset that year. Nevertheless, Great
Neck won the game 9-8, and Pollack

Ststesmar,/Kennr Rockwell

playoffs, have all-americans, and share
in their privileges. But the team isn't
even allocated money by the school.
Next year though, the situation will
change and they will be a definite Div-
ision HI team.

So, the future of Stony Brook
Lacrosse is definitely a bright one. Pol-
lack will be returning next year to per-
form his magic, the team will be a true
Division III team and victories and
accomplishments are right before
them.

scored two goals in the match. Eventu-
ally, Pollack went on to become all-
league in his senior year. Also, Pollack
scored nine goals in his first game of the
season at Stony Brook to almost dou-
ble the previous record of five goals in a
game, which he set the year before.

There are still many goals that lie
ahead for Pollack. He said he's like to
become Stony Brook's first All-
American lacrosse player ever, as well
as getting the Patriots into the NCAA
playoffs. He also looks forward to play-

ing Division HI ball next year.
A major accomplishment of the team

this year was its beating Division I Fair-
field 74, in which Pollack scored four
goals. This was an amazing feat for a
club team. If anyone doesn't know, a
club team is one which isn't funded in
the university budget. The team takes
care of itself. In the case of the lacrosse
team, Polity has spent a great deal of
money. The weird thing is that the team
is already accepted into the NCAA,
which means they can make the

Old Chew
leaned back
into the front
tracks Bodc
are made in1
16

Patriot Stickman Stars
T S

. 4I

lacrosse Club Carries a Mighty Stick
By Cra Schneider mean. Being fast and mean are also the traits of the "It helps to be crazy," Schlegel said. "It's great,"

eys never cde-but 11 bet that if you really games madmen, the goalies. said Ohaire. "We work great together. He's [Schlegel]

on a lacrosse bal, and whipped it smack Whereas hockey goalies are well protected behind near-sighted and Fm far-sighted."

t grin, it would kUl any Chevelle dead in its their masks, Loves, and pads which cover their arms, Goalkeepers' most efficient tool are their sticks:

>-stYe you can even count the ones that legs, hips, ect., Stony Brook's lacrosse goalies Joe with its extra wide head used as anything from a glove
to COD cars and citY cabs. - Schlege and Ohaire are armed only with a chest to a rake, to a scoop.

But that's only the goalie. There are the defense-
men too, whose extra long stick is perfectly designed
to poke, perplex and just annoy opposing attackers,
who sometimes turn out to be midfieldmen, or even
the other goalie. It gets pretty hairy out there. When
the Stony Brook lacrosse team plays, with their cur-
rent 3-3 record, they're desrate to win.

So here's the Stony Brook lacrosse team, practic-
kg against each other biside the Gymnasium. Coach
Ziegler's statement before the practice: "Bring in the
good nets," somewhat betrayed his own enthusiasm
for indoor play. Even in practices ki we of the game
showed itself. And so...

The limpng thump-didy-dump run of Ray McKenna
takes him toward the goal. The once star mid-fielder
now only gets to play during practice. A broken right
shin bone. now in a cast, is still used to its best advan-

/zf-rintial n nwa 7P}
Ico"Flm L««jl *fo»u««« IAFI^ *
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* Petitioning is now open for Polity President, Vice * A tl A TlT Ad I? A DI
President, Secretary, Senior Class Rep., Junior Class + - 1vlFVj Gd

* Rep., Sophmore Class Rep., Senior Class President, ^l- 
1_ _

* Junior Class President, Sophmore Class President,.* cxnnTyTv <

SASU Reps., Judiciary Seats, Student Assembly, * 1YS s s _ ^ _ _

. *4

*.

Ai
v Petitions available in the Polity Office, Union Room^

* 255. Petitioning will be open until April 19th at 5 p.m. of StonV Brook
* Elections will be held on April 27th. Poll watchers v

^ needed - Sign Up in Polity Office. *
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ * will hold their next meeting

+ Are you interested in becoming a peer counselor at on Tuesday, April 20th at 7:00
+ The Bridge To Somewhere? Applications will be dis- p.m. in Union Room 214. Any-

tributed in the Union Lobby starting Monday, April^ one wiha interest in ham
* 19th. DeadlineisMondayApril 26th; 10:00 a.m. oe i a ieomin ham
+ ' ^ radio or becoming a ham

.*
- lw -W-

.

. glb.
*_...,_.„„~~~~~~~;' .. operator should attend. It you

* T he De ad l ine Date for the S.A.I.N.T.S. Scholarship enjoy radio electronics and communication, or speaking t ^
* has been extended until April 21st, 1982. The win- 0 l° ai lcrne n omnctoso paigt

:nerswillbe a nnouncedattheS.A.I.N.T.S.Annual + peopleworldwidecomeondown.Nopreviousknowledge is
7 Awards Dinner - April 30th, 1982. necessary. For more info, contact Don Marx at 246-3500.
* + -All undergraduate & graduate students and faculty u
+ Stage XII Quad Council and residents invite all Stony . interested are urged to attend. ^
+ Brook Students to our International Quad Fest. Fri- *
+ day, April 23rd at 10:00p.m. in Stage XII Quad Office. TALK TO THE WORLD

Come and see our spring spiritl Be a part of it alll+from Stony Brook Radio Club
* .RSaturdav Anril 24th wa weill ha havinn aamem sucfh ._ -

.

*I

+ as volley ball and soccer. s

,-- I

* The New York
: Public Interest
4 Research Group

*

* -

+ is having a local board meeting and w

elections on April 27th at 7:30 p.m. in Union*
room 236. Elections will be for: *

+ CHAIRPERSON*
* TREASURER/SECRETARY
+ 3 NYPIRG State Board Representatives
t Anyone interested in running for a localt board position must attend the meeting.

^ALL WELCOMEI*
t---s*

.

- A*

: . _

*

*
7 , -' 0

+ THE DAY CARE* =
* FAIR IS HERE.I! *Come and Dance In theQd
*1Fri., April 23rd & Sat., April 24th$ o n AP1IL 22nd Stht KELLY FEST.

i FINE ARTS CENTER PLAZA -PIACE: Outdoors between Kelly D and E;
* Beer - Food -Crafts- Kids If ra g- Uion Ba lro

*Reggae - Rock - Folk -Live MusicA .. , 1 TIME: 9:00 p.m.
* ~~~~Square Dance - Games MUSIC: By ne sensations FULL HOUSE BN

w^. *^^^ ^ A. _ i. I. '_ ".. e. A .IA"Alus D .J.

* s o

*'H
if

*

.
* 5UrFKK-I CAMPlUS D»AY UAMt Ull.AAW«W<^^ ..

. A AMOUN~~~~~~~~~~T: 30 Kegs and Food
* * - PA. ONLY 10 MORE DAYSII!+---- ,---;
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Once upon a time back in 1906, there was a
group of men who were interested in planning
championship games and governing the rules
for men's intercollegiate sports. This group of
men called themselves the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA).

This group went merrily about its business of
running post season tournaments until one-day
in 1971, they were joined by a group of women
who wanted to plan post-season tournaments
and championships for women. This group of
women called themselves the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW).
They set up their own rules to govern women's
sports differently from the men's rules.

All was fine in the world of men's and women's
intercollegiate sports until the group of men
decided to expand to include supervision of
post-season tournaments for women's sports

also. The women did not like the older, richer
and more powerful group of men governing
women's sports.

In the fall of 1981, with no where else to go,
the AIAW filed a law suit against the NCAA. The
AIAW charged the NCAA with using excess
profit from men's sports to buy the market for
women's sports; in other words, the AIAW was
accusing the NCAA of creating a monopoly.
The NCAA quickly retorted that they were
merely offering a choice to women sports. That
choice was either to be governed by NCAA
rules and by NCAA post-season tournaments
or be governed by the AIAW and go to their
post-season tournaments. The AIAW con-
tended that they cannot survive against unfair
competition.

Undisturbed by competition, the NCAA has
grown into the multi-million dollar operation that
it is today. The NCAA can aqfford to pay the
travel expenses, inicuding airfare and room and
board for teams to play in their post season
tournaments. Enormous profits are generated
from television coverage, which the NCAA
dominates from.

The AIAW is a less than one million dollar
operation. T V coverage is hard to secure for
them. For example, NBC network cancelled the
AIAW spot for their championship game this
year because, they said, the teams did not
represent the best teams in the nation since only
five of last year's top 16 teams went to this year's
finals. The AIAW has offered the NCAA two
out-ofcourt settleents. The NCAA wants no
part of ether one. The AIAW proposed first to

start a new organization representing both the
NCAA and the AIAW in the decision-making
authority or second, they asked that the NCAA
give them at least five more years to mature, to
be able to compete fairly with the NCAA, by not

offering post-season tournaments for women.
Back in the courtroom, the AIAW has asked the

judge to expedite the case.
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The NCAA, AIAW Battle:
More Than a War of Letters

Both the AIAW and the NCAA expect to kear
some news by June. The AIAW as an organiza-
tion has already accepted defeat. They are not
taking membership for next year.

If the AIAW dies and women's sports are
ruled entirely by the NCAA, thiugs will be differ-
ent. The changes will mainly affect Division I
schools because that's where the big money is.
But more philosphically the changes will affect
everyone-all schools, athletes and spectators.

Under the NCAA rules, women one day will
be highly recruited as men. Schools will illegally
offer them cars, posh apartments and under-
the-table money for four years of intercollegiate
participation at their school. They will become
female college professional atheletes. NCAA
allows college coaches to visit high schools and
persuade high school athletes to attend their
colleges.

A player can receive five paid trips by college
recruiters to vist their colleges. These visiting
privileges that are not allowed in AIAW rules
give advantage to schools with hugh athletic
budgets. Schools with smaller athletic budgets
may never be able to attract big name, highly
sought after players, regardless of the quality of
their programs.

Under these rules, the NCAA can offer
female athletes more immediate media visibility,
as was demonstrated by their first women's col-
lege championship game that was aired this year
on weekend prime time. As a result of the
increased visibility this revenue-from the sta-
dium gate fees and most from T V can offer
financial assistance to the colleges to reimburse
the teams for transportation expenses and
room and board. They can also offer the athlete
the experience of the NCAA in running cham-
pionship games.
- What will the female student athlete lose with

all that she gains? Where as the NCAA profes-
sionalize amateur college sports, the AIAW
wants an athlete to excel to her fullest potential.
However, the AIAW realizes that a college edu--
cation is what a student athlete should receive.
This should be the goal of every college student.

Because of the time and the way the two
organizations were born, perhaps this is why
they appeal of different clienteles. The AIAW
appeals to co.lege student needs, i.e. student
appeals process, whereas the NCAA appeals
more to the institutions needs, i.e. monetary
assistance. The needs of the student are con-
nected with the student getting a degree. The
need of the institutions is to make money. There
might be some conflict there. So who will win will
likely be who benefits the most from NCAA
rules.

Spokesman for the NCAA, Ruth Berkey, has
said that they would rather see the AIAW sur-
vive. She sighted their competition in men's
sports, the National Association for Intercolle-
giate Athletics (NAIC), an organization that
accounts for less than 15 percent of the men's
sports market and has not had a championship
game aired on TV.

This comparison and the past action of the
NCAA in regard to the AIAW seems to indicate
hdis is the acceptable leyel of competition for the

NCAA. With the money that the NCAA has no
other developing or struging competition can
afford to compete.

Does this story sound I? Have you ever
hear of night is right? Or money talks, every-
thing else walks? Or money gets money? Well, if
you have not before, now you have.

(continued from page 3P)
brother, though, he did

tot play in high school
competition, He went to
Edward R. Murrow High
School in Brooklyn, and
played with Bruce in out-
side competition. "We
get along good on the
court. We played in the
New Yokr City Park Ten-
nis League and in the
doubles' competition, he
came in first and I came in
second," Robert said.

Robert also palyed in
the Eastern Tennis Asso-
ciation (ETA). In the div-
ision labeled, "Boys 18
and Under," Robert was
seeded 45th, after win-
ning several ETA and
local tournaments.

This is his first expe-
rience playing on the
team and he says that,
"It's a lot of fun. Bruce
and I worked out a lot
together." Robert came
to Stony Brook not just
to fdolow his brotle. but
because he is'
in science and knew that
Stony Brook had excel-
lent sci e courMs. His
brother did tell him,

h tugh, at this wm a
good schooM and thy
both enjoy SUBtym and
relaxing to sone de
when they studying
tennis or studying

courses.
Coach Thompson

commented that there
wasn't too much time for
Bruce and Robert to
practice tennis because
Stony Brook is so aca-
demically orientated.
"There's not too much
time to be an athlete," he
remarked. That's why he
just develops players'
.skills rather than teach
them new ones. "Bruce
helped bring the team to
their fourth place stand-
ing last year and hope-
fully Robert will help
them into a higher rank-
ing. According to
Thompson, not one
player has been able to
show their skills against
another team too often
-because the first few
matches were cancelled.
"We have a fine team this
year and we hope to do
well.n Thompson com-

mented.
Thompson continued

by saying that, "Bruce
and Robbie are good all
around team players.
Bruce has been a good,
outstanding person and
Robbie fonwts in his
brW's footsteps"; and
so continues the Sauer

infuenc on the Stony
Brook Men's Tennis
Team. I

(continued from page 5P)
tage, McKenna pivots on it, moves toward the mouth
of the goal and catches a pass from an attackman. A
flip of a wrist and the bal sails over the goalie's
shoulder, faster than a quarterback acts out a Statue
of Liberty play.

Ziegler, wearing a baseball hat, catcher-style, yells
"Yeeeahh." The coach is sweating, playing attack for
the other side.

Echoing through every play, each seeming to be a
tie-breaking showdown itself, is the blasting of a porta-
ble stereo. Of course, it's set to rock and roll.

"Alright," said Schlegel as he wrists a short pass
over to Steve Pollack with the finesse of a modern
painter's brush stroke. '<Make this louder."

It's Pink Fbyd's 'Wish You Were Here." Perhaps
the lines And did you exchange a walk on part in the
war [Lacrosse], for a lead role in a cage [the goal]"
have a special meaning for the goal keeper.

Now the man with the ball is Pollack. Even though
he moves on the other side of the gym floor, the
opposing goalie gets ready. The goalie's feet rise
higher and higher onto the balls of his feet as Pollack
weaves his way though defenders like a running back.
A quick pass to a sweeping Pollack leads to a snap
shot. But not a score as the goalie picks it off.

"Hey, that's O.K.," said the other goalie. "Half the
time I can't see the ball either."

Jimi Hendrix's abashing and desperate guitar play-
ing in "Purple Haze" shifts the game into high gear.
Ziegler, who's not wearing a helmet ("because I can't
blow my whistle," he said) gets a smack in the temple
from an enthusiastic player's stick. Play is stopped,
and a half-time is called as Ziegler recovers.

Why doesn't he wear a helmet? "Well there aren't
really enough to go around," he said. The lacrosse
club's budget is always throbbing in his head. "Next
year [when the team is supposed to rise to Division M]
well have enough. One for Monday, one for Tuesday,
one for Wednesday..." the coach continued. "And
besides...I'm stupid." -

Minutes later play resumed, tough as ever.

Sawer Brothers

Sports Focus
By Amota sias
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The following referenda will be on
the ballot on April 27th. The polls
will be open from 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Don't Forget to VOTEI
"Do you wish to allocate $5 per student/
per semester from the Activity Fee to the
current AIAW/NCAA intercollegiate
athletic teams for Fall 1982, Spring 83,
Fall 83, Spring 84, Fall 84, Spring 85?

o NO

-
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- TRY JAH LOVE
Friday, April 23rd

9 p.m.

Gym

TIckets on Sale NOW at Union Box Office!!

SAB is fEl Dynamaic, hardworfdng, energetic peope to wo
on odsctio n, * p duction of concerbi. If you are
ItesreObed pease come by room 2S2 Student Undon. SAB does not
discrmbnmate on the basis of sex, race, e national origP
aI, physica disabity, or mental status in educatmon pr nas and
actie, inluding emplment therein and admmson to swh
programs and actiites.

There will be special evening hours for
Union Box Offlce.

Wednesdy, Aprff 21st, 7-9 p.m.
For more info call 244-708S
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For hr "Ptek-M 0Up"Event of the Week
Comne hear the STONY ROOK OOZIER

CHOIR IN CONCHM11I

Whyn% Thursday, April 29th at 8 p.m.
Way: Main Auditorium of the Fine
Afs Theater
Tickets may be purchased from Gospel
Choir members or at the Fine Arts Box Office

$2 per ck for STONY BROK STUDENTS
with I.D. e
$3 per lfkt trh OEI PUBLIC

COME SUPRT US AND ENJOY US!

THE
SCIENCE FICTION FORUPM

will be meeting at 10 p.m.
on Monday, April 19th

in our Library/meeting room in
the basement of Hedrix College in

Roth Quad.
ALL ARE WELCOME

Come out and support your
local galactic empirel
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He characterizes his students as "more cynical, but
they're angry with their own cynicism. They have a
wistfulness that they missed something creative and
romantic. They might turn it down, but they're long-
ing for a cause."

At Stanford, Professor Clayborne Carson's "stu-
dents have a feeling that the earlier generation might
have had a greater political influence than they do
now, but they blew it."

But current students "didn't see [Students for a
Democratic Society] or [the Student Non-violent Coor-
dinating Committee] at their prime. What they
remember is the residue like the SLA (Symbionese
Liberation Army]. It's hard for students to see these
groups as something that had the capacity to win their
political goals."

But Carson noted, "There are probably as many stu-
dents around now who have the same ideas as their
peers in the '60s, but they keep those attitudes under
wraps."

Murray, however, attributed the harsher professor-
ial observations about the differences between stuident
generations to the age of the people who teach the '60s
courses. Many of them were college students during
the decade.

"For many," Murray said, "it was a marvelous time
period when they cut their teeth. They're teaching itas
if they could bring it all back. Their enthusiasm makes
them good teachers, but it also makes them dangerous.
They tend to blow things all out of proportion."

"What's happened," agreed Queens College Profes-
sor Morris Dickstein, author of the highly-acclaimed
Gates of Eden, a cultural history of the 1960s, "is that
people from that period have gone into teaching, and
they're building on their own experiences. Some
teachers are appalled that it's all so remote to their
students. 'They're like veterans reminiscing and hop-
ing it will all come back." Dickstein, who just finished
a European tour, said the same continuing, pervasive
influence of -and ambivalence toward- the 1960s is
evident among students in England, Italy and France.

Yet Dickstein believes it may be waning here. Mid
170s students "had a sense that they maeda good party.
But I think the current generation doesn't even have a
sense of what the part was all about"
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By Lio& Roman
Fred Preston, vice president for Student Affairs,

and Orientation Director Dick Solo have formed a
committee consisting of student and faculty leaders in
an attempt to open lines of communication between the
two groups.

The committee, which held its first meeting at Sun-
wood, the university's guest house in Old Field, on
Thursday night, is designed to give the group a chance
to explore new directions through a series of expand-
ing conferences and events. Solo said, "There was an
underlying concern that the time was right for student
and faculty to begin dialogue and prove that the expe-
rience of their relations could be more exciting and
focused."

Thursday's meeting consisted of leaders from stu-
dent groups such as the Scholastic Achievement Incen-
tives for Non-Traditional Students Association
(SAINTS), Polity , Statesman, Commuter College
and Black World, along with a representative group of
faculty from the Art, Sociology, Psychology and var-
ious departments.

Solo hopes the committee will be able to make "the
experience of being a person more credible." He said
that minority groups tend to become too isolated on
campus and that in some ways are responsible for the
separation themselves. Solo calls one of his ideas
"Unity Days", consisting of musical, cultural or ritual
events to help people move across "unnecessary"
boundaries.

'There has been too much cynicism and pessimism
in the past," he said. "We have an overwhelming sense
that it is time to move on." Moving on, he said, includes
immediate results. Thus the groups has decided to

-

Orientation Director Dick Solo (left) and Fred Preton, vice president for Student Affairs have formed a committee to develop
better lines of communication between student and faculty Wedrs.

friendly. "I can't tell you how excited I am, she said.
"I'm happy to be involved."

Solo called the group's theme "the Expanding Uni-
versus," expecting it to rapidly develop to include as
many people on campus as -possible. He hopes they will
be able to create traditions at Stony Brook by opening
more paths of communication. "Faculty and student
relationships do not have to be stereotypical," he said.
"We're optimists and realists working together to
create change."

meet each week, beginning this Thursday and Friday.
They plan to create projects and execute programs to
help reduce the barriers of student/faculty relations.

Julie Fleischer, a student who attended the meeting,
said the idea of the committee was an 'excellent" one
and that she was positive that the group would see
results. "I left that meeting knowing that whatever we
said would get done would happen," she said. Once
intimidated by her professors, Fleischer said she
found many faculty members were down to earth and

By Enoch Needham
One of the most significant reasons battered college

liberal arts departments are holding onto studnt in
the '80s is the '60s, according to a number of History
and American Studies professors around the country.

Classes that focus on the events of the 1960s and try
to explain their meaning to a new generation are
becoming increasingly popular, they say.

The courses have names like 'Youth in the 1960s,"
'Popular Culture in the 1960s" and "America and
Vietnam," and are offered everywhere from the uni-
versities of Oklahoma and Kansas to Yale to Stanford.
They are, moreover, in much demand. In a time when
most social science courses are suffering dramatic
enrollment declines, 140 students recently signed up
for Penn State's 1960s history class.

Similarly, Stanford and Wisconsin, among others,
recently sponsored "Sixties weeks' duringwhich pol-
itical celebrities like Jerry Rubin and Allen Ginsberg
appeared on panels to discuss the controversial era.

In what amounts to a "down time" for the social
sciences, such panels and courses are the only ones
currently enjoying steady increases in enrollment,
said Robert Murray, a historian at Penn State.

"We don't have any hard data to prove it, but there is
no question that classes in popular culture or contem-
porary topics about the '60s have increased in enrol-
lment" across the country, says Robert Gladowski of
the American Studies Association.

"Students now are-showingagreatdealofinterestin
that time, which seems so incredibly long ago to them,"
added Dr. Mary Young, vice president of the Ameri-
can Historical Association. Students "are very curious
to understand what happened." -

The people who teach the courses-many of them
former activists themselves-attribute their students'
interest to a nostalgia for the era and even an anger
that its persistent influence may retard the develop-
ment of a peculiar culture of their own.

One teacher in her mid-thirties, for example,
reported a fed-up student telling her, "You guys had
all the easy issues. It's harder on us."

"Curnt students don't realy understand why there
was so much turmoil then," Penn State's Murray
observed. "They're not very sympathetic to their older
brothers and sisters who still 'haven't found them-
selves.' The students now are deadly serious. There's

very little frivolity, and they're motivated to get ahead
as fast as possible." Jack Nachbar, a professor of popu-
lar culture at Bowling Green State University, added,
"The '60s idea of sitting around all day and getting
high just makes no sense to these kids. The confidence
in middle class affluence as a given just no longer
exists.'

Because the 1960s and 1980s are so different politi-
cally and economically, teachers have found a cyni-
cism among current students about what their
predecessors of the '60s did and what they left behind.

"What we have produced," said Warren Susman, a
historian at Rutgers University, "is a new generation
that is bright, interested in the past, but with an abso-
lute belief that nothing they do can make a difference."
At the same time, Susman added, "Students sense that
['60s students] had a culture of their own. At least the
young had their own experience. Students today have a
bewilderment that the legends could really be like
what they've heard. They don't have that sense of mys-
tery, that sense of adventure that the '60s students
had."

The professors have an especially difficult time
teaching about the Vietnam war.

Said Susman, "This group [of students] just doesn't
seem interested in foreign affairs. Even isolationism is
too strong a word. Their attitude is the Vietnam war
was stopped, but so what? They're very, very dubious
about everything, and they've given up that sense of
heroism that students used to have."

But H. Bruce Franklin, himself an anti-war activist
once fired from Stanford for participating in campus
protests, disagrees.

Franklin, who now teaches "America and Vietnam"
at Rutgers' Newark campus, said, "Many students see
the '60s as something that was their antecedent, and
there's a great deal of curiosity about that time. The
more they hear about it, the more they see its relevance
to their own lives."

At the University of Rochester, history Professor
Jules Benjamin said, 'The students come in pretty
open-minded - In a strange way they want to be con-
vinced if the war was good or bad. I get a few hawks
and doves, but most don't have strong convictions."

Committee Works to Bridge Student-:Faculty GaUp

"60s Courses Boost Liberll Ars Enrollment In 80 s
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Commuter College
Available for All

To the Editor:
As student coordinator of the

Commuter College, I am
always open to comments and
suggestions whether they are
positive or negative. In Letters
to the Editor on March 26
("Commuter College Soun-
doff") Miss [Susan] Wienands
brought up points of discussion
which I heartily disagree with.

Miss Wienands neglected to
state the problem that annoyed
her. She is speaking with refer-
ence to our typing room policy.
The use of the typing room, as
well as all the other facilities, is
by loan of a validated ID card.
This rule is posted throughout
the Commuter College and is
known by all the users. It seems
strange to me that with the
hundreds of users of the college,
Miss Wienands is the only per-
son to have a complaint about
this rule. The reasons for using
a validated ID is to ensure that
the person is an enrolled stu-
dent in the university and has
paid the activity fee which enti-
tles them to use the facilities.

As far as the use and atmos-
phere is concerned, an average
of 200 plus students use the
facilities per day. There are
areas for relaxing as well as
playing pool, foosball, air

* Dogs have been in the Sub-
way Unit for well over two
years and subway crime has
plummeted. Also, these dogs
have saved the lives of their
handler's in a number of situa-
tions. They have taken the
bullets that were intended for
their policemen handlers.

* Guard dogs at airport
terminals-Countless trage-
dies have been averted due to
these well-trained animals snif-
fing out explosives. The few
documented tragedies have
happened because there were
not enough dogs, but ironically,
plenty of security personnel.

* Trained dogs used in drug
busts have a 100 percent score
in sniffing out drugs as com-
pared to their counterparts.

* Private industry has been
using trained dogs for 20 years.

Time and time again, we
have read of incidents when
security guards have had guns
and used them. Witness the
tragedy of the student from
Garden City. Ask that security
guard if he would like to live
those moments again, this time
without a gun, thus avoiding a
death of an unarmed student

If security at Stony Brook
cannot do the job, certainly
dogs can, and as an extra bonus
they would save the SUNY sys-
tem quite a substantial sum of
money.

Elizabeth King

hockey or watching TV. We
offer two auto mechanics
courses, several parties each
semester, and other activities
that are at no cost to the stu-
dent. Again, we have yet to
receive any complaints.

I invite all students to visit
the Commuter College; to use
the facilities offered and to
make any suggestions which
may make the commuting stu-
dent's life more enjoyable.

Ronald F. Kocka, Jr.,
Student Coordinator

Commuter College

Why Not Dogs
Instead of Guns?

To the Editor:
I have found the news spot

concerning the high crime rate
at SUNY at Stony Brook quite
interesting. Security's pleas for
guns to alleviate any crime will
not help the campus population
feel secure by any means.

May I suggest patrol dogs
which have been proven time
and again in every field of
endeavor in which they have
been utilized.

Laura Craven
Managing Editor

David M. Durst
Business Manager

I Dom Tavella
Associate Editor
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NowEdmors
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John Burkhardt
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Robert Gorski, Steven Ruder

Peter Wishnie
Ronna Gordon, Craig Schneider

Barbara A. Fein, Vince Tess
Alan Golnick

Hiram Maxim, Nancy Tamossitis
tan . Arlene Eberle

Robert Weiss
Michael Chen. David Cohen, David Jasse

Michael Hatzakis. Philip A. Sauer

Artie Lewis
Jack Nulihan

James J. MackinProduction Mange
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-Apathy Is

A Useless Weapon
Students seeking office in anticipation of the upcoming

Polity Elections took out petitions last week as the prelimi-
nary stage to the election process. With the petitioning dead-
line set for today, some offices still remain unchallenged by
even one candidate.

Such apathy should be questioned on a campus that boasts
over 10,000 undergraduate students. Thousands attended
the recent rally to fight President Reagan's proposed cuts to
education and yet only a small fraction of those supporters
represent the student government. Does it seem rational for a
student to expect his voice to be heard while choosing not to
take advantage of political channels available to members of
the student government.

As of 5 PM Friday, no petitions were requested for the
offices of Polity Secretary, junior and sophomore class presi-
dents, unior representative, five of the ten Polity Judiciary
seats and Student Assembly Representative for the State
University. In addition, the offices of Polity Vice President and
senior class representative are only being sought by one
candidate. Is this right?

Students complain that tuition is too high, student loans
are too few and campus facilities should be improved. How-
ever, these same students consist of a sizeable population of
people unwilling to join the student government to see action
done. Many respond with 'What will my efforts do?" One
thing for sure, it will do much more than the student who just
sits back and complains.

Sta tesman
Howard Salt
Editor-in-Chief
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Statesman is now
accepting trainees

for next year's
editor and assistant

editor positions.

l-nuclear war and the prospects
for disarmament. I expect the
university Peace Center to be
one of the major resources on
which the community will
draw for its information on this
critical topic.'

Similar to Keevil's and Sack-
itt's position was the opinion
expressed by Tom Barnes, a
junior and an activist in the
Disarmament for World Peace
Club, a student group making
use of the center. He said, "'I
think the center is a valuable
resource for the campus com-
munity and the community at
large. Students should take full
advantage of the many resour-
ces, including the documents
(on display at the center) - but
especially the lecture series."

The second lecture on the
center's calendar of events was
held last Tuesday and attracted
about 50 people. Herbert
Kouts, from Brookhaven
National Laboratory, spoke on
The Proliferation of Nuclear
Technologies." Future lectur-
ers will include Lawrence
Weiss, president of Friends
World College, in Lloyd Har-
bor, who will speak tomorrow
evening, on "China's Approach
to Disarmament"; John
Haynes, associate professor of
Social Welfare at Stony Brook
(April 27, She Art of Negotia-
tion"); Seymour Melman, noted
author and Columbia Univer-
sity professor (May 4, OUS and
Soviet Plans to Reverse the
Arms Race"); and Richard Gar-
win, an advisor to several US
administrations, including the
current one (May 6, "Nuclear

Weapons and National Survi-
val').

In addition to the Lecture
Series, the center will also pub-
lish reports and occasional pap-
ers prepared by individuals
and groups using the center's
facilities. Prize competitions
will be sponsored for students
and professionals to stimulate
research and scholarship. The
center will be open Monday
through Saturday from 12:30 to
6:30 PM.

a library, and examine the
materials on the shelves and in
the files. Arms control centers,
he said, such as Cornell's Peace
Studies Program or Georget-
own University's Center for
Strategic and International
Studies, house offices for scho-
lars and provide them with
administrative and research
assistance - but, he added,
they lack a place where the gen-
eral public can go to read up on
arms control and military mat-
ters.

The opening of the center was
celebrated on March 15 with a
wine and cheese reception fol-
lowed by an address by Paldy
an the proposal recently made
by George Kennan, former US
ambassador to the Soviet
Union, that the two nations
redue their stockpiles of
nuclear warheads and delivery
systems by 50 percent.

The audience, about one
hundred and thirty people, was
composed mainly of university
faculty and members of the
community. Commenting on
the sizeable attendance, Paldy
said, "we feel the amount of
interest shown in the first pro-
gram suggests that we are pro
ceeding in the right direction."

Persons visiting the center
have expressed their enthusi-
asm. Terry Keevil, a former
Stony Brook graduate student
in music and now an oboe
-teacher in the community, said
!It is significantthatit(thecen-
-ter) takes no one point of view,
-but it offers a forum where dif-
ferent points of view can be

-expresed and discussed. This
tends to raise the level of aware-
ness (of the people) on the issues
involved." He also stressed that
the center can act as a "link"
between the university and the

i community.
I Mark Sackitt, a physicist at

Brookhaven National Labora-
tory and a political activist,

! said, 'The Peace Center has the
potential for being an

j extremely valuable asset to the
community. There is an urgent

r need for people to be fully
b informed about the chances of

(continued from page 5)
cal position or ideology,"

The Resource Center is being
staffed by university and com-
munity volunteers. When com-
pleted, it will house selected
documents from governmental
and non-governmental organi-
zations, bibliographies,
reprints and guides to other
academic resources at the uni-
versity and in the Long Island
region.

Among the officials who have
strongly encouraged the forma-
tion of the new facility are Gov-
ernor Hugh Carey, Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger,
Senator John Glenn (D-Ohio),
Averell Harriman, former gov-
ernor of NY and benefactor for
Stony Brook's Harriman Col-
lege of Urban and Policy Scien-
ces. -

The Resource Center, spon-
sored by the Stony Brook CED,
was founded by Lester Paldy,
dean of CED, "to respond," in
his words, "to the needs and
interests of members of the uni-
versity and the community it
serves."

According to Paldy, he first
thought about instituting such
a facility last spring, when he
led a seminar on arms control
with about 20 students. He
realized then, he amid, that stu-
dents and community members

-lacked access to the informa-
tion necessary to participate
intelligently in 'the dialogue
which is now being generated
.regarding questions of peace
and war and nuclear weanons.n"

That suggested to me the
need to create a resource center
to make information availa-
ble," Paldy said. He wrote to
about 150 different organiza-
tions and institutions, in the Us
and abroad, asking for samples
of their publications. The many
materials he was sent now con-
stitute the core of the Resource
Center's collection.

The unique feature of the
center, Paldy said, is that any
interested person can simply
wander in, use its facilities, like

fecors and other authorities on
disarmament and the nuclear
arrs race.

The speakers will preside at
the Amman College Fireside
Lounge. Their addresses are in

recognition of Grand Zero
Week. Ground Zero is a non-
partisan organization commit-
ted to spreading an awareness
of the effect of nuclear arms
and how they might lead us to
war.

(cotinued from page 5)

uring series
of talks this week on the same
topic. The talks, starting today
and running until Wednesday,
will feature Stony Brock pro-

\ -at246-3690.
l\

MOSDAY April 19

8s00 p.m.-- DAN SITH--- "Burop-n Mucloar Disarmant:
How the U.S. Fits Inw

lChairper om, European Comitt.- on Nuclear
Disarimamnt. Rditor, Economics m ilitfrim

9i00 p.m.-- FRANK MEYERS---,Dw, Social rMvioryl
Science, S.U.N.T. Stony
Drook.

PAT HWRHES---L.. I . -ntatlve for the
Nucler Uspote rr-x
Caffpalgn.

LES PALDY---Dnw, Continuing mducation
Dpht-int. S.v.M.T. Stony
brook.

TUSDAY April 20

T.30 p_. --- Lrw nch WEISB-- -CA awakes to

Priye Focld Colleg

WEDNESDAY April 21

3:00 p.m. -- DR. ELOF CARLSON- ""Biological Effects of
Nuclear Explosion".'
Prof. of Biology,
SUNT Stony Brook.

4:00 p.m. --- Bo DeGRASSE---"Social and Eoomic affscts
of the Acme Racm. Council

on Economic Prioritis.
S:00 p.m. - MOVIE-- -ho Lat spidmica
6s00 p.s. -- DINNER AND MSIC- -Provided by Iftmn _

Bat CoooeativT.
7:30 p.m. -- 1RA L aLEY-- nobiliation for Survival.

:S15 pa. D-- ME cREYOLDS--- ar R-istors LIGWW.
9t00 p.m -. -ALAN GILCIEST- OA Crson of Soviet

and {S Arm Str_ gthow.
Prof. of Social Paycology
wa~tgr University.
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New Peace Resource Center Formed

BUSINESS--
ORIENTED?-

Do you have some free time
& want to get involved,

and at the same time lear to
run a business while still in

college? Statesman is
seeking trainees to become

next year's business
manager and assistant

business managers. Apply
- to Howard Saltz,

P.O. Box AE, Stony Brook,
NY 11790. Direct questions

to Dominic Tavella or
Howard Saltz at

246-3690.

Speakers to Address Nuclear Ars' RaceSend istter of intent to
HOWARD SALTZ

P.O. BOX AE
STONY BROOK, N. Y. 11790

Direct Inqurie to

LAURA CRAVEN
DOM TA VELLA

HOWARD SALTZ
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State ERA Wins Money

For Women's Sports

Pullman, Washington-A group of women
athletes and coaches at Washington State
University has won a major court victory for
their women's sports program, and in the pro-
cess have given athletes at campuses across
the country a potentially-significant new
legal strategy for getting more money for
their programs.

Rather than suing under federal anti-
discrimination regulations, which are the tra-
ditional bases of women's sports advocates'
complaints, the WSU women claimed the uni-
versity was violating the state Equal Rights
Amendment and other state laws.

"The case was really the first of its kind in
terms of using the state ERA," said Judith
Andrews, executive director of the Northeast
Women's Law Center, which represented the
athletes and coaches.

"It could affect a lot of schools in a similar
position to WSU, especially in the 15 states
with [their own] equal rights amendments."

The athletes and coaches claimed the uni-
versity was not adequately funding women's
intercollegiate athletics.

In the dozens of similar cases filed around
the nation, women's sports advocates typically
try to get equal treatment for their programs
by suing under Title IX of the Higher Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972. I

Title IX forbids recipients of federal funds
to discriminate on the basis of gender.

Andrews chose to ignore Title IX in her suit
because it "is not only having trouble in the
courts, but it's also unclear whether it will
survive the Reagan Administration," which
she claims is watering down enforcement of
all civil rights laws.

But in weighing Washington State's sports
fund ing on a scale of the state ERA, Washing-
ton Superior Court Judge Phillip Faris is not
only made WSU pay damages to the athlets
and coaches, but ordered a wide range of
changes in the way WSU funds sports.

Faris told WSU to fund women's programs
in direct proportion to the percentage of
female athletes in intercollegiate athletics in
the state. Since women's programs involve
32.5 percent of the athletes at Washington
colleges, Faris ordered WSU to give women's
programs 32.5 percent of its intercollegiate
sports budget.

But the football program, which gets $1.5
million of the total $4.5 million WSU sports
budget, was exempted from the total budget
from which the 32.5 percent must come.

If football was included, women's programs
would get an additional $1.5 million in fund-
ing. Under Faris' formula, they will get an

additional $200,000.
We're very. very pleased with the damage

awards," Andrews said. "We're obviously dis-
appointed that football has been exempted
[from the proportional formulal"

WSU attorney Rick Woods, on the other

hand, is "very happy that football was

excluded. We're happy with the decision the

way it stands."
NCAA LIegal Services Director Steve Mor-

gan isn't sure the tactic of suing under state

ERAs and the proportional funding decision
will 'have that significant an effect across the
country.'

Morgan says that most institutions already

fit the "funding in proportion to participa-
tion" guidelines, "particularly when you take
football out"
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a«ltout choosing it taxor its undlrgr<glauaut
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innocent infringement of our rights, and they
stop once we notify them of the problem."

On the flip side, however, the center has
'gotten very good press" from the incident.
and the Curriers say whatever name the cen-
ter ends up with, it will at least be remem-
bered.

"When we were deciding on a name for the
center, Miriam was pregnant," Michael
explains. "We were so caught up in the Pooh
theme that we almost named our child Chris-
topher Robin. I suppose Disney would have
made us change his name too."

4
4
4

4
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Trhink abo<it v;x idol
work. a1 p rofession
that p)rep<alres yVoL tfor
wSork wvith
pe'opli-tor pXcopc*.

Mhe Sehfxl oi Sotrial
Welfare at Stony
Brox)k will be-

Its whcre tl
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'24-(v l4l, or stop byN
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in 1tc Schoxol ()t
Sx'iacl Welfare
loxated in the Hiealth

a icnes ( Center for
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w-vould like to mneet
yo and answer ainy
questions vyou mnay
have all(mt eniteri g
this imxortant field of
stl 1 Is'.

he action is.
at 246i- l41.

Student Sues Jewish Group
Tucson, Arizaa-A Univesity of Arizn

student u p campus Jewish group has pub-
licly misrepresented her as a member of the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), and
may sue the group.

Ileana Castillo has already filed a formal
complaint with the dean of students about a
Jewish Defense Lieague (JDL) "Hate on
Exhibit" display at the student union. The
display includes photographs depicting 'PLO
activity on the U. of A. campus" at a Sep-
tember PLO rally. Castillo is in one of the
photos.

Castillo insists she is "in no way involved in
the PLO," and fears what will happen if others
believe she is.

"I'm a Hispanic," she says. "I work in a pub-
lic place, and I come across a lot of people. I'm
mad."

Castillo first learned about the picture
when whe was sitting in the cafeteria and
"people told me my picture was on display
upstairs."

After notifying the dean of students and the
JDL, Castillo asked to have the picture
removed, but exhibit attendant David
Makowsky, a UA sophomore, refused.

"The picture was accurate," asserted Ed
Tennen, the UDL's regional director. Tennen
says the photo display was "to show there was
an active PLO cell" at the university. "She
[Castillo] was caught dead right in the activ-
ity. Even if she is not a member, she is a
sympathizer with the PLO."

"I do support the Palestinian cause," Cas-
tillo explained, but points out there is a big
difference between being a supporter of a
cause and a member of an organization.

Although the exhibit lasted only for two
days, Castillo has filed a complaint against the
JDL and is considering further legal action.
Meanwhile, the university has launched an
investigation of the matter.

"Nothing has happened yet," explained
Robert S. Svob, dean of students. "She has
filed a complaint, and we have advised the
young lady to get an attorney to see if her
rights have been violated."

Disney Forces Change

Hays, Kansas-Walt Disney Productions
has told the Fort Hays State University day
care center to stop Mickey Mousing around
with Winnie the Pooh.

The day care center, opened last fall after
seven years of trying, will now have to change
its name from "Pooh Corners Nurturing Cen
ter" because Disney claims it is violating the
Pooh copyright, according to center director
Miriam Currier.

Besides naming the center Pooh Corners
Currier and her husband Michael, who is th<
university director of early childhood devel
opment, adopted Tigger, the lovable tiger ir
the Pooh stories, as mascot and designed the
rooms around a Winnie the Pooh theme.

"The center is decorated with variou
wooden cutouts of Pooh characters," Curriei
said. "Well have to do away with all of that
We've already stopped using the name, and ii
the next few weeks I think we'll hold a contes
to rename the center. The bigthingisgoingt
be explaining to the children why all the Pool
cutouts are coming down."

For Disney Productions, however, the res
son is perfectly clear.

"We own the copyright to Winnie the Pool
and the Pooh characters, " explained Disne;
attorney Judy Rimelspach. "People pa;
money to use them. We cannot allow othe
people to do so for free."

In addition, Rimelspach worries the use c
the Disney characters implies that we wer
somehow in the business of sponsoring o
endorsing day care centers."

Rimelspech says the company frequentl
has to demand that organizations stop usin
the Disney trademarks. "Many people are nc

aware of wha there doing. It's usually a
1%
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B6ARFACE: Roses we red, viels we
blue, no matter what happens, I'l always
love you. Why does it always sem to be
true? A fabulous guy I 1aN him we're
through? I dunno--tupdiy I quo". 3
guesses, me.

THE STORY BROOK CYCLING TEAM
thinks Carl Hart's Bike Shop isthecoolest
on the "Ilandi"

ERNIE MCVOMIT SEZ: Pnguinfest IV.
Friday, Apri 23rd, 1 1:00 PM. You know
the place.

RENEE AND NORA, Two of the craziest
and mot kbhe people I know. I wish
there was more time but unfortunately,
there isn't, so let's make the bot of the
time that we ham. Love, Julie. P.S.
"Thanks for the mamoriaa."

IT'S BEEN 7 MONTHS TODAY and my
love grows more for you every day. From L
to R with all my heart.

USA: If you loved me. you'd meet me at
the End of the Bridge. Stem.

USA AND SUE: You're both wrong. The
new bartender at End of the Bridge is only
soso. The Now Bartender at the Bridge.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ADINA
FINKLESTEIN-th winner for next year's

* Potty president. Sponoredb the Adin
Finkestein for Polity President Club.

JOHN DARLING, please don't be hurt. I've
been using you to gt choee to Glenn, who
doesn't seem to know I mist. But now
Laura's the one wWo's noticing ma I can't
stand it anymorel M.

STONY BROOK'S GETTING HOTTERI
Lying in the sun, WV walks in the warm
air. Summertime romances. Let us find
You someone special. Send for free infor-
mation. HAND IN HAND, Ammann C-315.

GO WITH THE PROI *2.00 i the total cost
to be CONNECTED. Find a roommate,
friend, or ver-or just mom someone
kinky enough to answer an ad like this, It
can be funl For application write: CON-
NECTIONS, P.O. Box 78. E. Setauket; NY
11733.

LI. MARATHON REGISTRY. Run May 2
with support from others who run your
same paca. Frew Call Eric days 6-7196.
Laava nnm' and owected 28-mile ti
and pho. r1 ga you in touch with other
runners the asting deves. Pon the
word.

WANTED: One copy, or at east the
excerpted pag o photcopi of, or, at
the vary Is" the da* of issue of the
Pnayboy imam featuring th Rita Johnson
JeanreM photos. Help.

FOR SALE ; -

FOR SALE: Giant Stony Brock Meow MM
coored by the artis, Larry Averbach.
$200 fuN size, $126 half size, 6 third
size. Call (212) 244-4270 ex. 482. leave
maco for Larry Auerbach.

NNKON FM CAMERA outfit with 60 mm
and 28 mm lInses, filters, autoflash,
gadget bag. $360. Don 6-3730.

BICYCLE: Men's 26" Fui 10-speed
Exceilent condition at 50 or ban offer.
Cadl Eric 246-3733.

EXCELLENT FRIDGE AND SHAG CARPET
for sabe St low, low pricA1l Call Scott or
Jim at 246-7554.

NEED A GOOD, RELIABLE CAR? 1971
Toyota Corona: body damaged, but excel-
lent engine. 4-door, am/fm stereo
cassette. Go" 20-26 mpg. It's not pretty
but it gots you where Vou want to go. First
$300 takes it. Jeff 246-4938 after 6:30.

FOR SALE: 1968 VW BEETLE. Neds
some work. $375. Call Mike 246-4373,
eave message on answering machine.

FOR SALE: Two Cragar mag whetol $66.
Four Pontiac mac wheefs $86. CaH 246-
6660.

COMPACT SANYO REFRIGERATOR and
freezer in excellent condition. Must be
sold-graduating senior. Call 6-7412.

1971 VW VAN $600. 928-4071.

NICE CHILD'S swing set $25. Call 751-
6119.

MOPED BRAVO CLASS C Exc Cond. No
Ins. nec. $625. Call 761-5119. 1200

miles, 120 miles/gal.

HONDA PASSPORT 1990, 6,000 miles.
excellent condition with heImet $600.
Call anytime 331-2837. Dick.

THE GOOD TNWES BOOKSHOP. Two
floors of quality second-hand bodcs. Hard
cover and ppbck (no hardcover text-
books Currant booI at A primc. BOOKS
BOUGHT DAILY. 150 Ent Main Street
Ptwt JaOwson. 928-2664. Open: Mon-
St. 11 -6.
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I'LL BE THERE. Donut Party April 24, with
or without.

KELLYFEST IS ALMOST HEREI This
Thursday between KICy E and D at 9:00
PM. The Full House Band4 30 kegs andfun
will all be therel

GARY: Good luck to one of the two grow
test RAs in the world I'll try my hardest to
do as well of a job as you and Tom did
Those who re graduating and those who
are leaving the haln or University, don't
forget Irving A-I-the bea hall on cam-
pus. Marc.

DEAREST DARA, A few days late but the
thought wil always be right on time. I love
you sweethwrtl Happy Birthdayl Love
always, Dom.

CAN'T STAND YOUR ROOMMATE? Are
you going out of your mind worrying about
what you're gorea do nod semester? For
just 2. 00, CONNECTIONS will computer
pick a roommate, friend, lover, whateverl
For application write: CONNECTIONS.
P.0. Om 78, E. Setaulwt, N.Y. 11733.

STEPHEN IS A HORSEI Hey was
that71

LISA AND DIANE: What would lif be
without my buddies in 215? Idon't "evn"
want to think about itl Mineds and Corn-
wall have produced two friend that are
outrageously cool undestanding and
sinoer Loea ya both MlI Thanks for all
the talks and fo always caring. Love
always, Coop. P.S. Longve Farmer Joe,
Freddy the Frog and LP.J.LG.G.

TO THE GO-ERS OFVALLEY COTTAGE 3:
How was the filr with creemy white
sauce? At ba we know you enjoy
variety.

FOR SALE: OneB rmuda strolers album.
Hubba Bubbe Bubbe Bubba Bubbe Bubbe
Bubbal Call 6-6974.

R.N.H. POSTER HANGERS Good pay.
Flexible hours. Info call Son at 6-3801.

TO THE BLOND GIRL who sa in front of
me by the stage at the rW.y: I loved your
long silver earings and your blue S=. I
left beare asking what the word PREP-
OSTEROUS meant. Let's gm together.
Met me. Lac Hall 9:30 MW.F.

5-0167 BLAST OFF. Destination VC-3.
Bow and arow. We fly in any kind of
weather. Flat tires don't bother us. Hubba
what? Bubba Bubbs Bubba. Love the
Goers. (nudge, nudge, poke, pokec

EGGY MACHINE AND BWB. Bermuda
was a blast-thanx to you guys. It's funny
that I've had to go so for lo meet you wild
and crazy guys. The memories will bat
forever, as wiN our frihip. See ya
lNr. Take it eas. Love, Dot. Lei and
Denih

WHAT GOES CRUNCH, SPLAT, 1Wge,
Wiggle? Ask Mrs Flood at VC-31 The
Goers Know.

TO THE MACHINE. Even Vhough your
moped kackd the power, I " 1noyed
tha ridel P.S. Thanx for the Rower LoV,6
Dot.

DEAREST IURIN. Lva. lov and baL
Hyapp Naal Day. Love. Me.

WVHERE ELSE. BUT ON E-2, can you find
sch hawtin' gusi CIratulabonaAndA

THERE ONCE WAS A HALL CALLED E-2.
filled with mango of the Stones and the
Who6 but when go around. onIy
woman ware foud ad Andy who was h
hurhin'lool

CLAIRE AND GRACE: hl
Guam whol

BODY WORLD boduidg eq
Call 7575666 for low cost but high qual-

y traning eqip ent We have

HAPPY BITHDAY HONEY, SWEETIE
BAY, itlea did I know a Oar qgo hTw
much you woud men tome today. Happy
32nd. flya> Much kwe Me.

UD LJTE aty the Bridge Thur , April
22. INagfts26C bear The now Bridge

1971 PONTIAC 4-door LeMans. Roof
rack. $300. Call Ron 473-3494.

ELECTRONIC PINBALL machine. Free
delivery. $500. 246-8534.

HOUSING

SWAP FOR YEAR FROM JULY. Two bad-
room aprtment Tel-Aviv for house apart-
ment, one bedroom Port Jedberson area or
rnt Israel prtment $150 month. Con-
lact Falkowski day, 282-2961. Nights,
751-5593. ..

FACULTY OR GRADUATE NEEDED to
share lovely house in Miler Placea
Wooded area ota of sliding glass. outside
da*? Fimplac6, wrshe/drye. $215
plus hel utilities. 473-S8293 bet before
9-00 AM or arf 7:00 "A.

SUMMER HOUMATE WANED: 4-
badroom houe % mile *om campus on
wooded lot, kwely interior. yoonplely
furnished many 15$ month plus
"A utilities. Mature, quit prieforedZ No
smong. No pas. Call John or Terry 246-
4774.

CONDO TO SHARE: $216 plus very low
utilkies Cldo" o~ POOL

wW couras, lihtesd courts al
included 16 miuaa to campus. Evar-
kws 732-9563,

RETIRED FLORIDA COUPLE wele two or
three nond aumwnr sntal almunent,

be. Cona our son at 924-3384.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT, co
_ently looamed scro from South P Mot

AN _p LoW oamgm haftGraft
o stff only. Avaiable June 1st. $675
pkn ufiNViw Cal between 6 and 7 PM.
751-3783.

TWO ROOMS NEEDED FOR SUMME
houeft now cangwe. BoM serious

doance studrntt quiet a ndatM
CU Julie ~r 5:00 or on a-do at
6-2U,6.=

SEND NO MONEY NOWI Response to
(CONNECTIONS first a was tremendous
and we still need more matches right
now. CONNECTIONS will find you the
person you're ooking for-and it only
coma $2.001 For application sand name
and address to P.O. Bo1 78, E. Setauket,
NY 11733. ACT NOW

WANTED

ROOM FEE WAIVED and otherbenfits in
exchang for aerv for a disbled stu-
dewts on Main Cmpus. Cal M. Roth 6-
6061 9 AM- PM.

SiORAGE SPACE NEEDED, May-August,
garag OK. 500 cubic fee total 473-
4645 kw"v Meseage.

HELP WANTED

COUNSEORS: Coe eight reducton
NYS ovmight camp Sports, dranma
WS1's. cafs danca, kitchen, nmusic, gen-
eral Canp Show 15 E6lorado Wew
hIN NIJ. 0708J7.

SECUfIT AND CLEAN-UP/STAGE poe-
tiona we avai ior SPRG FEVER.
April 30th and May ItL Sob"r is $2.50
per howr for security and $3 00 for clean-
up craw. Apply a tha Pokiy O0,ice Rom
281L Union Bidg Applications do April
20 19#2. PoWv is an -ffimativ Act'
n/Equal Opportuty EmSwpb '

JOBS FOR SUMMER AND FALL I8:
Apply for jobs in the S.B. Union April 26-
30th. wake tud and auoant wnpivy-
mom Vbi the Union olla Rm. 288
Mo dmy-Friday 8:30 AM4:30 PM.

HELP WANTED: R.PLH. Mon-Two-Thrs-
11-3. WedThws 12-4 Pplpmeow
am efw aCOOP odfiew

-

PERSONALS X

GET CONNECTEDI For two sbucs
you too can Join those who have met girl-
friends, boyfriends. roommates, housem-
ates whateverl Have fun meeting a
stronger chosen for you by computer.
Send your name and address to: CON-
NECTOS, P.O. Box 78, East Sataukat.
NY 11 733.

7:»DPM.

Classifieds

* COB"^ _________________ELECTRIC BASS PLAYER for f ua SERVICES
COMETO E OF: E Graf* WW> Can Mn 6-6304.
I= moo IN Woom^^ UMME DAY CAWMP4 POKTON: WSkW W WMCLF ONCE AMD KM
dcp. b o nsaPt*b am MM cra. a m ALL ago - m bef*. On* *

ALhA EA OOW OM PtESETS thaW-1W?!L ^ <lW
AM A WffP&I wh ffoo vosat Nw. _

2.OO" ion sww- _wv QM 77 now~e.DOUvUTf~w l_ ME CW f .A. H Ars1r "a M. w
IDONT Mm* WE CLAMC MM The -da $600 G $1200 omonldry Simhw------------
_-mspaowT Shwn by Pi f inkW WF LC bot 52-VY2A iYPG; Om 5 _. _n am popar, own&
Mdteck in UMacANninI on April 20 at COwo Del Maw. CA 92025 ran& Caf Po 751 -63
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-CLLG SLCT $C GID

COLLEGE SELECTION IS COOMING 0o
Youd 9ee Droom ID roonw niid
**mini? CONNECTIONS will corpuw
PiCk the poh Fe Meh for only S2.00. For
opp iaionS 9widr nfm ad addr- to
P.O. Om 7 E SAdmkiK N.Y. 11733-
TYEVWR imo Io da As_

bog_ *n w *L Frm SOL IV -
CPAFT 40«B Mmio mt Higrwm, Powt
jSlws.m ateol 1pY. 11774.473-4337.

ELECTROLYSIS: ltmovs thoo
uaesroa tacs or boda her kew
*8&00 t Anne Am*t A 1Swt 4Q7-1210 kk�-

- - - -
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Men Nine Receive Forfeit
It hasn't been an easy season for the men's

baseball team. With its star shortstop out indefi-
nitely with a knee injury and losing its firstseven
of nine games, the team received its best news of
the season so far when York College forfeited
yesterday's game with them.

On Saturday, the team lost against Lehman
College, 21-12.

The men's track team placed fourth in the 400
intermediate hurdles with a time of 55.9 seconds
yesterday at the Iona College Relays in Teeneck,
New Jersey.

The team also placed fourth in the long jump,
with Dan Schnatter jumping a distance of 6.36
meters. The Patriots again placed fourth in the
5000 meter walk with Ben Marsh's time of
24:42.6. Stony Brook set a new record in the
4X100 meter relay when Peter Loud, Mike Gil-
dersleeve, Jim Butler and Terry Hazell broke

the old time of 3:25.9 by 1.4 seconds.

* * * -

During Friday's West Point Invitational, the
women's track and field team came in fourth
with 30 points. Army led all the schools with 111
points, Cortland came in second with 6.3 and
Southern Connecticut scored 6.1.

The Patriots 4 x 100 relay placed third with a
time of 50.88, which qualifies them for the states
and regional. The relay team is composed of Joy
Enoch, Lilla Sexton, Lisa Zagury and Beth
OUHara- Sexton came in first in the shotput with
a distance of 13.07 meters, which qualifies her
for the nationals.

Zagury also qualifies for the states and region-
als, as she came in fifth in the 400 meter run with
a 61.56 time. Enoch's third place in the 100 also
qualifies her for the championship honors with a
time of 13.2. Enoch and Zagury both qualified
for the states and regionals in the 200 with times
of 27.3 and 27.4 respectively.

-Peter Wishnie
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BLA TOURNAMENT

3rd Round
April 25th.

A) #5 vs #2

B) #3 receives a bye

winner of A plays #3

ist Round 2nd Round

9L
9

-A) #3, 72
#1, 57

B) #5, 76
#8,67

A) #3 Frank Forson, 64
#7 Garvin Blake, 52

B) #1 Wetster Daniel, 53
#9 Ralpheals Simmons, 50

C} #5 Craig Fluker, won over
#4 Harold James by forfeit

DD) 10 Charles Moffett, 68
#2 Julius Williams. 543

LOST AND FOUND

FOUND: F:Y 101 n ot la noton to
K Lunen. Pse coil to do wr and
daim. Found now Ensinwng DroW Call
6.73B6 and Mk for MWi. or HOW

ED Be: MY: I found vour bass»1lto»
CC P De" SW 6 2 M 6.

FOUNDA A calculator in ELh 6ninewine
Lo nroom I r1SonMonde 4/12. (212)
461-7S90

C) #2 received a bye

E) #8 Kenny Abrams, 62
#6 lam Lemonions, 57
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Islanders Victorious in Overtime

Bryan Trottier scored on a backhander three minutes into
overtime last night, boosting the New York Islanders to a 4-3
National Hockey League playoff victory over the New York
Rangers for a 2-1 lead in their quarterfinal series.

Trottier sent a faceoof to defenseman Ken Morrow at the
right point. Morrow's shot was stopped by Rangers goalie Ed
Mio, but Trottier pounced on the rebound and backhanded it
into the net It was the sixth victory in the last seven overtime
games for the Islanders.

Game 4 of the best-of-7 series is scheduled for Madison
Square Garden Monday night

The Islanders appeared in control of the game until defense-
man Reijo Ruotsalainen boosted the Rangers into a 2-2 tie just
19 seconds into the third period. Ruotsalainen, who scored the
winning goal in the first game, beat goalie Bill Smith with a
wrist shot from 30 feet.

That sparked the Rangers, and they went ahead three min-
utes later when Mike Allison connected for an unassisted goal.
Allison scored from the slot after fakIng Islanders defenseman
Dave Langevin to the ice.

But the Islanders came back for a 3-3 tie as Bob Bourne tied it
at 8:26 with his second goal of the game. Bourne backhanded
the rebound of a Langevin shot past Mio.

Mets Comeback Falls Short

Gary Carter and Andre Dawson homered and Dawson made
a crucial catch in center field as the Montreal Expos held on for
a 7-6 victory yesterday over the New York Mets.

The Expos scored six of their runs in the first two innings.
including four off Randy Jones, 2-1. They survived three two-
run homers by the Mets, two by Dave Kingman and one by
George Foster.

The winning run came in the sixth inning on Dawson's double
and a single by Tim Wallach. Charlie Lea got the victory with
relief help.

Dawson singled home a run in the first inning before Carter
hit a three-run homer. Dawson then slugged a two-run homer
in the second off reliever Jesse Orosco.

The Mets had two-run homers in the fourth by Kingman and
in the sixth by Foster to cut the lead to 7-4 and threatened in the
seventh off rookie reliever Bob James. John Stearns singled
and Hubie Brooks hit a sinking finder to center that the diving
Dawson caught.

The Mets scored their final runs, Kingman's second homer, in
the seventh inning, off Bill Lee. Jeff Reardon replaced Lee for
the save.

Marathon Runners Get Set
Boston - More than 7,600 runners, international track stars

and well-trained weekedn joggeres have signed up to run today
in the last p,--gI Maraton before the prestigious amateur

race goes commercial.
Alberto Salazar, the men's world record holder who won the

New York City Marathon in 1980 and 1981, will make the first
appearance on the 26-mile, 386 yard course through the Massa-

chuseets countryside.
Grete Waitz of Norway, a former woman's record holder, also

will be in the spotlight as the runners make their way from
Hopkinton, a town west of Boston, to the finished line at the
downtown Prudential Insurance Co.

Other runners in the 86th annual event will include Bill
Rodgers, 34, a four-time winner of the Boston Marathon, top
male and female racers from all over the world and an assort-
ment of doctors, lawyers, students and housewives who trained

on their own.
However, the marathon's era of pure amateurism is ending.

Several companies already have jumped in as sponsors for this
year's race and many have been bidding for the 1983 race.
There will be prize money for the winners of what had been one
jof the last true one-day major amateur sports events.

Also starting next year, when the race will serve as the first
qualifying event for the 1984 U.S. Olympic marathon trials, the
race will be nationally televised. It will be held on Sunday,
rather than the traditional Patriot's Day, a Monday, to ensure
an audience for that nationwide broadcast
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The Stony Brook Patriots ended their 13 day absence

from competition by soundly defeating Queens College
20-1, thereby bring their season record to (4-3).

Tepid, humid weather greet the Patriots as they
warmed-up for their contest. Prior to the start of the
game, Queens (Division III) was awarded a man-up
situation for the first three minutes due to the fact that
the Patriots were utilizing illegal goals. Fueled by the
reality of the precarious situation, Stony Brook
responded by scoring the first two goals of the game
during the penalty -Steven Pollack and Mike Fitall
both scored unassisted. After play resumed, with the
sides even, upon the expiration of the penalty - Terri
Russell assisted on Rob Zippo's goal and then tallied a
goal for himself. Rob Zippo then socred on a one-on-one
move which was followed by a fast-break 'quick stick"
goal by Rich Stanton from Mike Giangrasso. Gian-
grasso then socred on a pretty assist from Terri Rus-
sell. Zippo followed with his third goal, again assisted
by Mike Giangrasso. The final tally of the first period
occurred when Tomas Dolezal stripped a mid-fielder
during a man-down situation and started a fast-break
which resulted in a goal by Pollack - assisted by
Russell, ending the priod wiht a Patriot lead of 9-0. The
second period opened with a goal by Rob Zipp on
Steven Pollack's lone assist. Next, during the span of
six minutes, the Russel to Pollack combination struck
four times, resulting in a 14-0 half-time advantage for
the Patriots.

The second half opened with Giangrasso scoring his
second goal and then quickly adding a assist to his
point total when he fed Russell for a goal. The Russell
to Pollack combination was followed by the lone
Queens College tally, which resulted from a miscue by
John O'Hare at 7:37 of the third period. The Patriots
then responded by scoring 3 unanswered goals to end
the game. Jeff Caputo assited Russell's third goal, Pol-
lack scored his eight goal on Russell's ninth -assist and
Tony Caliendo finished the scoring on Giangrasso's
fourth assist

The man-down defense was exceptional, thwarping
Quuens College on 10 separate attempts. Charlies
Nicholas, Caputo and Scott Firestone all played well
defensively. Joe Schlegel and John O'Hare tallied nine
and six saves, respectively. The next, and final home
game will be played on Saturday, the 24th, against a
strong Southhampton squad.

v
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Jim Blonco (1#) fighting for a hxo ball. Terry Russell, left (#1 6). moving in for the attack.

By Morris Brown
The intramural basketball

semi-finals for both hall and inde-
pendent teams which took place
last Friday proved to be a night of
glory for some and nightmares for
others.

In the hall league, Hendrix C-D
advanced by edging Irving B-1 by
a score of 45-44. Irving B-1
jumped out to an early lead result-
ing from its tough defense and the
sparkling performance of Julius
Williams. Williams gave the
defense headaches by scoring
from all spots on the floor as he
tallied 14 first half points. As a
result, Irving B-1 enjoyed a 21-18
half time advantage. The second
half was the same story for the
maot part. Both teams traded
baskets until Irving B-l jumped to
a seven point lead with three min-
utes remaining. This set the stage
for the Greg Williams show as he
cut the lead to one on twisting
moves to the basket and clutch foul

shooting. "He's been our bread
and butter all year," said one
teammate, "so his performance
was no surprise to us." With 12
seconds remaining, another clutch
performer Charles Moffet hit on a
jumper from deep in the corner to
give Hendrix the lead and the
game. Williams led all scorers
with 25 points.

Cardozo B also advanced to the
finals by beating Mount C-D s
35. Cardozo's play Friday night
was typical of its play throughout
the year as they showed everyone
why they were the top contender

for the crown. Cardozo was paced
by their leading scorer Rich
Malave as he contributed 18
points. Malave's ability to draw
the foul caused nightmares for
Mount C-D as he went to the foul
line for nine attempts and convert-
ing eight times. Cardozo also got
tremendous help from their floor
general Robbie Scheinberg as he

dished out numerous assists to
Andrew Jones as he added 12
points. Although Mount C-D lost
by a wide margin, their defense
made Cardozo B earn their
baskets. Good defense proved not
to be enough. However, "we wer-
en't getting the ball inside where
we would have liked to," added
Alex Christopher.

For the independent circuit
both Kingfish and the 69sers
advanced to the finals by beating
ASA and the Bizzards.

ASA's defeat came at the hands
of Kingfish as they fell 50-34.
Kingfish's victory was attributed
to their strong rebounding, tight
defense, and a balanced scoring
attack. Ron Briggins supplied
much of their tire power.

The 691ers are the other finalists
who will compete for the inde-
pendent championship crown.
Their ticket to this final show-

down however was very hard to
come by as they squeezed by the

Bizzards 46-40. The 69'ers
jumped qut to an early 15-4 lead by
running against their opponents
The Bizzards came back, how-
ever, within several minutes to
trail by only two. The half-time
advantage was held by the W9ers,
22-15. The intensity of the game
reached a higher level in the
second half when the Bizzards
trailed by one 27-26. From that
point on, the 69ers took control,
compliments of Larry Levens.
Levens, led the 69ers to a 46-40
victory by scoring 17 points. The
Bizzards were led by Jeff Vanter-
pool as he poured in 18 points.
'We're a team of freshmen., said
Chris Joyce, who contributed 10
points in a losing effort. Eve-
ryone beware, for we will be
back.

T e champisip games will
be played on oidy night begin-
ning with the Independent game

at 6:30 and concluding with the
hall championship at 8:30.

Lacrosse Club Sticks it to Queens Colleges 20-1L
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In Alternatives:. -
Triumph,/Chris Connor, Ruffcut,

Crosswinds, A Gallery of Art,
Jack Lemmon in 'Missing,

and More....
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Statesman Dav'd Jasse

Abou 75 people joined in the nuclear disarmament teach-in in the Ammann College Fireside Lounge Monday
nigt. The three-day teach in, part of the national Ground Zero week, conclude today from 3 PM to 10 PM, also
in the Ammann lounge.

Yoric coordinator for Ground Zero week. "We're
rational people and we have to deal with these
things."

Seven members of the Columbia University
track team staged a 74-block "Run for Peace"
from midtown Manhattan to the university cam-
pus Sunday. A program and benefit concert.
featuring dramatic presentations by actors
Michael Moriarity and Tammy Grimes, was
scheduled later in New York.

At Stony Brook, where planning started in
February, three days of disarmament teach-ins
began on Monday. Today, there will be talks by
Biology Professor Elof Carlson, on "Biological
Effects of Nuclear Explosions" at 3 PM; Bob
DeGrasse of the Council on Economic Priorities
on the "Social and Economic Effects of the Arms
Race," at 4 PM; the film The Last Epidemic at 5

- (continued on page IS)

By Scott Kraft
Simulated nuclear bombs were ceremoniously

"detonated" on the steps of the Texas capitol, at a
downtown Atlanta park and other city centers
Sunday, as Ground Zero Week brought home to
Americans the specter of atomic destruction.

The week opened with films, foot races, bicycle
tours, concerts, lectures and debates designed to
trigger discussions about the possibility of
nuclear war and its effects.

This crash course in nuclear awareness has
been planned for two years by Ground Zero, a
non-partisan organization formed two years ago.
Ground Zero estimates 10 million to 20 million
people in 650 communities and on 350 college
campuses will take part.

"I hope we come out of this week with people
feeling freer to discuss the nuclear war issue and
not tuck it away," said Beverly Peyser, New

MM*%,-
-~~~~~~~ - r-'
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-Financial Aid Delays

Throw Plans into Limbo,

Cause De Facto Budget Cut

Specter of Nuclear Destruction Hitts
75 Attend First Teach-In

Of Ground Zero Week
A movement reminiscent to some of the teach-ins in the late

1950s and early 1960s but concerning itself with what was pro-
phetically called "the ultimate issue" by others took a quiet giant
step in the lounge of Ammann College this week.

About 75 people gathered there Monday night for a teach-in
designed to educate, and make a statement, about the dangers of
nuclear weapons. They were there in the first of a three-day
commemoration of Ground Zero week, a series of teach-ins across
the country on nuclear disarmament.

"Basically it's meant to be informative," said Mike Quinn of the
campus' Interfaith Center, and one of the teach-in's organizers,
'but once people become informed, it's a statement..along with
thousands of other campuses and communities across the
country."

Dan Smith, chairman of the European Committee on Nuclear
Disarmament and one of four speakers at Monday's teach-in,
agreed, saying 'In the U.S.S.R., people couldn't get away with it [a
successful movements In Eastern Europe, there's some small
possibility. In Western Europe, and North America, we've got the
possibility." Feelings have changed since the hostage crisis in
1980, Smith said, and although "the American voice we hear in
Europe is Ronald Reagan's, Alexander Haig's and Caspar Wein-
berger's, -it's encouraging and regarowg to come here and
hear other voices."

^mnith said America's policy mskers are not opposed to nuclear
weapons because they believe a limited nuclear confrontation will
not escalate into a full-scale nuclear war between the super-
powers. But, he said, a nuclear war will not be limited, as each side
gradually employs more potent weapons to defeat the other side.
"American plans for a European nuclear war don't particularly
amuse me because I live there," said Smith, who is British.

Evacuation plans for crowded areas in the event of nuclear war
are also foolish, Smith said, because even if there are places to go,
roads are targets, they cannot accomodate everyone, and the mil-
itary will need them anyway. "Americans are under the impres-
sion that the United States is spacious," Smith said.

Speaking after Smith Monday was a panel consisting of Frank
Meyers, dean of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Stony Brook,
Pat Hughes, Long Island representative for the Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign, and Les Paldy, dean of the Department of
Continuing Education at Stony Brook. "There's no evidence that
one has to fire nuclear weapons to show they are functional,"
Meyers said. 'A comprehensive test ban is within our grasp."

President Ronald Reagan is planning to build 17,000 nuclear
war-heads within the next five years, Meyers warned, but "We
must go to our politicians and get the government to sign a test-
ban treaty or promise to get that person out of office. If they don't
agree, we should get new politicians.'

The presence of two university deans was more representative
of the make-up of the audience than not, as many professors,
graduate students and community residents were in attendance.
A conspiciously small number of undergraduates were present in
the dormitory's fireside lounge.

David Gamberg, Polity's sophomore class representative whc
was present Monday night, said the undergraduates are involved
in other things right now, and !are not particularly sensitized to

(ramod on page 12)

Two Years of Making Plans

Pays Off Across the Country



s-News Digest
-- International

Keren Shalom, Israel -Israel radio announced that
the army will demolish buildings in thenorthern Sinai
settlement of Yamit and evacuate 2,000 diehard Jew-
ish nationalists beginning today. The army had no
immediate comment, but reports filtering out of the
sealed-off town said some resisters were preparing
weapons and booby traps to prevent soliders from
expelling them.

One resident, Motti Ben-Yannai, came to an army
roadblock at Keren Shalom, nine miles southeast of
Yamit, to report that some settlers had put bombs
made out of cooking gas cylinders at their doors, or had
welded their doors shut.

Ben -Yannai quoted Avi Farhan, a leader of the
movement opposed to Israel's final withdrawal from
Sinai Sunday, as saying his movement "has completely
lost control of the people. They are going crazy." Some
Israelis criticized the destruction plan as contradict-
ing the spirit of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
Raanan Weitz, the official in charge of moving equip-
ment out of the Yamit region, called the decision
"stupid and cruel."

A dozen extremists have barricaded themselves
inside a bomb shelter in Yamit and are threatening tc
commit suicide if the withdrawal takes place.

* *-

Villahermosa, Mexico - Chichonal volcano, which
killed at least 22 people in a series of eruptions last
month, was still belching smoke yesterday as soldiers
worked at relocating most of the 80,000 peasants who
lived on or near its slopes.

An estimated 2,755 people have been missing since
the volcano's first eruption March 29. Thousands
of other villagers, once feared killed, have been turn-
ing up in settlements outside the danger zone, accord-
ing to army reports.

Gen. Jose Miguel Cal y Mayor said the 4,185-foot
volcano no longer was spewing cinders and ash. But
geologist Federico Mooser estimated the areas nearest t
the volcano could not be planted for at least three years
because of thick volcanic ash deposits.

The government cordoned off an eight-mile radius
around the volcano to prevent peasants who lived there
from returning, Cal y Mayor said. The eruption
affected about 150,000 people. About 60,000 were
forced from their homes, which have been partially
burned by the ash that has fallen over nearly 10,000
square miles since the eruption.

-Naroa----

Washington - President Reagan, saying he will 'go
the extra mile" to reach a budget compromise with
Congress, indicated yesterday that he would consider
tax increases as part of a package to reduce record
deficits.

While remaining firmly opposed to changes in the
individual and business tax cuts enacted last year,
Reagan would not rule out other tax increases being
promoted by congressional Republicans and Demo-
crats during budget negotiations with the administra-
tion.

It's my fervent plea and hope that from these meet-
ings there will soon come a balanced, bipartisan pack-
age that will help to revive our economy," Reagan said.
"I know of nothing that would be agreater tonic for the
economy right now."
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hold a meeting of hemispheric foreign
ministers next week to consider Argen-
tina's request for sanctions against Bri-
tain. Reagan said it would be
"advantageous' if the OA8 ministers
delayed any action on the Argentine
proposal while Haig's mediation effort
continues.

Asked which side the United States
would favor in the event of "a shooting
war in the South Atlantic," Reagan rep-
lied: That would be a terrible thing to
say in the midst of all the delicate
negotiations."

Washington (AP)-With his secretary
of state's peacekeeping mission at an
impasse, President Reagan appealed to
Great Britain and Argentina yesterday
to give the United States more time to
avert a shooting exchange in their dis-
pute over the Falkland Islands.

The president spoke to reporters at
the White House after he had conferred
with Secretary Alexander Haig upon
his return from a marathon round of
bargaining with authorities in Buenos
Aires. That mission fell through when
Britain effectively rejected a settlement

proposed by Argentina.

In London, Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher told the House of Commons
that the Argentine plan, cabled to Bri-
tian a day earlier, had serious shortcom-
ings. She dispatched Foreign Secretary
Francis Pym to Washington to present
cobhter-proposals to Haig on Thursday.
But in Buenos Aires, an official source
said President Leopoldo Galtieri has
made virtually all the concessions he
can. This official, who asked not to be
identified, said 'we cannot offer any
more" than what Haig carried away on

Mo nday.
Reagan declared that "I just hope that

we can keep this process going and that
there will be a restraint on both coun-
tries from taking action that would
endanger it." Meanwhile, a British fleet
of nearly 70 warships continued to close
in on the contested islands in the South
Atlantic. The lead vessels in the armada
could be within striking distance of the
Falklands by the weekend.

The president noted that the Organi-
zation of American States voted 18-0
yesterday-with the United States,
Columbia and Trinidad abstaining-to

under which the 15 to 18 members of the commission
would agree to remain neutral in the contest for the
1984 Democratic presidential nomination.

To satisfy the desires of candidates who want to be
involved in the commission work, the party will form a
Presidential Candidates Advisory Committee, which
will include a representative of every likely contender
for the party nomination.

The potential candidates who expressed a strong
interest in the commission were Sens. Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts, John Glenn of Ohio, Gary
Hart of Colorado, Ernest Hollings of South Carolina
and Alan Cranston of California; former Vice Presi-
dent Walter Mondale and former Florida Gov. Reubin
Askew.

- State and Loe --

New York City- Opponents of Westway won a
second court victory yesterday when the Federal
Highway Administration was enjoined from giving
the state $90 million in reimbursement funds for
acquisition of the right-of-way from the city.

The injunction barring transfer of federal reimbur-
sement toward the state's $100 million cost for the
right-of-way was issued by U.S. District Judge Tho-
mas P. Griesa.

It stemmed from a March 31 decision in which the
judge delayed construction of the Manhattan highway
replacement project by voiding the landfill permit on
grounds that the possible danger to Hudson River
fishery resources was never considered.

In his March 31 decision, Griesa agreed with the
plaintiffs' contention that the Army Corps of Engi-
neers issued the landfill permit in violation of federal
law because of a failure to consider the adverse impace
on fishery resources beforehand.

The new injunction came following convincing argu-
ments by the plaintiffs that the danger to fishery
resources was not fully explored in the environmental
impact statement issued by the state Department of
Transportation and the Federal Highway Adminis-
tration in applying for the original landfill permit-

* * ,*

New York-A state appeals court has temporarily
halted implementation of Suffolk County's bottle dep-
osit law, pending the outcome of a trial that is to begin
tomorrow.

The law, which requires a fivecent deposit on all
bottles and cans of beer and soda sold in the county,
was to have become effective today. It would be the
first in the state.

When attorneys for the county and for opponents of
the law arrived at the Appellate Division of state
Supreme Court in Brooklyn yesterday, the four-judge
panel asked only if all parties were prepared to begin
tomorrow's trial. When they all answered "yes," the
court ordered the law suspended until the trial in state
Supreme Court at Riverhead is completed. That is
expected to take several days.

The trial will determine the constitutionality of the
law and other legal matterssurrounding its enactment
uad implementation.

Opponents of the lawr claim it will ras the price of
soft drinks and beer and inconvenience conmers.
Backers of the legislation say it wrill reduce roardside
litter, promote recycling and cut the amount of waste
in landfills.

(Compid f1M A iM A-

The president's statement on the budget negotia-
tions was his most concilatory to date, and Senate
Majority Leader Howard Baker said he was optimistic
that Reagan "wants to play ball."

Reagan met with reporters in the White House Rose
Garden shortly after meeting with Republican con-
gressional leaders and then telephoning Democratic
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill to say he hoped admin-
istration and congressional negotiators could reach a
1983 budget compromise.

Sources say negotiators are working toward agree-
ment on a package of spending cuts and tax increases
that would reduce the deficit to $93 billion in 1983 and
to $45 billion in 1985. Without any budget savings,
'administration economists concede privately, the
deficit for the upcoming fiscal year could balloon to a
record $180 billion.

The main elements of a compromise under discus-
sion include a 4 percent income tax surcharge on
upper-income Americans, energy taxes, cuts in Rea-
gan's record military buildup, a delay and reduction in
Social Security cost-of-living increases and a freeze on
hundreds of domestic programs.

*, " ' * * ' * *

Washington - A dockworkers union may be forced
to pay for business losses that resulted from its refusal
to handle Soviet cargo in the wake of the Kremlin's
military intervention in Afghanistan, the Supreme
Court ruled yesterday.

The court said those US businesses injured by the
politically inspired boycott can sue for monetary dam-
ages. "As understandable and even commendable as
the union's ultimate objectives may be, the certain
effect of its action is to impose a heavy burden on
neutral employers," Justice Lewis Powell wrote for the
court.

Powell said the International Longshoremen's Asso-
ciation boycott, which officially lasted for 15 months
beginning in 1980, was an illegal "secondary boycott"
under federal labor law. The law bars unions from
urgingtheir members to refuse to handle goods with the
object of forcing any employer to cease doing business
with anyone else

The longshoremen's union had sought an exception
to the law for such political disputes, but the court
refused. The court also rejected the union's contention
that the boycott should be protected as constitutional
free speech.

There are many ways in which a union and its
individual members may express their oposition to
Russian foreign policy without infringing upon the
rights of others," Powell said.

*~ X,*

Washington - Formation of a commission to over-
see compliance with new rules for the 1984 presiden-
tial campaign has touched off early jockeying among
seven Democrats with White House ambitions.

As soon as party officials began considering people
for appointment to the Compliance Review Commis-
sion, they were approached by presidential hopefuls
who wanted representatives on the panel. It was a
strong expression of interest from men wRho acknowl-
edge they are thinking of running for president but
who insist they are many months away from making a
decision.

'They wanted their representatives on to protect
their interests," said one Democratic official who
asked not be be identified. A compromise was reached

Reagan Appeals to Britain, Argenti la



campus spaces are the one currently under
construction.

According to Francis, these spaces will be com-
pleted August 17 at a cost of $140.000. About 125 of
them will be at LangmuirCurve, with about 125 adja-
cent to North P-Lot.

However, Francis said that the 250 spaces do not
wolve the parking problem. He also noted that, 'There
is an issue of future development in the Three Village
area. The new plan indicates we are trying to help
solve a community problem. and are willing to get
involved, and help in any way we can.'
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By John Burkhardt
Discussing Stony Brook's energy

conservation program, vice-
president for Campus Operations
Robert Francis said 'The most excit-
ing thing on campus is taking place
right now." The Department of the
Physical Plant is connecting electri-
cal equipment in buildings across the
campus to a-computer that will turn
things on and off and saved the cam-
pus $680,000 a year. Matt Durcan,
the campus energy coordinator, said
that "$680,000 is the initial projec-
tion, but we're anticipating savings
higher than that."

The project, which was funded by a
$103,000 grant from the SUNY cen-
tral administration, will use the cam-
pus phone system to carry on/off
messages to electric equipment in 71
campus buildings. Durcan said that
much of the equipment, such as giant
air-circulating fans, are not neces-
sary when the buildings are unoccu-
pied, but are not shut off at night
because on a campus this size "it
takes an army to do that," and
because it is took likely that someone
will forget to turn something on
again in the morning.

Durcan said similar systems are
being implemented on all SUNY
campuses, but that "they're not tell-
ing them how to do it," leaving the
planning up to individual depart-
ments. He has been working on this
project for about a year. "The big
push" began during the intersession
period, he said, when he had five
engineering students working ful-
Itime. "They have really been a tre-
mendous asset," said Durcan.
Technicians from New York Tele-
phone have been connecting the com-
puter during the last few days, but
Durcan said nearly all the work had
been done by university employees
and the students.

A central computer will hold the
schedules of 100 different "control
stations" on campus, Durcan said,
with the number of control stations
varying for different sized buildings.
The computer will "call" the control
stations when it wants them to turn
equipment off. The instruction to
turn the equipment off will engate a
switch to cut the power, so that a min-
ute amount of current is used in keep.
ing the equipment off. This way,
Durcan said, if the computer should
stop operating, it will not shut down
equipment all over campus

He said the first control stations

Statesman/Robert Lefberman

Matt Durcan, campus energy coordinator, with the now computer that decides which electrical
equipment to tum off.

SlatesmTan Rotbe"r V'iSS

Students Abdelkareem Ali, Weiwu Kuo, Francine Rengel and William Kinnally with the control
panel that accepts phone signals from the computer (above) and turns electrical devices on and off.

would probably be working this wee-
kend, and the other operational
within a few months. The computer
will mostly be controlling about 500
air-circulating fans which range up
to 250 horsepower, and, according to
Durcan, are only necessary about
two-thirds of the time during some
seasons of the year. The computer
might operate lights as well, but he
said that was not likely because some
professors hold special claes and
seminars in academic buildings at
night.

'I bought $30,000 worth of parts,"
Durcan said, in addition to miles of
wire, and "all the trades" of mainte-
nance workers at the university, as
well as the students, worked on it.
This place sounded like a factory,"
he said "The panels were piled up so
you couldn't walk in the hallway."
The students were also enthusiastic
about the project, and the experience
they had gained. "This is just like one
of our senior design courses," said
Abdelkareem Ali, a mechanical engi-
neering student.

By Steve Kahn
A new campus parking lot for local residents, the

location of which is undetermined at this time, is being
propoPed, according to Robert Francis, vice-president
for Campus Operations.

Construction of parking spaces in the areas of the
Lemuir Curve and North P-Lot will also be com-
pleted in August of this year. Those will be for commu-
ter students.

whe new parking area will serve the Three Village
community," Francis said. 'In this way, we help solve a
community problem. The university is behaving as a
good citizen. It wants to see good planning and good,

quality community development"
No areas are currently set, but possible sites include

available spaces near North Loop Road, Kelly Quad
and Stage XII Quad.

Francis said the State Department of Transporta-
tion should reconsider any plans to build parking spa-
ces on the south side of Route 25A. He said his plan is
better.

In 1978. a proposal was made whereby the* exoting
North P-Lot would be taken over by the Department of
Transportation for use by the Long Island Railroad
commuters, in exchange for 250 new campus spaces,
paid for by the Department of Transportation. These

University Gets $1M for Conservin
Computer Hook-Up of Campus' Electrical Systems Under Way No

I
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Half of theM

For Ot-her Use

Stony Brook will be receiving an
extra $1,048,000 this year from
SUNY because of the university's
continued savings on energy costs
during the last three years.

About half of the energy manage-
ment bonus will have to be spent on
further conservation efforts, accord-
ing to Budget Director Larry Noo-
nan, and the rest will go into "general
campus use."

"We've learned to live with less,"
said Energy Coordinator Matt Dur-
can. "We have saved consistently
over the last three years."

Main Campus used about 1,400,000
gallons less oil last year than it did in
1978-79, Durcan said, and .,871,000
less kilowatt hours of electricity. In
addition, Durcan said, Stony Brook's
energy bill went down last year
because the price of oil dropped.

Noonan said most of the money was
being invested in supplies and
expenses that would normally be met
by this year's allocations from the
state - which have not yet come in -
and the departments receiving funds
now will return them when the state
allocations cbme in. This way, Noo-
nan said, they kept the money availa-
ble for needs that crop up later on,
"rather than squandering it, and
spending it for the sake of spending
it," but also because there were some
areas where the university was fac-
ing hardships now, and University
President John Marburger had
decided on a few areas to receive sup-
plemental funding now.

The conservation program has
involved using flourescent lighting,
and reducing lighting levels in areas
where it is not necessary, using more
efficient equipment, adding insula-
tion and, in some cases, caul k ing and
replacing windows and doors. "Good
maintenance is a good way to con-
serve energy," said Robert Francis,
vice-president for Campus Opera-
tions.

Durcan said the share of the money
that is to go for further conservation
programs will probably be about
$600,000.

-Burkhardt

New Campus Parking Lot PlanneaI
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Polity President Jim Fuccio did not
return a completed petition nominating
him by the Monday night deadline and
will therefore not be seeking re-election
as originally intended.

The decision not to run for a second
one-year term was reached over a month
ago, Fuccio said, for both personal and
academic reasons. Asked why he took out
a petition for re-election even though he
had already decided not to run, Fuccio
said, "Basically, I will leave that to
speculation."

As reasons for not running, Fuccio said
he needs the time to work on grades in
preparation for law school after graduat-
ing in May 1983 and also that "it was time
to move on to other things." Fuccio has
spent the last three years in student
government: he was vice-president in
1980-81 and a senator from Kelly E in
1979-80.

As for his involvement next year, Fuc-
cio said he will work on large-scale pro-

jecw tmut mere were nu %1ir1 Aur- a-
president. In a letter delivered this week
to Polity Council members announcing
his decision not to seek re-election, Fuccio
offered his time and experience to the suc-
cessive administration. "I feel that I can
be involved in Polity in a peripheral
level," he said.

He also did not rule out involvement
with other campus organizations such as
the Faculty-Student Organizatgion and
SCOOP.

Elections
Dan Lupi, chairman of the Student

Activities Board, also did not turn in a
petition, leaving only Patrick Hiiton,
president of the Carribean Students
Club, and Polity Secretary Adina Fin-
kelstein, as candidates for Fuccio's posi-
tion. The election will be held next
Tuesday.

Polity's sophomore class representa-
tive, David Gamberg, took out and
-returned a petition for vice-president and
will go up against Commuter Senator Gil

nipp lur Gli nt .m. HIWVvIZ wmlux,

senator, Barry Ritholtz, also filed a late
petition, for secretary. He will be running
unopposed. Former Election Board Co-
Chairman Jim Burton is running unop-
posed for senior class representative and
Freshman Representative Belina Ander-
son, Commuter Senator Jeffrey Knapp
and Brian Kohn, spokesman for the Dorm
Cooking Advisory Committee and a
member of Polity Hotline, are vying for
sophomore class representative.

The Polity Election Board, at a meeting
earlier this week, decided to place ballot
boxes in each of the building offices in
Kelly and Stage XII quads, which allows
students to vote there rather than in the
quad offices. Residents of other buildings
have always voted in their building offi-
ces. Stages XVI residents can vote in the
Stony Brook Union and commuters in
either the Union, Library or Lecture
Hall. Polls are open from 10 AM to 8
PM.(See Monday's Statesman for a com-
plete election preview.)

Statesman/Larry Weissman

Polity President Jim Fuccio has
announced that he will not seek a
second term.
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It's Chaos at Polity-Senate Meetin
<O P'! -

But after Five Hours of Outbursts, Affirmative Action Rule Pass

8
Yes

By Elizabeth Wasserman >
"Can we have quiet, dammit," was the request most often made

by the Polity senators^ at Monday night's Senate meeting.
An unusually large crowd of 50 to 75 people crammed into the

meeting room to express their support of the evening's proposed
1982 Polity Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Act, which
was eventually passed.

The act was in response to alleged discriminatory employment
by Polity and in its administrative structure. Discrimination is
presumed when "the proportion of minorities employed by the
defendant employer is less than that which reasonably would be
expected on the basis of the availability of qualified minority
group mertmbers," according to Article I of the Act The Senate had
voted in a previous meeting that some affirmative action needed to
be taken.

'The act provides guidelines that must be adhered to during the
hiring and appointing of Polity members and the administrative
workforce. Notice of all job opportunities must be spread through-
out the campus, so that an indiscriminatory pool of applicants may
be gathered that reflects an adequate number of minority and
female students. The university's equal opportunity/affirmative
action officer, Beverly Harrison, must oversee and review the
drive for applications and the subsequent hiring that follows.
Harrison will also take part in the recruiting of minority and
women students to participate in student government elections. Tryg to lep our in n unopen meeting ware Preaident Pmo Tampora 8ab k lodi (left) ani
The EO/AA officer and committee must also insure that all Polity van Brown (right). Polt Prei nt Jim Fuccio (second from left) looks on and S ont Secretary DC
organizations comply with the act and take action against viola- (tird frm left) Nrecrd the chaos. The reeting was attendd by an unusually high 50 to 76 sped

I Chaim
in Crew
Etoor.

tors.
The Senate meeting required five hours of bureaucratic proce-

dure and chaotic outbursts to finally reach a vote. Senate Chair-
man Van Brown abdicated his position from the onset, for his
opinion was felt to be biased on this issue, which he strongly
advocated. President Pro-tempore Babak Movahedi then took the
chair, which he proceeded to stand on most of the evening.

The spectators, including Brown and members of the African-
American Students Organization, voiced their views out of order.
The disruptions led to arguments within the Senate, and among
spectators, and a general disorder that prolonged the prospect of

getting anything accomplished.'

A continuing surge of motions by the senators deferred the vote

a well. Motions were passed limiting each speaker to two to three

minutes, agreeing to expel any non-senate people .disrupting the

proceedings and calling for the review of the act section by section.

These were rarely complied with.

It was then motioned for Movahedi to give up his chair on the

basis that he, too, held a biased view of the issue. Polity Secretary

Adina Finkelstein took over. But disorder began once again with

shouting, standing and banging on the tables, and blinking the

lights on and off. "Hawkeye" Aylward. the sergeant-at-arms,
walked around with a baseball bat
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This is normally the season when stu-
dents apply for aid for the next school
year. But this year, they're not finding
anything out.

Congressional debate and adminis-
tration delays in implementing federal
aid programs may stall the awarding of
aid until late summer or early fall, and
have thrown the 1982-83 college plans of
as many as four million students into
limbo, aid officers say.

"No one is in a position right now to
make commitments to the students,"
said Dallas Martin of the National Asso-
ciation of Finanacial Aid Administra-
tors in Washington, D.C. John Joyce,
financial aid director at Stony Brook.
said the delay is "causing particular
problems for incoming students"
because financial aid offices cannotgive
'hard" information to them and there-
fore prospective students "estimates
which may not be finalized" may play a
large part in enrollment decisions.
'GSLs [Guaranteed Student Loans] con-
tinue to be clouded," he said. At Stony
Brook, he said, a May 1 deposit deadline
has been extended until at least mid-
May because "students relying on finan-
cial aid for enrollment decisions would,
be unfairly taxed."

Stony Brook's Financial Aid Office is
also "trying to hold back from informing
[continuing] students on what their aid
package looks like," Joyce said, because
of the uncertainty of the estimates.

Aid officers across the country don't
yet know how much money they'll have
for students next fall, or who they'll be
allowed to award it to until Congress
and the Administration make up their
minds.

Some even suspect the administra-

tion, aware it may not get the cuts it
asked for from Congress, may purpose-
fully be delaying new eligibility rules
for some programs to save money by
forcing students to go on without them.

"Frankly," Martin said, "there are
people in Washington who, if they feel
they are not going to get the cuts they
asked for, wlli be willing to just delay
the system as long as possible in order to
save money."

Last March, Secretary of Education
Terrel Bell imposed an unprecedented
temporary freeze on the processing of
aid applications until Congress voted on
the aid cutbacks the administration had
proposed.

No one at the U.S. Department of
Education was available to comment on
this year's delay in publishing new rules
for awarding Pell Grants and Guaran-
teed Student Loans. The department
also has yet to tell colleges how much
they have to distribute under the Sup-
plemental Education Opportunity
Grant, College-Work Study and
National Direct Loan programs for next
school year.

In the past, the government told cam-
pus aid officers amounts and rules in
early March.

The resultant "delay this year is going
to be incredible," predicted Idaho aid
Director Harry Davey. For the first
time in its history, Idaho stu time in its
history, Idaho gives students only
"financial aid plans" instead of
commitments.

The plans tell students "we can only
meet the student's need if we have the
money. It's a small comfort for these
people. You can't eat promises,"

(coinued on page 10)
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Unrsity Pr. d John Marburger show that he's a commuter at the Commuter
Couegeas formal Grand Opening cecebrsaton Friday. The college moved to room
080 of the Stony Brook Union a year ao after being housed for a number of years in
Gray Coll . Ie
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Incredible Aid Delays

Could Force Drop-Outs

A Commuter, Too
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-- Editorial--
Seems Silly

More parking spaces is something that is desperately
needed at Stony Brook. There's nothing new about that.

What is new is seemingly good news: more parking spaces
are being built, 250 to be exact. Ah, but with all nood things
come bad, and a campus in desperate need of more parking is
not making the most of what is has in one instance, and is
being kind of foolish in another.

One hundred twenty-five of the new spaces that are being
built by the state in exchange for the university's agreement
to give upNorth P-Lot to Long Island Railroad commuters, are
going to be in the Langmuir Curve gravel lot. True, the gravel
lot would be better if it was tar like all the others, but gravel
will suffice if the tar lot were built elsewhere. That way,
instead of 125 perferct, tarred and painted spaces at Lang-
muir Curve, we'd have 125 perfect, tarred and painted spaces
somewhere else and still have 125 less-than-perfect, gravel
spaces at Langmuir. It's a better choice for the majority.

The foolish part of the plan is to build the remaining 125
spaces the university is getting fro the state adjacent to the
ones it is giving up to the railroad commuters from the sur-
rounding community. The very reason there is now a need to
give up North P-Lot is that community commuters use it, even
if they are not supposed to. If that lot is full, won't they, in the
future, use the adjacent lot built solely to avoid the problem in
the first place? It might have been a better idea to take the
spaces and put them far from North P-Lot, where there would
be no danger of history repeating itself.
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and expropriate, without
indemnization, the wealth of
the ruling class. Any Pole can
testify that this algorithm does
not lead to justice and peace. In
fact, the only people who have
missed this point, clearly dem-
onstrated by history, are the
Marxists.

It is this Marxist philosophy
that has lead, amongst other
things, to the deplorable situa-
tion in Central America. Just
look at who used violence to try
to stop the Salvadoran's from
voting in a free election. It was
the leftist guerrillas, not the
Americans. From the day the
Communist Party was made
legal in El Salvador in 1932
they plotted revolution, and
when they did not succeed, they
turned their carnage against
the people who rejected them.
Time and space will not permit
me to elaborate, but the Salvad-
oran situation serves as a splen-
did picture of Marxist justice,
morals and ideology.

Having such marvelous tes-
timony for their system, Marx-
ists now want to bring it to the
United States at all costs.
'Don't vote, organize for com-
munist revolution" and sayings
like that fill our campus. This
statement is a declaration of
war, and unless we want to end
up like Poland and El Salvador,
we'd better not lose. I'm quite
willing to tolerate dissent, but I
won't turn my back on someone
who is trying to kill me. Yes,
I'm opposed to the terrorism

around the world, and all the
repression. That is why I am
against the communists.

As I am running out of time
and space, I simply submit that
it is you, not I, Mr./Ms. Gold-
man, Spitzer and Weisenfeld,
who are naive, and you who will
not tolerate dissent. After all,
you seem rather upset that a
conservative should be allowed
to express his views.

Thomas Kubarych

Wilting in Whitman

An open letter to Kevin Jones
and John Marburger:

After 2% years here, I am still
amazed at the amount of heat
that is pumped into the dorms
unnecessarily. In order to be
comfortable while in my room,
I have to dress as if it were the
middle of July. Throughout the
winter our windows are con-
stantly left open to prevent us
from passing out due to heat
exhaustion. While we should be
conserving energy, we are
needlessly wasting our pre-
cious resources.

-Last night, with part of the
radiator blocked off and both
windows wide open, the room
was so hot that I could not sleep.
This is getting ridiculous.

Gentlemen, spring has
arrived! Please do us all a
favor-turn off the heat. Thank
you.

Warmly,
Eric A. Wessman

A Conservative
'Proud American'
Responds to Charges

To the Editor:
One of history's most

renowned winos, the Chinese
poet Li Po, was spellbound by
the stars. Legend has it that one
night as he sat gazing at their
reflection in a pond, he sat
down his bottle, tried to
embrace the universe,...and
drowned. The people who
responded to my March 19 let-
ter have about as much under-
standing of ,my views as Li Po
did of the stars, and the same
can be said for their Easter
Bunny approach to surviving in
a hostile world. As I under-
stand it, I stand accused of such
things as being intolerant of
dissent and naive, and the Uni-
ted States of such things as
instinctively crushing freedom
movements. Permit me to
respond to the charges.

Anyone out there who does
not know that Marxist-
Leninist ideology presupposes
class warfare and that to sur-
render control of government
to a capitalist enemy just
because the majority voted that
way in a free election absurd.
Wake up. Communists, there-
fore, are not democratic. Given
the uneven distribution of
wealth in the world, Marxists
MW unMC Wnai me olmy way to
change it is war. So they revolt

F, ---

Howard Sate
Editor-in-Chief

Laura Craven
Managing Editor

David M. Durst
Business Manager

Dom Tavella
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C= by Douglas Edelson
ecile Abish's monumental sculptures, now on view at

the Fine Arts Center Gallery, achieve their political focus
through an unorthodox utilization of childrens' marbles.
The exhibition, titled "From the Marble Works," features
three sculptures created between 1974 and 1979.

Abish's work carries with it rather clear political impli-
cations, and she is up-front in her acknowledgement of
this. She writes in the Art Journal: 'The surfaces upon
which I work do not belong to me. The surfaces are the
property of institutions, galleries and individuals. When
finished, the sculpture I build cannot be seperated from
the surface. The materials I use, boards, marbles, mark
the surface. The surface enters the workI...n this respect

I

-Im

1%

r

I

12 fet, 2 inch}).

building sculpture is also a political act of taking posse-
sion of a surface..." The surface referred to is the floor,
and thus Abish's works are political in other respects, for
they call attention to the amount of space available to the
Gallery as well as to the quality and craftsmanship of the
materials from which the Gallery is constructed. Ulti-
imately, these factors are contingent upon economic
resources, and thus the space that Abish "temporarily
possesses" is political in its own way before she installs
her work, and political in another way when it becomes a
part of her work of art. By obliterating so much of the
walking surface, she makes the viewer acutely aware of
the spatial horizons of the Gallery.

{continued on page 10A)
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Chris Connor
Michael's Pub
211 E. 55th St.
April 24

There are no substitutes
for the original, and this is
it - the last week to catch
the original, the fabulous
Chris Connor and her trio
at Manhattan's Michael's
Pub, where they've been
performing a tribute to the
late Stan Kenton.

This couldn't have come
from a more appropriate
source - for it was with
Kenton and his band that
Connor started to build her
audience. There may have
been a lull in that
audience during the rock-
saturated '60s, but there's
no evidence of that now.

Backing Chris up is
what many consider her
finest trio to date -
Michael Holms (usually
with Peter Allen) on piano,
Jack Dryden on bass, and
Tony Tedesco, her jet-
propelled drummer. They
opened the set with a good
solid version of "The Days
of Wine and Roses" and
then Chris took over the
stage. Beginning with a
great Richard Rodney

Bennett arranger
"Come Rain o
Shine." (Incider
of the arrangeme
done by Bennett
poser of movie sc
Equus, Yank
Murder on the
Express - tailor
cially for Chris' r
and style.

The audience
enthusiastically t
the beautifully p4
numbers. They I
reason to, for Co
kept tossing out j
"'Round Midnigt
-Out of Town," ai
exciting "I Feel
Coming On."

A pleasant surl
Bennett's arrang
"Day In Day Out.'
begins, accompa
just the bass. Tl
come in on the n
and the piano
shortly thereafte
but magnificent.

Michael's Put
have a cover ch
there is a $10 i
per person. (0
either.) It's a nice place
with a good atmosphere
for jazz listening and the
food is definitely worth a

Connor has never can be grateful. Hervocal
sounded better. She is a stylings are unparalleled
jazztreasure that has had in their excellence. So,
her ups and downs but has don't settle for ersatz Con-

nor - go catch the real
one at Michael's Pub.*

-Karen Hoppe

'm asTriumph~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ti Thow U S nidS ea
s

late '70s, yet the roots of their songs
It and the Everty Brothers.
plastic, sound like Kansas. Tehy stay
)R category. Nice music for dinner.
Aerosmith, Led Zeppelin, the Stones,

Jl the vocals could be heard, and so
Whoever mixed this did a good job.
n excellent cut. When the band leaves
rough edges remaining in the song,
sounds almost like the live version.

wEven if bands like the Stones have
to use the same studio as a phoney
iloney band, they still could produce
classic rock-and-roll.
rere mixed to ""perfection,' but some-
id up on the cutting room floor. "Say
es REO Speedwagon in monotony. ''I
alright, but the theme's been done

;oothing effect, while the lyrics bring
er searching the song causes is one of
nusic great. Not expensive equipment

I, is pretty good. Triumph probably
than on record. -Ang Grey
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And that's only the beginning. Our 20% to
60% everyday savings are storewide! From pro-
maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets.
In styles from prep to new wave.

So whether you're dressing for frisbee on the
quad or dinner in town, you can get in style at
Marshalls... for less.

$28. $35. $45. Well, you didn't have to.
Because Marshalls has hundreds of pairs of

jeans for less. In fact, 20% to 60% less than
department and specialty store regular prices.
Oh, but yours are "designers"? No problem.
Marshalls has racks of top brand name and
designer jeans. Labeled, with logos... straight leg,
flairs or boot cut... for as little as 9.99 to 24.99.

Page 4A STAT ESMAN/Alternatives
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" How much did you pay for
your last pair of jeans .7"

=Brand Natmes for LessIl== =ss
CARLE PLACE Junction of Old Country rd. and Glen Cove Rd. (across f rom Roosevelt Field) EAST ISIP Rt. 7 Surise Hgy*2mls ato ot
Shore Mail HUNTINGTON Big "H" Shopping Center, New York< Avewand Semn R. former Mrtin's Easty ofSR
comer of Nesconset-Port Jefferson Hgwy. (Rte- 347) and Hallock Rd. (Adj etoRMtikels) S T ON Y *BOOK Brooktown Shopping Pnaza,

oen * Od Om diyS 9:30am. o :30 P.M.S9eUX; ;<m* t-
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Ruffkut
White Rabbit
Port Jefferson
April 14
Rby Lisa Scholtz

uffkut's epithet may
perfectly describe the
Long Island band's rocking
heavy metal style but the
sights and sounds they
deliver have the finest
edges around. -

The collective talents of
Jimmie Quinn (guitar and
lead vocals,) Tommy Hen-
riksen (covering bass gui-
tar and lead vocals,)
Michael Wolfe (guitar and
backup vocals,) and Eugen
Henriksen (backup vocals
and percussion,) create
the chargeng sound of Ruf-
fcut.

After each band
member has taken his
place on the darkened
stage the lights blare - on
- in a curtains up manner
- and the first set begins
with searing versions of
"Lock Jaw" and 'Fallin' In
Love" by the Scorpions.

With Quinn and Wolfe's
double lead guitar, a uni-
que, full range solidity is
easily achieved through-
out the band's perfor-
mance.

Their audience stares
seemingly spellbound
while Tommy delivers
strong, flawless Vocals
and failsafe bass lines on
Thin Lizzy's "Jail Break"'
and AC/DC's "Dog Eat
Dog".

The stage set up is a
small area that would nor-
mally constrain any
band's stage movements,
but Henriksen still boun-
ces and high-jumps at
every chance. "I use a
chordless bass just so I
can jump around on stage
and feel less tied dow-
n...you can't just stand
there," he said smiling.
Almost hidden from sight
because of his Niel Peart-
like drum set, Eugene, the
other half of the Henriksen
pair, pounds out forceful
back-beats and rock
rhythms as if he was jet
fueled.

The intensity of the
band's energy-filled sets
are heightened with
added lighting effects,
done by George Hen-
riksen, which makes you
feel at times as if you're
viewing a professionally
made rock video.

Even though Ruffkut is

new lo in8 Long isianu - is so...w.e (can) gei arock club circuit, their first mixed crowd of listeners,
original "Living on Bor- said Eugene. "No one
rowed Time" has already does Ted Nugent anymore
been featured on WBAB's anyway, so why not bring
"Homegrown" showcase it back,"' added Tommy.
for local talent.

Keeping to the format of Ruffkut hopes to build a
a hard rock sound doesn't following by performing
limit the band. Their copy mostly copy work and has
work ranges from early aspirations of doing all

The band not only has
an appealing tight-
working style, but a slim-
l i ne '70s physical
appearance - each
member wears long, curly
locks of hair cascading
past their shoulders in
Robert Plant fashion.

If it's entertainment you
seek and a rock band that
will blast your weekday
blues away, Ruffkut's sure
to fascinate anyone who
catches their act any Wed-
nesday at the White Rab-
bit.-

original material within a
year or so. 'I don't even
like heavy metal and I
think they're great," said
recently acquired Ruffkut
fan, Sharon Wolek.

I

I

0I

1

Alice Cooper to the most
recent song by Judas Pri-
est. "The fact that we do
such a varied type of (hard)
rock - like the older stuff

music ranging from dance-rock to
Billboard hits.

At 11:30 PM there were over
300 people at the Roth Quad Fest
as Crosswinds went into their
second set, during which a good
portion of the people were seen
dancing. Even the band danced
-so much that the stage began to
shake.

The set included "The Break Up
Song," "Hang Fire"' and ""Look
Sharp. " Crosswinds did the worm
on stage - to ""shout." When they
asked everyone to shout, eve-
ryone shouted. This band never
loses the attention of the crowd
for a moment.

During the third set 'We're
Having a Party," the band was
really having one. If the Roth
Quad Fest is to be considered a
success it has something to do
with Crosswinds' performance.

didn't seem to bother the band
though-because they played as
if the place was full. Crosswinds
opened up with "One More Time"
by Joe Jackson which was only
the beginning of what was going
to be an excellent evening.

To everyone's surprise, Cross-
winds played Joan Jett's #1 hit "I
Love Rock 'n Roll" which brought
the crowd to their feet. The band
then played ""Angel in a Center-

fold" - everyone clapped along.
To inspire, to thrilleveryone even
more, they played such songs as
' "Antmusic," "Shake it Up," "I
Want to be Sedated," "Your Own
Private Idaho"" and ""Crimson and
Clover."' Crosswinds' imitational
ability was superb.

Not only could they play all top
10 hits, they also sang some of
their originals including "Second
Emotion,"' "'Your So Modern,"
"Baby Goodbye," 'Taking the
Blame"' and "Prisoner." Though
Crosswinds has been around 21/2
years, they have managed to put
together some good origianas. The
audience thought so too; they
responded with endless
applause.

Phil Delma and Rich Dickerson,
the vocalists and guitarists, enjoy
bouncing around on stage. Their
energy only increaesd as their
performance continued through-
out the night. The band was
totally involved in their music
which included solos by drummer
Basil Stanely and bassist Eric
Borst.

Crosswind was weformed 22
years ago with Delma and Dicker-
son who started out first playing
jazz The band likes to consider
their music as rock and roll, but it
is a mixture of various types of

Crosswinds
Roth Quad Fest
April 1 7
f by Clifford Raynes
van a band make or break a
party? If Crosswinds had hopes of
bringing life to Roth Quad Fest
last Saturday , then they should
know that their hopes were
fulfilled.

When the band went on stage
at 10 PM, few were around. It

- -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---------
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FAMILY RESTAURANT
STONY BROOK Me. 347*& Hillock Rd.

791-7411. (Rickel Shopping Cater)

Itrs CHEAPER TO RAT OUT
I BAKED N ME CDEE
IZITI DINNER K T IK rntt

I l ul T - Mn n F - TIMN 5/21/82

I BAKED MTME D C
1LASAGNA DINNER - MIC

II M ln - M MIMI UU FBI T E-M * N TV 5/21/82

ICACCIATORE DINNER *nfR
M U - *2AMIML FOR TME-M - MM TIN 5/21/82

SPAGHETTI UT O DK

MEATBALL DINNER w m r n c c

H UBT - 2M ASIMISNA FIN M * MM TIN 5/21/82

SAUSAGE S I",lT O Kc

PEPPERS DINNER UT rn K

M UMTu - 2M MImIU FM TME-95T n M 9 5/21/82

EsGPi7NT~~__ IN c cc~
IPARMG161ANA DINNER GU FR EE

W Uml - 2C "W1L FM TAL[-M - MM TM 5/21/82

ANTIPASTO -zee
SALAD t m ;

IIM UMT - M A MMLFOBTAM-MM TM 5/21/82

UbNKED " t nc "
CLANS Su *-E

M UMT *nsMoMMFM TME-M - INS 5/21/82

"""* MONDAT S U|CIAL

ZITI JALL TOU CAN RAT

EGGPLANT A «
SALAD 9 19
BREAD

| COUPON GOOD THRU 5/21/82 1

TSDAT 52CIAL
A-LTOU CAN AT

SPAGHETTI
SAUSAGE & PEPPERS t 1 !
SALAD g f Z
BREAD

COUPON GOOO THRU 5/21 /82 |
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|Charlie Parker
One Night in Washington
Elektra/Musician

Jttention all hard-core be-boppers
you collect Charlie Parker records a
1you're sick of listening to all the
scratchy bootlegs of Bird doodling ala
with some anonymous Swedish rhytl
section, go out and grab this brand ni
album of brand new Bird. One Night
Washington (Elektra/ Musician E
60019) is a live recording of a D.C.
lband called simply 'The Orchestra," tl
on one special night in 1953 play
behind a guest star named Chai
Parker. Bird had not even rehearsed v
the band prior to the performance, I
this did not prevent him from play
with his usual inspired fluidity and 1
cism. In fact, this is some of the best I
Parker in a long time, ranking right
there with his performance on the n
so-hyperbolically-named album 1
Greatest Jazz Concert Ever (Prest
24024). Also recommended is Parker
Summit Meeting at Birdland (Column
JC34381) as well as his studio recc
ings from the '40s on Savoy (SJ8-22
and Warner Brothers (2WB-3198) lab
This new Elektra release has the ad(
attraction of surprisingly good sot
quality thanks to the painstaking eff(
of that unsung hero, Jack Towers, v
actually scraped unwanted noise off
tapes.-

-Krin Gabb

"* . -' *
Dears~~~~~~~W Ia c Bnilant

lantic Staff
illiance
%M

There are two types of dancers: those
ho can dance and those who can't
nce. But those many people who can
ince don't seem to enjoy dancing
iless they have music to dance to.
tlantic Starr is a group that makes disco
bums: i.e., album's good to dance to.
ieir new record, Brilliance, is adequate,
it it's especially good for the novice
incer. They use relatively slow tempos,
Or disco music, allowing new dancers to
,actice.
Some of the record's songs, ',Sexy
ancer,I "Circles," and "Let's Get
loser," are strictly dance songs. A cou-
8e, like "Your Love Finally Ran Out," and
You're The One," are also nice to listen
i, but aren't going to be big dance hits.
Brilliance, produced by A and M's
3mes Carmichael, is good disco music,
Ad is a good buy for the disco dancer
rho likes a variety of dance groups in his
isco-dance collection.
Many people don't like disco music,
Ad for those people Brilliance is just
nother record to dance to. People who
Dn't dance won't want this record
ither. But for the small group of avid
isco dancers, Bice is a worthwhile
urchase - to keep a diverse dance
,cord collection. It also provides just a
)uch of brilliance, which appears on this
ance album in only a few spots.-

-N. David Goldwbtt

Musid

Bird's Lost and Live
�W .1
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ong island Contemporary Music Conference will be held

n Auditorium on Saturday, April 24. Sponsored by

r Student Affairs Media Development Office and WUSB,

rence will bring together Long Island music/media

w/s and interested college students for a day-long

Registration is $8 in advance, or $10 at the door at 8 AM.
., __t "' _mh%,%I--
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country, that he had found out that the coup
was influenced by the United States, and that
he was keeping extensive notes.

Whether his son's disappearance was
ordered by the U.S. is never proven, but it is
made certain. Lemmon cannot depend upon
the embassy but learns the fate of his son
through an anonymous leak through the Ford
Foundation. By the movies end, you are as
angry as Lemmon. His contempt for the
embassy, who had known all along, is your
contempt. Perhaps this is one reason that he
and Spacek, whom Lemmon blatantly dislikes
throughout the picture, grow close and leave
together. One cannot leave the theatre with-
out being affected by their defeat, or the pain
that they and the others living in that country
had to go through. This is one factor separat-
ing a superior movie from an average one.

The film's other noteworthy merits are the
realism (except the morgue scene where an
actor playing a corpse breathes) and fine per-
formances all-around. Joe Regalbutto (regu-
larly seen on TV) who played Hormann's
illfated friend Frank Tarucci was exceptional.
The film is a little over 90 minutes but you are
so involved that it may seem longer. It's
depressing that Hollywood is producing a lot
of garbage lately, but at least there are well
made and satisfying films still popping up, like
Missing

are cancelled. After dropping her off at a hotel
he is never seen again. Spacek, staying hid-
den because of missing the curfew, spend a
harrow-filled night amidst gunfire, bonfires
and deadly soldiers. Gravas allows us to par-
ticipate in her torment also.

The remainder of the movie concerns the
attempts of Hormann's father (Jack Lemmon)
to find his missing son and the bureaucratic
whitewash he receives from the U.S. govern-
ment and the nation's junta. This is an excel-
lent performance by Lemmon. As a worried
parent, who is a Christian Scientist, he
expresses an undefeatable will to find his son,
but also has the naivete a middle-class Ameri-
can might have of a fascist government. His
brashness and eventually his fear almost get
him killed, though one does not question his
actions.

Spacek's performance is more than satis-
factory, and she's a perfect balance for Lem-
mon. She's experienced, hardened, and like
Lemmon, fed up with the United States' and
the junta's systems. Conflicting reports of
Hormann's disappearance, stalling by United
States embassy personnel, and allegations
against Hormann and his wife, make Lemmon
learn to doubt and distrust his own govern-
ment. He learns that his son has worked as a
translator for a left-wing newspaper in the

Mby Anthony Detres
issing is certainly one of the better, if not

best, films you'll see this year. It is an interest-
ing, moving and very frightening film. Director
Costa-Gravas' other films (such as Z) may be
more brutal, but an important fact to consider
is that this film hits closer to home. Based on
the book by Thomas Hauser of the true story of
the disappearance and search for Charles
Hormann in the early '70s, Costa-Gravas' and
Donald Stewart's screenplay is surpassed
only by the direction.

Charles Hormann (John Shea) is a young
writer living with his wife (Cissy Spacek) and
friends in Santiago, Chile. Their memories of
a happy life there are revealed throughout the
movie as they themselves must contend with
a military coup. You see the fear and the
attrocities the army exploits on the people.
You experience shock at first hand, then you
may feel the fear too as you continue to watch.
The constant sound of rifle fire is a grim
reminder that life can easily be extinguished.

The national soccer stadium is used as a
tremendous detention center where execu-
tions may be rampant and random. Curfews
must be obeyed to the minute, and violators
must seek refuge or be shot. Hormann brings
a visiting friend (Melaine Mayron) to the air-
port and learns all flights leaving the country
/------------X--
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Carnival-
Union at 12:00 p.m.
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tfM~mwo B w riaYp AprU x3rdo, loss at 2d
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Nowr €MksKwffbe elcted. ALL ARE ELCOME.
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pepl intereftted to Aiiin nex year»L blood
drv.Mondayp AprU 26th at 8:30 p.B. In dwtheUio

ruow 214. For more noraincan Mfttehen 6-
IM18.

Caribbean Students
Fri. April 23rd in Stage XII &

Children,
Let us go out,
Into the Streets,
Give Praise
Singing, Dancis
For Living and

As

t.
*S

*
*
*
*

The New York
Public Interest
Research Group

NYPIRG is having a local board
meeting and Elections on April 27th

at 7:30 p.m. in Union room 236
Elections will be for

Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer

3 NYPIRG State Board Reps.
Anyone interested in running for any

of the Local Board postitions
must attend the meeting.

ALL WELCOMEI

THE ULTIMLATE GOAL OF THE SPECIAL ^
OLYMPICS PROGRAXM IS TO GIVE SELF
RESPECT AD HUMLAN DIGNITY TO THE MENTALLY
RETARDED BY CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SPORTS TRAINING AND ATHLETIC COMPETITION
FOR ALL.
h'ON'T YOU HELP GIVE A CHILD A FEELING OF BELONGING
-AND INSTILL A SENSE OF PRIDE IN HIMSELF
BY VOLUNTEERING TO BE A SPECIAL FRIEND ON
SUNDAY, MLAY 2nd, AT HAUPPAUGE HIGH1 SCHOOL?
YOU WILL COME HOME WITrH A SMILE AND A TAN f
AND A W'ARM MEMORY IN YOUR HEART WHICH YOU WILL C
NEVER FORGET!
STONY BROOK SPECIAL OLYMPICS CLUB WILL PROVIDE FREE
TRANSPORTATION.i AND LUNCH!:: ''

FOR MORE INFORMATION--
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Chinese
Association

of Stony Brook
Elections for 1982-83
want to gain valuable experience?

Run for office in the C.A.S.B. Pick up a
petition form in Union Room 073

or call Ricky 6-7292, Angela 6-7559,
or Wai 6-4548 for more info.

Elections on ADril 29th so act nowl

on APRIL 22nd
Odme KELLY FES.

PLACE: Outdoors between Kelly D and E;
If raining - Union Ballroom

TIME: 9:00 p.m.
MUSIC: By new sensations LL HOUSE AND

plus DJ.
AMWONT: 30 Kegs and Food
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The older recordings point up the
strange, cerebral and idiosyncratic vision
.of this band. Above all, David Byrne's
thoroughly peculiar vocal style, at turns
grunting, staccato, garbled and gutteral,
punctuated by sudden wailing eruptions.
It takes s
fun after
play bet)
tar are tl
sustaini
the trac
catchy '
the two
"Psyche
Byrne's
able.

it can be
theinter-
lnongui-
the band,
ve on all
;like the
led Up,'"
side one.
I reading,
)mmend-

Side two leads off with "Artists Only,"
a humourous sort of tune if only because
of the manner in which Byrne sings it,
he's mumbling something about "paint-
ing pictures," but that's as far as one
gets. It's a shame that Byrne's unconven-
tional vocal delivery makes deciphering
his lyrics such a difficult task, from
snatches of lines here and there, he
sounds like a interesting writer, with a
point of view as peculiar as his vocal
style. "Stay Hungry" is the following cut,
listen for the beautiful interplay of Harri-
son's keyboards and Byrne's guitar.
"Air" is a piece of eeriness, aided and
abetted by Weymouth's backing vocal.
"Building on Fire" is the best cut on this
side, notable for Byrne's ripping guitar
solo.

By and large, The Name of This Band
Is Taidng Heads is a good album, inevit-
ably there are some mediocre cuts, but
they are few and far between on an
album that. simultaneously. looks bacd

John Hiatt
AlU Of A Sudden
Geffen

and the annoyingly
snotty voice of Elvis Cos-
tello. Not helping mat-
ters any is the over
mixing of the lead vocals
at the expense of an
already thin rhythm sec-
tion. The latter because
keyboardist Jesse Harms
insists on pushing riffs
instead of chords on top
of the melodies while
Hiatt's guitar support is
practically nonexistent.

"I Could Use An
Angel" is a ridiculous
affair with Hiatt compar-
ing his lover to an angel
and preferring the latter
(assuming such things
exist and are of the
female persuasion).
Here Darryl Verducci's
fast staccato drum attack
is overpowering, but
Harms manages to fill
the gaps for a change,
with perhaps the fullest
sound in the whole
album. Bassist James
Rolleston is solid
throughout. "Getting
Excited"" is nothing to get
excited about with its
weak melody line and
incomprehensible lyrics.
Finally, if you have stuck
with it this far, there's a
treat. The Chuck Berry
influenced southern boo-
gie tune "Doll House" is
the liveliest yet. An even
countrier tune, "Mari-
anne", is a hand clappin'
party tune with an innoc-
uous teetering tightrope
walker solo and Hiatt
urging his ex- not to
marry "that insurance
man."

In short if you like a
new face this album is for
you. The songs are fast,
and tight, but more
important, they're short
so there is no time to be
bored.0

Talking Heads
The Name of This Band Is Talking Heads
Sire

by Paul Caban

You might be familiar
with John Hiatt if you
saw the recent film The
Border, on which he-con-
tributed soundtrack lyr-
ics to Ry Cooder's music.
It is less likely that you
might have heard of his
earlier and commercially
unsuccessful works Slu-
gline and Two Bit Mons-
ter on MCA. In any
event, he has a new
release out, this time
Geffen (the people who
brought you Asia and
G'jarterFlash) and it is an
odd affair combining the
unlikely styles of new
music and country.

The opener "! Look For
Love" echoes Gary Neu-
man's "Cars", in its
delivery and paves the
way for what is to follow;
namely a spastic frenetic
beat, a minimalistic har-
mony jagged by the
unsettling choppy
melodic changes in mid-
song. "Overnight Story"
opens with a fast drum
roll and settles on a
streetwise shuffle pace.
"Forever Yours." a rela-
tively calm tune finds the
singer questioning his
love relationship. "Walk-
ing Dead" is typical of the
lyrical depth encoun-
tered throughout.
She's joined the walking
dead

Up from her grave
nothing goes in or out

of her head
By this time Hiatt's

voice might have gotten
to you. His inflections lie
between the marginally
paletable Graham Parker

Tby Alex Rivera
he new Talking Heads is a two record

compilation of live recordings done at
various places, from 1977 to 1981. The
record is designed as a document of the
development of the band's sound from its

"inception to the present.
Sides one and two, recorded in 1977

and 1979, respectively, showcase the
quartet in its basic instrumentation: gui-
tars, bass, drums, and occasional key-
boards. Sides three and four, recorded in
1980 and 1981, feature a much
expanded lineup and augmented instru-
mentation: synthesizer, percussion, cla-
vinet and a trio of backup singers.
Several of the tracks feature three gui-
tars, two bases, two synthesizers, in
addition to the ever present clavinet play-
ing of Bernie Worrell and the percussion
chores handled by Steve Scales.

Needless to say, the difference in the
sound between the first two sides and
the latter two is dramatic. The recent
recordings are emphatically rythmic, the
guitars, synthesizers, clavinet and per-
cussion all creating a dense wall of
rhythmic sound overlayed with con-
stantly shifting textures and patterns.
Some tunes like "Houses In Motion" -
the center piece of side three - are
highly danceable funk tracks; the syn-
thesizer riffs and the heavy percussion
accent make it almost irresitable. Ditto
for 'The Great Curve," whose infectious
percolating rhythms simmer along
nicely. And of course, there's "'Life Dur-
ing Wartime," always a fun tune and
ideal for the dance floor. The added
instrumentation on this track improves
on the studio version. Another excellent
track is "I, Zimbra," which sustains its
trance-like rhythmic groove all the way
through. Closing the album is a fair ren-
dition of 'Take Me to the River,"' but it's
marred by the raggedy-ass background
vocals of Nona Hendryx, Andrian Belew
and Dolette McDonald. Several of the
musicians here deserve credit for their
notable contributions, among Jerry Har-
rison (guitar, synthesizers Tina Wey-

s Too FastII
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(continued from page 1A)

Artistically, these concepts
have been embellished in specific
ways. The selection of marbles as
an artistic medium results in a
varied and luminous spread of
color - local in a Pointillist
manner, and magical when
exposed to sunlight. The marbles,
which are tossed randomly,
define a multiplicity of points on
ground without negating its pres-
ence; they are concurrently solid,
transparent, and coloristic. They
provide the works with clear geo-
metric borders, but they do so in a
manner that is sufficiently undis-
ciplined so as to allow tor a tree
intermingling between sculpture
and the surrounding space.

In the tripartite "Near/Next-
/Now" (1976, each work 1 l/4
inches x 23 feet x 16 feet; particle
board and marbles) the artist has
made use of square pieces of par-
ticle board on top of the marbles
so as to include solid surfaces
other than that of the floor. These
boards are cut to form two sec-
tions of concentric circles, unse-
parated from the square, but
outlined by the incisions in the
wood. These lines are echoed
from square to square, or are
placed in counterpoint to create
linear arabesques that cover the
length of the work. These lines
are not easily read, however,
because the viewer must visually
extend them on his own; the rea-
son for this is that the artist also
used squares of equal size of neg-
ative space. The final effect is a
subtle interplay of curved shapes,
textures, and spatial planes. It is
interesting to note that this is the
first time that the work has been
installed in different rooms; the
effect is neither complimentary,
nor is it detrimental.

The same basic concept is deli-
cately transformed in "About
Face," whichgivestheillusion that
negative space was created by
rolling back a portion of the
carpet. The inaccessability of a
matching remnant-necessary to
create this effect-prompted the
artist to design a second version

in previous works, with a much
more satisfying effect.

The final work in the show,
"Renaissance Fix" (1979, fiber-
board, wood, rubber, marbles, 30
inches x 261/2 feet x 12 feet 2
inches) is rather different from
the other two. It not only creates a
new surface by using wooden
planks, but also invites the viewer
to enter the spatial limits of the
work by walking on the planks
[through which we again see
marbles). The central cylinders
become increasingly tighter, pro-
gressing from opened to closed,
and, when viewed from the nar-
row ends, appear to become shor-
ter with distance. The planks hug
the sides of the open-ended
cylinders, and appear to converge
as they recede in a Renaissance-
disowered, one point pegspee.
It is interesting to note that the
title of the exhibition also evokes
the classical tradition, which pro-
duced many monumental
sculptures-in marble. - -

Responses to the show have
been polarized between condes-
cending laughter ("Is that really
art?") and enthusiastic approval.
The artist's political point has
been fully made, but her
approach-especially her choice
of marbles as a medium-begs
the question as to whether this
was politically the most effective,
and artistically the most viable,
method of making her statement.

The viewer is urged to make his
own decision, for standing amidst
this sea of marbles has quite a
compelling effect.
(A number of viewers have
already been caught after suc-
cumbing to their temptation to sit
down and play.) At any rate,
Gallery Director Lynne Silkman
must be credited for her success-
ful handling of an amazingly diff i-
cult installation. The Fine Arts
Center gallery is open weekdays,
from 1 - 5 PM, and "From the
Marble Works" runs through May
10. The reader is challenged to
see if he can find the only all-red
marble among the 85,000 on the
gallery's floor. -

Statesman photos/Mike Chen

"About Face #2'' (1974, rubber, wood stipping, marble*, 8 feet X 12 feet X 12 feet).

%a- i - n r -m A mark m

a rathler incongrous patch of color
to the show. Equally unsuccess-
ful is the wood stripping, which is
all too hesitant in its connection
of the plane of the floor to the
plane of the wall. Abish has util-
ized this device more sessr.~f uliv

ize thi deic mor succ -- -. -0 fu 4i v1

of this work ("About Face no.2"
1974, rubber, wood stripping,
marbles, 8 feet x 1 2 feet x 1 2 feet).
An orange rubber matting pro-
tected by a widely gridded mesh-
ing has been substituted, adding

[
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fe SUNY New Music Fair Festival-
aturing composers and performers of
e University Music Department as wel/
works by major, established |

umposers-opens tonight at 8 PM with
e deportment's stering Percussion

semble. All the pe nes, on
pril 21, 2226,, 27, and 29, in 29, int the

in the gym, Friday, 9 PMI''Try Jah Love?.V^ A rt 'Fs re cital hall, are FREE



John Denver
Seasons of the Heart
RCA

This country has been see
some hard times these day
Once again people are beginn
to question what it means to be
American. It is difficult to thin
some of the leadership figure,
our recent past without at lea
twinge of disappointment, if
despair. Our parents saw
likes of Roosevelt, MacArtl
Truman and Kennedy. Our g
eration started-off with John
and Nixon and then declined f
there. What we have now,
what we will soon face, is a si
tion that can be termed "Dis
at best". Is there one e
amongst us who can stand us
all that is right and who embo
the essence and spirit that c
made this a great nation?

Yes. Such a man is J
Denver.

Denver lives in the mounts
near God, he is a singer, a songw- as
riter, a conservationalist, an egal- in
itarian, a poet and a hopeless Si
romantic. He began his rapid te
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mnar i see.
John Denver, perhaps you

should run for president.-
-Bob Cantillo

cent to stardom as a pop singer and even Jingles. Wnat he writes
the late '60s and early '70s. about is trees and birds and

ince that time, Denver has writ- mountains and forests and the
In songs, poems, ditties, ballads sun and the sea and the value of

/o
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Speakers 8

THIRD WORLD
.TRY Jo AHLVE"

Fridy, April 23rd

" - :tony dsh l on Cldb,

in presents

ao Jay OoMosh
(Dept. of Earth & Space Science)

Speaking on

FMUITIRINGED BASINS
In the

SOLAR SYSTEM 11
DATE: Wednesday, April 21 st
PLACE: ESS 183
TIME: 8:00 p.m.

Nominations for next years oncers vill also
take place at this meeting.

Obcnnng _ Cant~fwainwoi neng
AL AE VB1Y WEULOME!
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FRISBEE FANS!
2nd Annual Frisbee Tournament is
coming soon! Saturday, May 1st
come on out and watch a professional
frisbee group demonstrate their
skills and then take the chance to
show your own! The action starts at
12:00 on the gym fields. Be there!
Prizes will be awarded!

--- [- -
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9 p.m.
Gym

Tickets on Sale NOW at Union Box Office!!

SAB is looking for Dynamic, hardworking, energetic people to work
on the selection, planning, & production of concerto. If you are
interested please come by room 262 Student Union. SAB does not
discriminate on the basis of sex, race, religion, national origin,
age, physical disability, or mental status in education pr--nifa and
activities, including employment therein and admission to such
programs and acthitesa ,

There will be special evening hours for
Union Box Office.

Wednesday, April 21st, 7-9 p.m.
For more info call 246-70S

II
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The Fest You Cant A
To Miss . . .

F

k

k Ak.
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ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
-SPEAKER SERIES: April 22nd
Dr. Carol Bauer, C.W. Post College,
will speak on:
"An Angel in the House: The
Creation of Myth in Victorian
England."
To Be Held: Thursday, April 22nd, at
8:30 p.m. in N505 Social and
Behavioral Science Building.
ALL ARE WELCOME!

.Prospective Officers for Next Year
Urged to Attend.

I

I

I

I

SATURDAY

12:00-6:00 p.m.

"The Battle of the Bands"
Get Blist and Have a Good Time with ...

100 KEGS
Bud 3 for $1.00

Food o Balloons o Mimes a Dunking Booth o) Music

4

.4

COMMUTER COLLEGE
ELECTIONS

TIME: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 -p.m.
DATE: Friday, April 30th
PIACE: Commuter College

Union Room 080
Candidate petitions due Thursday at

3:30 p.m. Info available in
Union room 080

GET RAD!!--
"SInce I was thirteen I've always lhved by the sand
I'm Into radical action, rock n' roll bonds -
Well, me and my buddies we dig surf chlx --
But Ws out In the wawerwe we get our icks,'cause
we're Tan Punks on Boardsl" --- Corky Carroll

THE SURItF CaIB engh (4/21/82)
10 pum In KllyC ob.

New Son Welcome. W r In
berouw suflang tEbb11y.

G- F nsr

kTURDAY 10
April 24th

"TANTRUM"
with Guests

"The CLIQUE"

FRIDAY 10:00 p.m.
April 23rd

"TRAVESTY"
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PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

If you're a degree candidate who would
to embark on a futute-oriented scientifi<
engineering career, then consider the Uni
States Air Force. It's one of the finest opp
tunities in the nation.

Completion of our three-month Offic
Training School nets you an officer's corn
mission and launches you into a caree
that's geared for tomorrow. Our equipmen
is among the finest, our working condi-
tions are excellent, and our benefits pack-
age unmatched. Find out about a space
age service from your nearest Air Force
recruiter.

Io

-

II
I

ENGINEERING
JUNIORS, SENIORS|

l & GRAD STUDENTSI
EA.N OVER $975 PER MONIH

|~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ EANOE I95PROT
t .

w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

| FOR:MORE INFORMATION|
| AS AN AIR FORCE ENGINEERY

* CONTACT:
| TECHNICAL SERGEANT RAY COURTNEY
| 234 MAIN STREET HUNTlNGTON, NEW YORK 11743

I (516) 4214039

A great way of life.

April 21, 1982 STATESMAN Page '9
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Monday thru Saturday

'724A2455
Smithto#n Area
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C'"' SPEAKER
J) EMPORIUM

Custom Speakers Cost Less!---
Car Stereos o Equalizers o Accessories

Guitar Amps a String Tuners t3 Cords o Straps o Styli
P.A. Amps 3 Speakers a Microphones El Cables

Record & Tape Headcleaners o Blank Tapes
Repairs On All Stereo & Musical Equipment

SPEAKER SYSTEMS FOR HOME/DORM/AUTO
AT Up To 50% OFF

10% Discount For SUSB Student and Faculty

746 Middle Country Rd., Selden, N.Y. (5 16 )
(2 miles East of Nicholls Rd) o 732-3119

COUNSELORS
FOR -

-JEWISH CAMPS
Contact: Assn. of Jewish Sponsored Camps

130 East 59th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
^^_ _______ (212) 751-0478 ___

J

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
OPEN 24 HOURS

Across from Railroad Station
At Ceder St. & Rte. 25A, Stony Brook, N.Y.

751-9866'

''Aid Delays Throw
t

I

I
0

i
t
Plans into Limbo

(cwinued from page 7)Port Jefenson Sta.
8 amj.-6:30 p.m. Davey lamented.

Kent State similarly sends
students a 'letter that gives
them a theoretical computation
of what they can expect to
receive. We've never had to
write a letter quite like it,"
reported William Johnson,
KSU's aid director.

'We don't know if they'll be
able to get that money or not."

Central State University in
Oklahoma, among many oth-
ers, gives students similarly-
thin assurances. Consequently,
aid Counselor Diana Franklin
spends much of her time soot-
thing applicants.

"Students are coming in to us
with a lot of questions. We're
trying to ease their minds.
There are definitely going to be
cuts, but we don't want stu-
dents to panic, thinking that
they'll have to drop out of
school," she said.

Franklin believes most stu-
dents can avoid that fate, but a
University of Miami (Florida)
student who asked to be identi-
fied only as Harvey isn't sure.

'They [campus aid officials]
say they can put something
together for me, but they can't
tell me about it until the fall,
and they say I shouldn't count
on it anyway," he said. "What
am I supposed to do if I wait
until fall and can't afford to go?
Itll be too late to get in a
cheaper school."

"If I could find a job now, I
would, and tell school to screw
off for a few years."

"No matter what happens,"
summarized Miami aid Direc-
tor Ron Hammond, "everyone
will suffer the effects of uncer-
tainty."

"Kids from low-income fami-
lies are in the most precarious
spot," observed Kent State's
Johnson, "but we have more
alternatives to offer them. I
expect that middle-income kids
will take the hardest rap."

Martin contended that "poor
students and students who are
unfamiliar with how the finan-
cial aid system works are the
most likely to become discour-
aged, and drop their plans. The
longer we have to wait, the
more serious the problem
becoies."

At Malcolm X College in
inner-city Chicago, aid Direc-
tor Ramiro Borja noted that
' "most of our students are eligi-
ble for the basic (Pell) grant,
and that won't change. What
will change is the amount of

v money they receive, which is
going down every year.'

Making up the difference is
1proving difficult. Though 10
percent of Malcolm X's student
body is on College-Work Study.o
many of the surrounding busi-
nesses that ordinarily hire
students are cutting back.
' Borja expected that many of
the students driven from school
by the delws will be repld
often by people who can't find a
'Job. Thi is kind of like survival
of the fittest Thoe who can't
:hack it will get out of the "s-
tem."

"Is sad to lose peopble Thais
notah sageatpr eson to

#being.*

ar
DnAKt MPADS
i ANY Foreign C

REG 4S
APER COMBEI

$79.S
! 4 CYL. Of

sae Serviced. Battery
es a" moving parts down

:H MORE

~$5861
T$49.1

$19.8

$79.S

OPEN 7 DAYS
Sunday through Thursday

7 a.m. til 9:30 p.m.
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COMPLETE OBSTETRICAL
& GYNECOLOGICAL CARE

BOARD CERTWIED OB8/GYN SPECIAU8TS

PREGNANCIES CONTRACEPTION
TERMINATED

AWAKE OR ASLEEI
j nnnintmentC

7 Days a week
and evening hours

STERILIZATEl l I

ADOLESCENT
GYNECOLOGY

Strictly r i
Confidential

*STUDENT DISCOUNT

-928 737 3
EAST ISLAND OGBS SERVICES P.C.1,MEDCAl DRIV GYN PRoT JFFRON STATION

IKSWOEN OWNuSI
MIt Cotton's Athi

I

i29 Hallock Ave. Re. 25A
Ttms.4w. 28H98

IsA -~ d- A mM

*_______1

* v 9-l

~r - N

LOW COST ABORTION
GYNECOLOGICAL CARE

-naal Caw
Doctors Office

Private and Confidential
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It's Spring -and
We're Going

Nuts!!
iast Cashew Sale
Of The Year

on Only - And we really
Wit - Coupons Bnty

I ^-^ Whole Raw

<- J Cashew
Rc~~Rg. $5.00 35l^fV~j // IAmi r I lb . l

l>^'per wta"nwer ^F^7
i lss COUPen Expires 4128182 _

Fresh Ground~ ~

I- . Peanut Butter
ts==^ Jlg. $1.50 ^^

- - ^ ^COUPo Ewp*r 4/28/82

HONEY DIPPED Y
PINEAPPLE

Limit lb. I m y .
'per customer lSyJ* 7€ b.

l_ _ _ _ _ _ Coupon Expires 4/28/82

COFFEE of the WEEK
I Kona Style A 3 75
Reg. $4.50 l_ U» b.
Limit lIb. per customer

L - Coupon Expires 4/28/82

* HaEA * PAIN BETWEEN SHOULDERS
* IEIRVOSNE" * BACKACHE
* PAINUL JOeTS * PAIN IN ARMS OR LEGS
* STIFFNE OF NECK * NUMBNESS IN HANDS OR FEET

Chiropractic care may help.
Call for your FREE Spinal Exam today.

Three Vilage
Chiropractic Office
46 Rte. 25A 0 E. Setauket * 751-3067

DRE THOMAS J. FL)RIO

-

I -- mobbb.,

I
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732 Route 25A. Setauket, N.Y.
Jut et of Nioolb Rd. * "9-828

I

Did you know that most medical plans, union plans,
CSEA plans and Student Health plans cover chiropractic
services? If you are experiencing any of the 8 danger
signals below:

ORTHODONTIST
-DR. BRUCE I. MEYER

em To rl-_

e<c-

> CSEA PANEL
< PRIVATE
at ORTHODONTIC

& OFFICE

Fully Qualified Specialist
GENTLE EXPERIENCED

"Emphasis on Non-Extraction Therapy"
"Transparent Braces Available"

Many insurance plans accepted as full
or partial payment.

5 Pebble Street
Stony Brook, New York 11790

(516) 689-9822

TME 9U LONOISAND M RAR_
rCB cg I ̂ *whreBJeal

Donl miss thio p to nd out how talented
and expanding Long Mond's music community
reallty Is. Pameispts will Include music wes
*om aae and newspapers
representatives rom many rdio stations, and
various .nusicsians. It all happens this Saturday.
Come by Union room 260 to eer.

I
I

i

I

I

USB will be sponsoring a torum in the
A_ __ __ _ _

Day Care Fair

Ti Weekend.
Clowns, musical Upe, an

auction, crafts, sal, art exhib-
its and rerehmet will take
over the Fine Arts Center Plaza
at Stony Brook for a Day Care
Fair Friday and Saturday,
April 23 and April 24.

Events will be open to the
public without charge from 11
AM to 6 PM each day. In addi-
tion, evening entertainment at
8 PM is planned: Friday, a
square dance with The Lovitts
calling, free; and Saturday, a
concert by the Festival Sym-
phony Orchestra, with a block
of $4 tickets- available at 246-
8407 to benefit the university's
three day care centers.

Maryann Hoover, who heads
the planning committee, said
several special events are
planned during the daily pro-
grams. An Easter Egg hunt
Saturday will appeal to youngs-
ters, while a Friday auction at
12 noon should attract the cam-
pus community. In addition to
such items as play tickets and
crafts, the auction will offer
services. For example, the
Grants Management Office
will serve a luncheon to the
highest bidder.

The "carnival" midway will
include games of chance, white
elephant, books and crafts
booths, balloons, clowns and, on
Saturday, musical groups all
day. Day Care Center parents
and staff have compiled a cook-
book whose sale also will
benefit the program.

Rain dates are April 30 and
May 1.



The Contest: The Rules:
Dominds Pizza will award free, 50 1. Carry-out orders and all deliveries 4. The location and time of the party
lrg pizzas and $100.00 cash for made from 736 Rt. 25A Domino's will be convenient to both the winning
liquid refreshments to the dorm pur- Pizza store will be counted dorm and Domino's Pizza
chasing the most pizzas during the
7-day period starting April 26 and 2. Any pizza over $10.00 will be 5. The 50 pizzas will be one- item
running through May 2. counted twice. pizzas. The dorm will have the choice

of items. The pizzas do not have to
Pizza tally will be adjusted for dorm 3. The winning dorm s RHD will be be the same.
population based on spring semester notified Complete standings will
housing figures. be posted daily in each hallway.

|S =-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I~~~~I

i - s~~~~~~or- :

l S r Pa dS i %d $22 Iog -n nConhun»<) $18.95
*afht& Labor kx $-

hctRMx iPrOh9p«0 o 94299 fta66toft & uper Ise09«r 979.99
Iam * Laoor *iduAJed (V.W. bilp Only) l ign amn at dOT o -a ings

"^''gSKJSS', $69.95

339 aoc >A.(R*.2aA) CAULOOAYA
Podt glon Su somSpBn0
Open Mmn WMm Sal 8M PJ30 331-»73
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Stony Brook Group
I

Discusses N Bombs
(cotinued from pane 1)

the issue' . yet.
Gerry Manginelli, a Polity
president in the mid-1970s and
now a part-time graduate stu-
dent was not dismayed by the
lack of involvement by under-
graduates. "The person who
stays home and watches tv. is
a lot more politicized than peo-
ple think," Manginelli said.
IThe movement] is out there,
the question is, 'will it manifest
itself?' I think yes."

Manginelli likened the teach-
in and disarmament movement
to the teach-ins of the late 1950s
and early 1960s against nuclear
bombs and, later, the Vietnam
war. Those movements began
largely off-campus, Manginelli
said, often in the same way as
this.

"This is a whole new move-
ment," said Manginelli, who
organized a number of protests
during his years in the under-
graduate student government
'What you may have seen hap-
pening in the '70s was getting
your own thing together and
now people are...trying to get
the world together again."

Of the crowd's majority
being non-student, Psychology
Professor James Dwyer, 35,
said "A good number of the

. people here [at the Ammann
teach-in] are involved in disar-
mament movements since the
late '50s and '60s," but that
undergraduates today are less
politically active, -

One undergraduate who did
attend did so instead of going to
the Polity Senate, of which he is
a member, but which was meet-
'ing at the same time.

"I ordinarily would have
gone to the Polity Senate," said
Commuter Senator Mark
Libertelli, a sociology major.
'But this transcends every
issue. It's life - it's a vital
issue....If we blow ourselves up,
questions of racism and sexism
[which the Polity Senate discu-
ssed in terms of their hiring
practices] are irrelevant if we
don't have a planet to live in."

Domino's Pizza is a hot,
nutritious meal custom-
made to your order with
special saye two kinds
of real cheese and your
choice of delicious items

Your pizza Is delivered
fast in 30 minutes or mss
with no delivery charge.
All you have to do is call !

AN Prma Include Our
p Bend of Sauce

and Real Chees

Hours:
11 -2am Sum -Thurs.
11 -3am FrL & Sat

Our drivers carry less
than $2000.
Limited delivery area

*22100/ 301

~~~~~~~~~~~~~I- | Up --AL hwofh Goo ti of4 to4 ow

Offe Good thwu 4/24/82

Fast -
Z-7 Friendly
-S. Free

.Delivery

751-5500
736 Rt. 25A
E Seftuket

-ANZCYS AUTO HAUS- I
All Foreign Car Repairs our Specialny

Including Automatic and Standard Transmission mebdicng

FREE

I
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-Acroms de Nation,

Ground. Zero LSterteM

4
j

(continued from page 1)

PM; and Alan Gilch-
rest, professor of social
psychology at Rutgers and for-.
merly of Stony Brook, will dis-
cuss "A Comparison of Soviet
and U.S. Arms Strenglths."

A Harvard forum sponsored
by Physicians for Social Respo-
nsibility included the film, The
War Games and a panel dis-
cussion Sunday. Signs along
the Boston Marathon route on
Monday detailed the destruc-
tion that would occur if a
nuclear bomb were to strike the
finish line.

People gathered Sunday in
cities such as Austin, Texas,
and Cincinnati to hear the ulti-
mate horror story: What would
happen if a nuclear bomb
landed in the center of their
towns. "Ground zero" is a term
used to describe the point
where a nuclear bomb deto-
nates. Simulated nuclear
.bombs or banners describing
potential destruction, death
and disease appeared at the
Daley Center in Chicago, in
front of an Episcopal church in
downtown Indianapolish, at a
downtown Atlanta park on the
Capitol steps in Austin, and in
central spots in other communi-
ties.

In Columbus, Ohio, Ground
Zero coordinators unveiled
maps showing what would be
left of the city after a nuclear
attack. A marker was placed at
downtown church and organiz-
ers said a nuclear bomb there
would leave a crater at least 200
feet deep.

In a park outside the White
House, a lunchtime "speaker's
corner" will be set up all week
to answer questions on nuclear
issues.

President Ronald Reagan on
Saturday declared himself
"'with...those who protest
against nuclear war. No one
feels more than I the need for
peace."

I

BANJO LSONS 4

Ot Instrument Check Up With Ad
New and Vintage String Instruments <

Guitars 0 Banjos _ Mandolins
Dulcimers o FiddlesI

Complete Repair
Shop

? brulge and Accessories
? - Custom Inlay
? 750 Rte. 2A, Setauket
Next to Dinig Car 1890, 5 minute walk from SUSB

? 751-9212

PEN-WATCH
W/Digital Calendar Clock
(Battery Included)

Exceptionally clear digital display
shows time and date alternately
and doubles as a 'seconds' a@
timer. Smooth-writing pen
fits in pocket, purse, >5_
attache case. Takes y
Parker refills. Be

o Always
Be^ -know the time

^^/ during an exam.
^r^ D Always know the date

9^' w*<han writina a check

11/2 inch diameter, weighs 1/2 oz.
Shows hours, minutes & date
Built-in computer adjusts by month
Super stick felt backing grips

0

0

a

I Low Cost 2
T - Personalized f

j ABORTION)j
ASLEEP or AWAKE

/ 667-1400 t
J Free Pregnancy Testing *

Family Planning Counseling j

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 1
A LIC. PHYSiCIAN'S OFFICE 0

1 A

I

i

instantly; lets you move it tooll -
o Easily replaceable battery lasts for

2 years
a STICK-ON WHILE STUDYING
a EXCELLENT CLOCK FOR

AUTOMOBILE
COLORS: RED, BEIGE and YELLOW

ONLY $5.75
2/ $11.00

(plus $1.25 Postage & Handling per item)

vv Iw I -I a * %a % -I

for only $15.00
*9W I 9%-OI

o 2

I-rg.rA oafs I
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STICK-ON
-CALENDAR CLOCK
(Battery Included) GREAT

ANYWHEREI

ONLY $7.75-
2/ $15.00

(plus $1.25 Postage & Handling per item)
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iob. m~int conditkom, GOWTH THE PRO *2.00Xis the«Mroam
to be connected Find * roomw. friend4
or bove-or just most somm knky
enough to answer an ad like th Sk cmn
be funl For apkpiaon, wnt* Connec-
ton, P.O.Bo= 78. E. Setsuka. N.Y.
11733.

L.L MARATHON REGISTRY. Run Mwy 2
with support from others who run yaw
sme po*. Fr. Call Eric, De" 6-7196.
Leav name. Expcted 26-mi* time and
phone. I'll go you in tough with others
runnes a the Msting devlops. Pess the
word.

STOP PAYING TOO much for car msu-
rane. Call 3601599 for a free pre
quota

PARTY HEARTY, COWE TO DOZO B-13
Thursday night You won't regret it. Be
there. Love the Boy.

G-1 SCUM AND BEANE: So l surviwdthe
road trip end row all my morals we cor-
rupted You guys we greet. So w*1 all the
fun in the sun. Nwr forgo Zombie
women, Larry's egga, Connie, Phil, and
the snow on the tip. What cen I say Bea-
nie, you're one in a million. Think we'11
ever find out about your cake?
mmmpshhht Hot Pents.

COME SEE WILD P Weid Joxnne atthe
12:00 showing of MSA 102.

STONY BROOK CYCLING CLUB thanks
Carl Hart Cycles for their support.

DEAR BETH, HAPPY WE TALKED things
out. Looking forward to many good times
together. Love. Scott.

END OF THE BRIDGE has 26C beer
tonight end ery Wednesday.

G FEST, FRIDAY Aprl 23, Set. April 24,
100 kegs, Live Bands in the G-Quad Pit.

JOANNE S invented weird. Robin
Wilma"

GET YER YA-YA'S OUT at G Few 4/23.
4/24, 100 Ke". 8 1ive bends. G Qued Pit.

Call 6-4819

REFRIGERATOR: Room size large fmrer
perfect for dorm or suite. 66 negotiable.
Call Nancy, 6-4276

CLASH CLASH CLASH Tix for "lo. Call
Bruce at 246-4068.

GUITAR: Factory second Gibson with
amp, mike and cao. bee offer. Call 6-
4819.

GUITAR: Aria Los Paul Goldtop. Bill Law-
ronce, Dimarzio Pickupc. Grover
Machines. Excellent condition. *200,
246-5789

UNLOCK YOUR TALENTI Graduate wri-
ter's booklet 'The Art of Writing: Basic
Principles." *2.50. John Nutter, P.O. Box
363, Shirley, N.Y. 11967

FOR SALE: Giant Stony Brook maps, hand
colored by the artist, Larry Auerbech.
$200 full size, $125 half-size, *85 third
size. Cal (212)244-4270, ext. 482, leave
message for Larry Auerbach.

BICYCLE: Men's 25" FUJI 10-speed
excellent condition, $150 or best offer.
Call Eric, 24-3733.

THE GOOD TIMES BOOKSTORE -Two
floors of quality, second hand books.
Hard cover and paperback (no hardcover
exboo) current books at % price.

BOOKS BOUGHT DAILY. 1 50 East Main
Strom, Port Jefferson. 928-2664. Open:

o- Sa., 1-6 PM.

ELECTRONIC PINBALL MACHINE, free
delivery. *00, 246-8534.

SERVICES

ELECTROLYSIS, RUTH FRANKEL, certi-
fied follow ESA, recomme d by phyw

*cians. Modem mnethod. Consultations
invited. Walking distance to campus 751 -
8860.

TYPIST HOMEWORK, Term Papers,
reports, Manuscripts, All types. Cal
Christy 751-7900 Ext. 263 Mon-Fri.

TYPING; Essays, term papers, theses
Ieasonoble rates. CoN Pat 751 -6369

WANTED: Other individuals interested in
going to the Weo Coat and/or Alaska
this summer. Call Susan 585-2799

ROOM FEE WANED and other benefitsin
exchange for services for a disabled stu-
dent on Main Campus. Call M. Roth 6-
6051, 9 AM-6PM.

RIDE NEEDED TO ITHACA, Cortland or
Binghamton April 22 or 23. Will share
expenses. Julia 6-4434.

STORAGE SPACE NEEDED, May-August,
Garages OK; 500 cubic few total 473-
4645. Leave message.

HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED ONLY Waiters, wai-
tresses, bartenders. Applecations now
being accepted Colonie Hill. Call Carol
Long 234-1800.

STUDENTS- Part-time. Make your own
hours. Unlimited income. Work al
summer. 698-3421.

COUNSELORS Coed Weight Reduction
NYS overnight camp sports drama WSI's

crafts dance kitchen music general. Camp
Shane, 15 Eklorado, Weehawken, NJ
07087

JOBS FOR SUMMER and Fall '82. Apply
for jobs in the S.B. Union April 26-30th.
Worksiudy and student employment. Visit
the Union Office Room 266, Monday-
Friday 8:30 AM-4:30 PM.

HELP WANTED: R.N.H. Mon.-Tues.-
Thurs- 11 -3; Wed -Thurs. 12-4. Applice-
tions available at SCOOP office.

--------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---- ----- ----- -------------- --------- ----- ---- ---

OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/yuar round
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia AN
ftetds. $500411200onth-ly. Sightsee-
ing. Free info. Write LC. Box 52-NY29,
Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625

HOUSING
SWAP FOR YEAR from July, Two bed-
room apartment Tel-Aviv for House,
Apartment, one bedroom Port Jefferson
area or rent Israel apartment $150
month. Contact Falkowski Days. 282-
2961 Nights 751-5593.

SUMMER HOUSEMATE WANTED: 4-
bedroom house, 1/2 mile from campus
on wooded lot. lovely interior, completely
furnished many extras, $150/month
plus 1 /4 utilities. Mature, quiet preferred.
No smoking, no pets. Call John or Terry,
246-4774.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent, cony-
niently located across from South P lot.
All appliances, low cot gas heat. Graft or
staff only. Available June 1 st, $675 plus
utilities. Call between 6-7 PM, 751 -3783.

CONDO TO SHARE-$215 plus very low
utilities. Clubhouse, indoor/outdoor pool
golf course, lighted tennis courts all
included 15 minutes to campus. Even-
ings 732-9563.

FOR SALE

ADULT MEN'S A IES: Cheap.
pno lon binwl Club OUt Kiefer,
t People's Book C.O.O.P.. Oi fio. Room

301. HAows 2:30-3:30. MWF.

FOR SALE: Two CraW Meg Wh A. M.
Four PToiac MgWhea a.6CeM 246-
660.

FOR SALE: 11968VWeedsa Needssome
wof *375. Ca# Mike 246-4373. le

_oe~ onasmigww

MOKEY, WE TOOK A CHANCE TWO
years ao and now we have mny beoub-
ful and wondlrfut memories to look back
on. HAPPY ANNIVERSARY My Sit, My
Honey, My Lover, My Bestet Fr.end. I'l
love you forever and beyond because-
b1by you're the beall Forever you Angle
and Special Lady-Susan XXXOOO.

GERALD, PRESTON, TINY, DENNIS.
STEVE. best wshes on bour MCATS. Love
Vs all, Lori. .

ROBERT, THESE PAST WEEKS pent
gher h _ave menotmor tomethenyou

can imngine. Thank you for your love and
*frienship and a _veekend fillbd with
monenta that wil a*was be rmem-
bered Lov Ye Joenn.

SIGMA BETAI COME PARTY WITH US.
Date: Set. April 24, Pkece Benedict D a E
Lounge. rTime 1.000. CeN: Rose 8-81
for ifo.

THE STORY BROOK CYCLING TEAM
h ra every Tueet mornmk at
7AM. Get yor risr in gr. 'cause eve-
rybodyeon attendl Especic mment -

JOANNE STERN IS WEIRD. Mary
Feuwldq

STEVE I 00 LOVE YOU. but I show
ft. I'Ml mee you at End of th Dridte, Me
rm not pmising any Lim

25C BEER TOMTE AT END OF THE
BIDGE 9PbM till ?*1.00admiisionvwith

DEA ROSE HAPPY BWNHOAVI rm so
la voe VA a f yW. Io

after soday dou'11 chqp Vow _lings

GOOD ILCKONTHE MCATSAenlloch
terAIA&Adslr elsgaor.a" adRiepher-
mon. vou0a» Jisne.

D0AR PAUL-W64 do MCArs am
fb"in bhw rmnot goigewishyouklck

good k oww Ae a yOwt foer but
mer mwen I reevy need so Imani. Your

1h_ owt--" OwkIrind atwey, rie.

SEER AW, PmonA LATERboel
ro m _* sm inwwovo ma

m'y tP I0 hONCT put M 11-ew -wj Mi

JU a_ han is VW" for

vow I -v mw 7» wL Rdsift
17 ACT W 1A O

.*2=. rw"mw
lidw " P.. )97 .sm"N

, 111M. oA= =O

COLLEGE SELECTION IS COMINGI Do
Vou need someone lo room with next

e t? CONNECTIONS will computer
pick th perect mwch for only $2.00. For
application send name and address to
P.O. Bom 78. E. Setault, N.Y. 11733.

TYPEWRITER REPAIRS. CLEANING.
Machines Bought and Sold, Free eati-

mass, TYPECRAFT 4949 0 N -set
Higw, Port Jrsons Station. N.Y.
1 1776. 473-4337

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: 14 K Gold Bracelet in H.S.C.,
Room 171. I.D. and it's yoursi Call Gary
6-5422.

LOST ONE SKATEBOARD. if found can
246-4129 Reward offed

PERSONALS

DONT MY STRAIGHT men know how to
buy p ents thet fit them?

GeT CONNECTED1 FOR two Soucy buc
vou too can Join th-oas who howe met gir-
ltimn Wob yri -de roommales, housev-
ates. _1w W fu mrt -
on ager choe for you by computer. S
vow name end addreae is : CONEC-
TOS PO Om Eat Ssu l1, NY 11711.

KELLYFEST 1 ALMOST HEREI Thi
Thursay betw-ee KetyE and at 9 PM
The Futll Bend, 30beganfunwNi
e be thrarl

CANT STAND YOUR ?Are
you going ut oryv* mnd worryin edou
w your sonne de non semesew? For
Jt *2.00aCNLL.I1 wI opue

|^»* nww» -mn N, __a-e
Fer app1ic00io Write: ONC>N
P.O. 71 E SE . Y 11733.

Rt.NH POSTE HAGR Good Pay Fkw
11" 1401" Irfto e Seew at6-38M.

5 C167 BAST OFF. D _einain VC-&
Saw" e-B e-rw. W~e fl i &W kind ofMIe

1b_ m * m u wB do' beher us. Hte
_.SO SW*l "*a Subs, Lave te

Gears. (nudgp. n,,dp pake% pe~W

*UD UTE MrE at **e I do Thured_.
Apri2lP22. PHMgIfta2f<Bee The New

COME TO 00 OF T I BI OG
Jkm Moroft Tu-dfta a"^ W"A^^
26C bear emr -y -a ala-

-ALPHA BTADONlJTfreeetaihwhere
is »W *winrV wft r friy -K M 3pmJ

NEED A GWEL CAR? 1971,
rovoft Coronse: bod amf ed but sel>

lom . engine. 4 m, Hem _o
te. Gs2v26n mq 11 a tnetpett

boxt itga a ouwhwere yu we o go. First
*300 tke it. Jeff, 246-49 r :530
PM.

1970 TOYOTA C0 as 4 doe dn.
E _ c _ *220n Cdl 6aG
9071 evenin or 246-6703 dfVokv

ONDA 1 0, l 000 m eeb
mefawt- congdolin wikh hokwt.ee^D

CAN anyOme =I1-237. OWL

739GOLDS4DIUSpensafm.9»edi
GWMMd etwr. NoCw bRl. etrar Sued IIee
runm we. *760. GI e- 024e

1972 TOYOA COO Good on
_l~sgi. mechicalb -iici Meow

rawv *M. cm 9 74aw 7
or 473-9606

XCE NFRaOg CANDuSACAP
for seta at low low p loss Cao cott or
Jim at 247 4.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Adults $6.95 Children $3.95

Barbecued Ribs
Barbecued Chicken
Barbecued Sausage and Peppers
Barbecued Chopsr-
Baked Pork Chops or Chicken
' ------ inclds -- - - -

ALL the French Prim Ric PiW or Sphbetti,
Greek Salad, Garlic Bed or Mumels You Can Eat

REGULAR MENU ALSO AVAILABLE

SHIPMATE FOR 2
Lobter Tails, Shrimp, Scallops
Flounder, Baked Clams, etc.

- >SPECIAL
-:- -;$20.95

.849 Middle Country Road, St James
-6+979-0172 979-9649
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King Kullen/Genovese Cub New Summer Hours
Shopping Center ? Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-8 p.m. I
Rte. 25A, Setauket Sat. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
-,%Miles East of SUSB f oZ

Di MO 751-9650
lltoli Del

FREE DELIVERY TO CAMPUS
($5.00 Minimum Purchase)

Starting Monday, April 26th
k

I

I
I

I
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Have A Dorm Party For $49.95
Free Case of Bud or Soda and a 41b. Box of

Pretzels with Purchase of Our Broadway
Charlie Giant Over-Stuffed 5ft. Hero

$49.95
Filled with

Ham o Roast Beef a Turkey o Salami o Cappicola
Swiss & Provolone o Lettuce o Tomatoes o Onions

plus
Potato Salad o Cole Slaw o Macaroni Salad

Plates o Forks o Napkins
with this coupon good thru 4/28/82 i

SUMMER DAY CAMP POSITION: WSI,
Wfe guards, arm and crafts, drama, gen-
eral counselors. E. Seteuket, now SUNY
751-1081.
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WANTED REFRIGERATOR: For a

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED
Male and Female volunteers to participate in

research project evaluating hormones and sexual
orientation. Subjects must be between the ages of 21
and 40, free of medical problems, not on any medication
(including birth control pills for females) and available
for at least one hour per day for a one-week period.
Heterosexual, homosexual and transsexual oriented
subjects needed. Blood samples will be taken.
Accepted subjects will be paid.

For additional information contact Dr. Gladue,
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Science, HSC
T- 10, SUNY at Stony Brook (246-2551) between 10:00
a.m. and I'O0 p.m. weekdays. * ; ;

Everyday Is Barbecue Day



Youngblood, Kong Power Mete

New York -Joel Youngblood and Dave Kingman hit home
runs, and right-hander Mike Scott pitched seven shutout
innings to lead the New York Mets to a 3-2 victory last night
over the Chicago Cubs.

Youngblood's homer was his first of the season, while King-
man hit his fifth, giving him 14 RBI, tops in the National
League.

Scott, 2-1, gave up an unearned run in the first inning, and
held Chicago in check on nine hits until the ninth inning.

Keith Moreland led off the Cubs ninth with a double, took
third on a grounder and scored on a single off Scott's hand by
Gary Wood. Neil Allen then relieved and earned his third save.
Scott struck out six and walked none before leaving. The losing
pitcher was Doug Bird, 1-3.

The Cubs scored in the first inning with the help of a two-out
error by shortstop Ron Gardenhire. Bill Buckner reached first
on Gardenhire's error and went to third on Leon Durham's
single. Keith Moreland's hit brought Buckner home.

Youngblood's homer and an error by second baseman Bump
Wills enabled the Mets to take a 2-1 lead in the second. Youngb-
lood led off the inning with his homer, a shot into the left-field
bullpen. With two out, Gardenhire singled and advanced to
second on Wills' error. Mookie Wilson, hitting safely in his
seventh straight game, singled to score Gardenhire.

Kingman gave the Mets a 3-1 lead in the sixth when he led off
with a homer.

Braves 12th Win Breaks Record

The Atlanta Braves broke a major league record with their
12th straight season-opening win Tuesday night when Claudell
Washington tripled home in the third inning and scored on a
wild pitch for a 4-2 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.

The Oakland A's won their first 11 games last year, a mark
tied by the Braves with a 6-5 victory over Houston on Sunday.
That 11th straight victory also broke the modern National
League mark of 10 in a row by the 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers and
1962 Pittsburgh Pirates.

A Marathon of Trouble

Boston-What is the future of the Boston Marathon, one of
the world's most prestigious 26-mile, 385-yard races?

Before Monday's 86th running of the event and aft*r Alberto
Salazar's sensational victory over Dick Beardsley, there was
much controversy and conjecture concerning next year's race
and those afterward.

All indications pointed to radical changes, but Will Cloney,
race director and president of the Boston Athletic Association
was close-mouthed about such moves.

At a news conference last Saturday, he said he would have
some announcements regarding the future of the marathon
after the race. But asked about that statement following Salaz-
ar's pulsating, two-second triumph over Beardsley in a 2 hours,
8 minutes, 51 seconds, course record, he said only that it was
uncertain when he would disclose any developments. Still,
there seemed little doubt that the race would become profes-
sional in an effort to keep pace with the other major marathons
throughout the world, offering prize money and expense to the
leading runners.

The traditional Monday Patriots' Day race also is expected to
be moved to a Sunday, making it more attractive for national
network television for the first time. The New York City Mara-
thon was televised live by ABC for the first time last year.

Furthermore, the course of the race likely is to undergo a
switch from its current starting point of Hopkinton, west of
Boston, to its finish at the Prudential Insurance Co. tower in the
city.

Prudential, the race's major sponsor for the past 16 years, is
withdrawing in protest of the projected move to
professionalism.

The company said in a prepared statement the
emphasis of the race "will no longer serve the goals and objec-
tives of Prudential's public service purpose."

It had contributed an estimated $100,000 in past years.
Next year, if the athletes receive prize money, it will be under

the guidelines established by the International Amateur
Athletic Federation, the world governing body for track and
field. -

Under IAAF rules, the athletes can accept money as long as
they put into a trust fund for "training purpose Under that
arrangement, the runners maintain their ateur status and
remain eligible for international and Olympic competition.

"The Boyton Mauthon will continue to be run within the
strict eu rues of ever rulem-making body in the awmid,"
Cloney hs _e d
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23 zone only to change to a box and one in an
ffort to contain Malove. Hendrix C-D had smne
suckes containing Malove using this defensive
alignment they were forced to play man-to-man
because malove was hitting the open man for
easy lay-ups, Hendrix C-D often showed signs
of life by making sparkling defensive plays. Cha-
rles Moffet supplied much of this defensive
strength by making several steaks at times when
Hendrix C-D really needed them.

Greg Williams kept Hendrix C-D in the game
by scoring inside and drawing fouls. Cardozo B
enjoyed a 28-17 halftime advantage.

The second half was much the same story as
Malove's shooting exhibition continued.
Although Malove had a tremendous scoring out-
put Cardozos victory was not a one man show.
"Everyone knew their job and performed it
well." state Robby Sheinberg, Cardoto BWs floor
general. Sheinberg's role was very instrumental
in Cardozo B's victory in that he kept the defense
honest and controlled the clock.

Cardozo B's Patrick Barnes and Company
crashed the boards and played sound defense.
The all-round play of Cardozo B allowed Malove
to concentrate on his shooting.

After riding on a crest for the entire season,
Hendrix C-D has finally encountered defeat
Greg Williams led Hendrix C-D's attack with 18
points.

By winning their respective championship
titles the 69ers and Cardozo B have written the
last chapter in the men's 1981-82 intramural bas-
ketball season.

By MorriB Brown
The intramural basketball season came to a

dose last Monday night as the 69ers walked
away with the independant crown. Cardozo B
took the hall crown.

Although Kingfish played with intensity, they
fell short of the 69ers 57-53. The 69ers remained
in control from the outset despite the departure
of their big man who fouled out of the game
midway through the first IWal£ Kingfish failed to
capitalize on this opportunity due to the 69ers
tight defense and strong rebounding.

After a fiurst half riddled with turnovers on the
part of both teams, the 69eres were up 36-28
Added pressure was put on Kingfish when the
69ers scored two quick field goals to start the
second half. At this point Kingfish regrouped
and came back with an attack led by Deno
Delany and Mark Van Keuren. With the lead cut
to two and little time remaining, Larry Levensof
the 69ers made a key steal and sank two clutch
foul shots to insure their victory. Larry Levens
scored 14 for the 69ers and Deno Delaney led all
scorers with 18

Cardozo B Captured the hall crown by rolling
over Hendrix C-D 52-39. Cardoz B jumped to
an early 8-0 lead and stayed in control for the
remainer of the game. Cardozo B's victory fea-
tured an exhibition by Rich Malove. Enroute to
his 35 point performance, Malove connected
from every spot on the floor, drew numerous
fouls, collected a handfull of assists and grabbed
numereous rebounds.

Defensively, Hendrix C-D started out with a

The Stony Brook Patriots ended their week by
handily defeating the Iona Lacrosse Club, 14-5,
bringing their record to 2-2 on Saturday.

Cold, frigid weather greeted the Patriots as
they trod onto the newly lined soccer field.
Fueled by the reality of their two previous losses
to Oswego and N.Y. Maritime, the Patriots were
in line for a rousing victory.

Steve Pollack opened the scoring against Iona
with an assist from Mike Giangrasso on an early
man-up situation. John Warrack took advantage
of an unsettled man-up situation and struck for
his first goal. The Mike Giangrasso to Pollack
combination scored again and was followed by
Rob Zippo's unassisted goal to close the first
quarter with the Patriots holding a firm 4-0
edge.

The second quarter opened with a quick tally
by John Warrack. Terry Russell assisted Pol-
lack, who then assisted on Zippo's second goal.
The second quarter ended with Iona scoring on a
fast break and a 7-1 lead for the Patriots.

The second half was not wholly dominated by

Stony Brook. Although Pollack, Warrack
(assisted by Warrack and Pollack, respectively),
Giangrasso and Terry Russell scored early, the
momentum swung into Iona's favor. During the
next 20 minutes, Iona scored four goals while
shutting down the attack, to cut the lead to six.
Stony Brook Coach John Zeigler quickly called a
time-out to regroup the troops. They responded
with three fast break goals; Pollack, assisted by
Russell; Warrack assisted by Rich Stanton; and
the final goal, which took 10 seconds to complete;
culminating with Jim Bianco scoring on a per-
fect assist from Tony Calido.

Charlie Nicholas was the standout in the Patri-
ot's crack defensive unit which allowed no man-
down goals in seven attempts. Joe Schlegel
tallied five saves for Stony Brook and started
numerous fast breaks. the lacrosse' team has
been forced to juggle players due to the injuries
suffered by Ray McKenna and Thomas Dolezal.
The next game is today against United State.
Merchant Marine Academy.

By Craig Schneider
"Pitchin'," was the explanation baseball

coach Rick Wurster offered. Monday's game
against Hofstra was the question put to him.
Sure, Hofstra is a tough team, scholarshipped,
and all-but Stony Brook lost 21-6.

It was a non-conference game so on the
records, when statistic and history-minded
coaches look back on 1982 and its season, which is
so far a season with no wins, they won't even see
it

This is not to undermine the baseball team.
'The game wasn't off the record for a reason. And
there were players who excelled. Pete Di Paola
went three for four, driving in two. Tab Borbon

touched the base bags twice, which was half the
time he was up at bat. A double, a triple, and two
RBIs came thanks for Borbon.

And yet it all leads back to pitching. Hofstra's
21 hits, verses Stony Brook's 11. "We're looking
forward to our next game.' said Wurster. Con-
cerning his last game, Hofstra: "The less said the
better."

Stony Brook's pitcher was Mike Franchi. His
record now moves to 0-2. "Mike's still a fresh-

man," said Wurster. "He's doing O.K. but he's got

a lot to learn."
Stony Brook's next game is against Brooklyn

College on Thursday.
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69ers, Kingfish Keep It Up

Patriots Trample vrerlona

Baseball Pitchin9 Woes
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By Craig Schneider
Yesterday's hot sun shone down in back of the Stony

Brook Union on a30 foot high can of Miller beer. Itwas
great advertising. It reminded a lot of students that
they were thirsty.

Last night, at the top of the union, mustering within
the sweat and beer-breathed air of the End of the
Bridge restaurant, the long-awaited StonyBrookArm
Wrestling Championships occurred Men, and women
too, came prepared in short sleeves, towels in their
pockets, some with taped hands, and some just blis-
tered from practicing.

fim ready," said Paul Pierr a determined thick-
armed middle weight. "And Im going to the top "

News of the competition came to Ston Brook about
two weeks ago and lost Tueday 70 anxious aonpet
tors lined up and signed Othentra formL Fred Chap.
man, the rqroncl aegecooordinao for Miller bow,
arag the bw-room brawl with the hq of Whelp-
kW the End oa the Bridg Miller beer's distrib ,
and givng the student a hell of a time

Sos>t night the announcees mcaled out
into the body-hot air Tul Pire and Patick
Bwne&* Vie , bee bto crowd wailed out
cheers and catela A table with t p oneforeach
of the man's enxws stood cev i behind the
rope; a la a boxing ring.

When te match be4an hef broke xe-the table
alnm t did tom The 1tt1Id' I 10rm grew tick and
veiny as the table dha* under the weight ond pmw
mm.Each ee and bm in quick
streg fth-ing Kind o Hke a mothn mi labor.
And this w only the quare final
= Wh Pkrs swe n pubW arm wn raised in
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By James Benaburger
We all know the expression "Eve-

ryone loves a winner." If this is true,
then no one can dislike Stony Brook's
Equestrian team. Over the past 12
years, they've been national champions
twice, 1971 and 1980, and regional
champions the past three years.

Considering there are 23 teams in
each region and nine regions through-
out the country, one can say that the
Equestrian team is a winner. This year,
the tradition continues true to form as
the team won the regional champion-
ships this past weekend. The next step is
the national championships in May at
Mt. Holyoke College in Massachussetts.

The regional and individual meets are
comprised of many events. There are
jumping events, where the horse is
trained to jump over bars of various
heights, and running events, where the
rider guides the horse at various
speeds-walking, trotting and canter-
ing. The judges score the rider's ability
to control the horse throughout the

various events. The riders compete as a
various events. The riders compete as a
team and as individuals-similar to the
way a swim meet is run.

Coach George Lukemire said that this
year about 40 riders have competed in
meets. In the May Nationals, eight per-
sons will represent Stony Brook as a
team and 12 will ride as individuals.

For those who have thought of joining
the team but could not find where the
riders practice, that is because they
don't practice here at Stony Brook. The
team trains at a local stable called
Smoke Runs Farm. Lukemire and Joan
Johnson who runs the farm, started the
Equestrian team. Since then, Lukemire
and Johnson take care of the horse to

Stamtn-,%nny Rodtwm_
Stony Brook's Equestrian Team hurdled the regionals, beating 23 teems.

make sure that they are kept in top
form.

To be successful as an equestrian
rider, diligence and hard work are
needed. A great deal of practice is neces-
sary to become a good rider, but this is

true for any other sport. The season runs
the entire academic year, and Lukemire
said he keeps in touch with his riders
during the summer months.

Throughout the country, interest in
horseriding is on the rise. Lukemire

stated that many don't realiwhow popu-
lar horseback-riding is on Long Island.
With the National Championships
.upcoming, it remains to be seen whether
or not the Equestrianieam will keep up
its winning tradition.
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Riders Kick Up a Storm at Regions
Equestrian Team Victorious, Advances to Conquer Nationals
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Arms Bend and Veins Bulge for Arm- Wrestler OS
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